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1IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
-vs-
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Supreme Court No. 43296-2015 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Appeal from the Third Judicial District, Canyon County, Idaho. 
HONORABLE JUNEAL C. KERRICK, Presiding 
James G. Reid, 1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorney for Appellant 
Kevin Dinius, Dinius &Assoc., 5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa,Idaho 83687 
Attorney for Respondent 
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Third Judicial District Court • Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
1/25/2013 
1/28/2013 
1/30/2013 
1/31/2013 
2/4/2013 
2/19/2013 
2/26/2013 
2/27/2013 
2/28/2013 
3/4/2013 
3/8/2013 
3/12/2013 
4/9/2013 
5/1/2013 
5/3/2013 
5/7/2013 
5/13/2013 
6/11/2013 
6/12/2013 
Other Claims 
Judge 
New Case Filed-Other Claims Molly J Huskey 
Summons Issued Molly J Huskey 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories 8-H, Molly J Huskey 
or the other A listings below Paid by: Dinius, Kevin E (attorney for 
Kosmann, David A) Receipt number: 0005022 Dated: 1/25/2013 Amount: 
$96.00 (Check) For: Kosmann, David A (plaintiff) 
Motion for First (Automatic) Disqualification of Judge (Fax) 
Notice Of Appearance - Shepard 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or 
petitioner Paid by: Shepherd, Ronald (attorney for Gilbride, Leo) Receipt 
number: 0005312 Dated: 1/28/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: 
Gilbride, Leo ( defendant) 
Notice of Service of a Discovery Document (fax 
Order for First (Automatic) Disqualification of Judge 
Change Assigned Judge 
Affidavit Of Service 1/27/13 Leo (fax) 
Order of Assignment 
Answer, Counterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial 
Request for Trial Setting (fax) 
Defendants/Counterclaimants Response To Request For Trial Setting 
Notice Of Taking Audio-Visual Deposition of Lio Gilbride -- Duces Tecu 
(fax) 
Notice Of Service of Discovery Responses 
Notice Of Service of Discovery Requests 
Answer to Counterclaim (fax) 
Notice of Service of a Discovery Document (Fax) 
Notice of Taking Deposition of David Kosmann 
Notice of Continued Audio-Visual Deposition of Leo Gilbride -- Duces 
Tecum Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure (fax) 
Amended Notice of Continued Audio-Visual Deposition of Leo Gilbride 
Duces Tecum (fax) 
Notice Of Service of A Discovery Document (fax) 
Defendant's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment 
Defendants Memorandum In Support of Motion For Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Ron R Shepherd 
Affidavit of Leo Gilbride 
Notice Of Hearing (Defendants Motion for Partial Summary Judgment) 
7/11/13 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 07/11/2013 09:00 AM) motn for 
partial summary judgmnt 
Molly J Huskey 
Molly J Huskey 
Molly J Huskey 
Molly J Huskey 
Molly J Huskey 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
6/20/2013 
6/25/2013 
6/26/2013 
6/27/2013 
7/5/2013 
7/11/2013 
8/9/2013 
8/14/2013 
8/19/2013 
8/20/2013 
Other Claims 
Pint's Rule 56(f) Motion (fax) 
Affidavit in Support of Pint's Rule 56(f) Motion (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 7/11/13@ 9:00am (fax) 
Notice of Service of a Discovery Document 
Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing-? /11 /13 (fax) 
Affidavit of Michele Phillips 
Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of David Kosmann In Support of Opposition to Defendant's Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
for Partial Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Kevin E Dinius In Support of Opposition to Defendants Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
for Partial Summary Judgment 
Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Jdmt 
Memorandum in Opposition to Pint's Motion for Leave to File First 
Amended Complaint 
Memorandum in Opposition to Pint's Rule 56(f) Motion 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/11/2013 09:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klementson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages defn's motn for partial summary judgmnt / Pint's Rule 56(f) Motn 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/11/2013 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Held defn's motn for partial summary judgmnt / Pint's Rule 56(f) 
Motn 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/11/2013 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion Held defn's motn for partial summary judgmnt / Pint's Rule 56(f) 
Motn 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/11/2013 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion to Continue Denied ( Pint's Rule 56(f) Motn) 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Denied in part - Court to render 
written decision on remaining issues. 
Order on Motion for Summary Judgment (pits motn to cont def summ 
judg-denied, defs motn for summ judg dismissing counts 1 & 3-granted, 
pits motn for leave to file amended comp, granted) 
First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (fax) 
Motion for an Order to Mediate (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 9/12/2013 (fax) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/12/2013 09:00 AM) Motion for 
Order to Mediate 
Request for Trial and Pretrial Setting (Fax) 
Motion for Leave to Amend Counterclaim 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to Amend Counterclaim 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Third Judicial District Court- Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
8/20/2013 
8/21/2013 
8/23/2013 
8/26/2013 
9/5/2013 
9/10/2013 
9/12/2013 
9/17/2013 
9/20/2013 
9/26/2013 
10/10/2013 
10/16/2013 
10/24/2013 
10/25/2013 
Notice Of Hearing 9-12-13 
Stipulation for Mediation (Fax) 
Other Claims 
Notice of Service of a Discovery Document (Fax) 
Response to Request for Trial Setting (Fax) 
Motion for an Order to Deposit Funds (fax 
Motion for an Order to Shorten time (fax 
Notice Of Hearing 9-12-13 (fax 
Affidavit of Kevin E Dinius in support of Motion for an Order to Deposit 
Funds (fax 
Objection to Motion for an Order to Deposit Funds (fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/12/2013 09:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/12/2013 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 09/12/2013 09:00 AM: 
Motion Held- Motion for Order to Mediate//Defendant's Motion to Amend 
Counterclaim//Plaintiffs Motion for an Order to Deposit Funds «<Stip 
reached as to all motions-attys to prepare appropriate orders>» 
Mediation Ordered 
Hearing Scheduled (Mediation - DC 10/24/2013 09:00 AM) 
Answer to First amended Complaint and First Amended Counterclaim 
Order Granting Motion for Leave to Amend Counterclaim 
Notice of Service Re: Discovery (fax 
Defendants Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants Second Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Leo Gilbride 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 11/07/2013 09:00 AM) Def Second 
Motion/Partial Summary Judgment 
Objection to Proposed Order to Deposit Funds (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing-11/7/13 (fax) 
Opposition to Defendants Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
(fax) 
Motion to Strike and Disregard Certain Testimony of Leo Gilbride (fax) 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike and Disregard Certain 
Testimony of Leo Gilbride (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 11-7-13 (fax) 
Defendants Motion for Partial Reconsideration (fax) 
User: WALDEMER 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Stephen Dunn 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
10/25/2013 
10/31/2013 
11/7/2013 
11/12/2013 
11/14/2013 
11/19/2013 
11/21/2013 
12/3/2013 
12/4/2013 
12/18/2013 
12/20/2013 
12/24/2013 
1/3/2014 
1/7/2014 
1/8/2014 
2/14/2014 
3/7/2014 
Other Claims 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Reconsideration of the 
Courts Order on Motion for Summary Judgment (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 11-7-13 (fax) 
Opposition to Defendants Motion for Partial Reconsideration (fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11/07/2013 09:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11/07/2013 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11/07/2013 09:00 AM: 
Motion Held- Defendant's Second Motion for Summary 
Judgment-Defendant's Motion for Partial Reconsideration---Plaintiff's 
Motion to Strike--Objection to Proposed Order to Deposit Funds--
Motion Denied 
Request for Trial Setting (fax) 
Order Denying Defn's Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and 
Motion for Partial Reconsideration 
Order to Defosit Funds 
Plaintiff's Response For Request For Trial Setting (fax) 
Order Setting Case for trial and pretrial conference 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 12/02/2014 09:00 AM) 4 - day 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 10/14/2014 08:30 AM) 
Notice Of Service of Discovery Requests (fax) 
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing (fax) 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/09/2014 09:00 AM) Defn's Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
to Releas Funds 
Defn's Motn for Order to Release Funds (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Michele Phillips (fax) 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Justin Mccarthy (fax) 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Taking Audio Visual Deposition of Justin MccarthyDuces tecum Juneal C. Kerrick 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30 (b) (4) (fax 
Notice of Service of a Discovery Document (Fax) 
Stipulation to Release Funds 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 01/09/2014 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Vacated Defn's Motion to Releas Funds 
Order to Release Funds 
Affidavit Of Service-2-12-14 Justin McCarthy Sub (fax) 
Defendants Disclosure of Expert Witness 
Notice Of Service of Discovery Responses 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Third Judicial District Court • Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
3/20/2014 
4/7/2014 
4/10/2014 
4/14/2014 
5/21/2014 
6/26/2014 
7/10/2014 
7/24/2014 
8/4/2014 
8/27/2014 
8/28/2014 
8/29/2014 
9/4/2014 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Notice of Service Re: Discovery Responses (Def Third Suppl (fax Juneal C. Kerrick 
Miscellaneous Payment: CD Copies Paid by: Kosmann, David A Receipt Juneal C. Kerrick 
number: 0023254 Dated: 4/7/2014 Amount: $6.25 (Check) 
Subpoena Duces Tecum to Fairway Independent Mortgage Corporartion Juneal C. Kerrick 
(fax) 
Affidavit Of Service 4/8/14 (fax) 
Subpoena Duces Tecum to Canyon County Development Services (fax) 
Affidavit Of Service - (fax) 
Defendants Third Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Ron R Shepherd in Support of Defendants Third Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants Third Motion for Partial Summary Juneal C. Kerrick 
Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 7-10-14 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 07/10/2014 09:00 AM) defs third 
motn for partial summ judg 
Opposition to Defendant's Third Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Declaration of David Kosmann in Support of Opposition to Defendant's 
Third Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/10/2014 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Held defs third motn for partial summ judg 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/10/2014 09:00 AM: 
Case Taken Under Advisement defs third motn for partial summ judg 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/10/2014 09:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Order on Defendant's Third Motion for Summary Judgment-DENIED 
Notice Of Taking Audio-Visual Deposition of Eric Arthur--Duces Tecum 
(fax) 
Notice Of Service of a Discovery Document (fax) 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Stipulation for Substitution Of Counsel-for Defendant (fax Juneal C. Kerrick 
Amended Notice Of Taking Audio-Visual Deposition of Eric Arthur-Ducas Juneal C. Kerrick 
Tecum Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30 (b) (4) fax 
Amended Deposition Subpoena Duces Tecum to Eric Arthur (fax 
Notice of Telephonic Status Conference 9-4-14 (fax) 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 09/04/2014 11 :00 AM) 
telephonic 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled on 09/04/2014 11 :00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
9/4/2014 
9/8/2014 
9/15/2014 
9/26/2014 
10/2/2014 
11/6/2014 
12/1/2014 
12/2/2014 
12/23/2014 
12/26/2014 
12/30/2014 
12/31/2014 
1/2/2015 
1/8/2015 
1/9/2015 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled on 09/04/2014 11 :00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 12/02/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Vacated 4 - day 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/27/2015 09:00 AM) 4 days 
Amended Order Setting Pretrial Conference and Jury Trial 
Stipulation to Reset Pre Trial Conference (fax) 
Stipulation to Amend Order to Deposit Funds (w/order) (Fax) 
Order Amending Order to Deposit Funds 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order Resetting Pre-Trial Conference Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 10/14/2014 08:30 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 11/06/2014 08:30 AM) Pre Trial Conference Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 11/06/2014 08:30 AM: District Juneal C. Kerrick 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 11/06/2014 08:30 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Held 
Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 11/06/2014 08:30 AM: Notice Of Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 01/09/2015 09:30 AM) {BLOCK Juneal C. Kerrick 
1 HR} 
Notice Of Service of Defn's fourth supplemental response (fax 
Notice Of Service of a Discovery Document (fax) 
Plaintiffs Pre-Trial Brief (Fax) 
Plaintiffs Witness and Exhibit List (Fax) 
Plaintiffs Proposed Jury Instructions Filed (Fax) 
Notice Of Service (fax) 
Defendants Witness List 
Defendants Proposed Jury Instructions 
Defendants Exhibit List 
Defendant's Pre-trial Memorandum (fax) 
Notice Of Service (fax) 
Notice Of Service (fax) 
Declaration of Kevin E. Dinius In Support of Plaintiffs Motion in Limine 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Plaintiffs Motion in Limine Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled on 01/09/2015 09:30 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
1/9/2015 
1/13/2015 
1/14/2015 
1/16/2015 
1/21/2015 
1/26/2015 
1/27/2015 
1/28/2015 
1/29/2015 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled on 01/09/2015 09:30 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/21/2015 01:30 PM) {BLOCK p.m.} Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion in Limine 
(Plaintiffs ) Notice Of Hearing (Mot in Limine) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs Motion in Limine 
Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion in Limine 
Affidavit Of Service-Justin 1-12-15 (Subpoena) (fax) 
Affidavit Of Service-1-15-15 Subpoena Justin (fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 01/21/2015 01:30 PM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 01/21/2015 01:30 PM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion Held- Plaintiffs Motion in Limine -{Denied with regard to exclusion 
of witnesses and reserved ruling on documentary evidence} 
Order on Plaintiffs Motion in Limine Juneal C. Kerrick 
Defendant's Supplemental Pre-trial Memorandum Re: Illegality of Contract Juneal C. Kerrick 
(FAX) 
Defendant's Supplemental Proposed Jury Instructions (FAX) 
Defendant's Supplemental Proposed Special Verdict Form (FAX) 
Plaintiffs Supplemental Pre- Trial Brief 
Declaration of Kevin E. Dinius in support of Plaintiffs Supplemental 
Pre-Trial Brief 
Declaration of Cameron McFaddan 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 01/27/2015 09:00 AM: Jury 
Trial Started 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 01/27/2015 09:00 AM: Jury Juneal C. Kerrick 
Instructions Filed 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 01/27/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Held {JT day 2} 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 01/27/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Held {JT day 3} 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 01/27/2015 09:00 AM: Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
Held {Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Case Under Rule 41(b) and Rule 
50(a) of the I.R.C.P. 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 01/27/2015 09:00 AM: Motion Juneal C. Kerrick 
Granted {Specific Performance Claim} 
Motion Denied-{ Unjust Enrichment Claim} -Reserved Ruling on Fraud Juneal C. Kerrick 
Claim 
Court Trial Started-{Changed from JT to CT based on Stipulation of parties} Juneal C. Kerrick 
Miscellaneous-Court Reporter's Estimated Costs of a Transcript of the 
Record for Appeal Purposes {$1,800.} 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
2/13/2015 
3/30/2015 
3/31/2015 
4/10/2015 
4/13/2015 
4/20/2015 
4/21/2015 
Other Claims 
Defendants Post Trial Memorandum (fax) 
Defendants Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (fax) 
Plaintiffs Post-Trial Brief 
Plaintiffs Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum Decision Following Court Trial Juneal C. Kerrick 
Judgment (Counts 1,11,111,V of Amended Comp Dismissed with Prej, Pit shall Juneal C. Kerrick 
Recover $30,990.00 against Def on Count IV of the amended Comp ,Count 
I of Counterclaim Dismissed with Prej, Count II of Counterclaim Def shall 
Recover from Pit Possession of Real Property, Count Ill of Counterclaim 
Dismissed without Prej 
Civil Disposition Judgment entered for: Gilbride, Leo, Defendant; Juneal C. Kerrick 
Kosmann, David A, Plaintiff. Filing date: 3/30/2015 
Case Status Changed: Closed Juneal C. Kerrick 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Juneal C. Kerrick 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Dinius Law Receipt number: 0020011 Dated: 
3/31/2015 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Additional Fee For Juneal C. Kerrick 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: Dinius Law Receipt number: 0020011 Dated: 
3/31/2015 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Defendant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 
Affidavit of Ron Shepherd 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Defendant's Memorandum of Court Costs and Attorney Fees Juneal C. Kerrick 
Plaintiffs Amended Motion to Reconsider and to Amend Findings and Juneal C. Kerrick 
Conlusions of the Memorandum Decision and Judgment (fax) 
Memorandum in Support Plaintiffs Amended Motion to Reconsider and to Juneal C. Kerrick 
Amend Findings and Conlusions of the Memorandum Decision and 
Judgment (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing - 05.14.15 (Fax) - Not Good Date Juneal C. Kerrick 
Amended Notice of Hearing - 05.07.15 (Fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 05/07/2015 09:00 AM) Pltfs Motn to Juneal C. Kerrick 
Reconsider & Amend Findings 
Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk action Juneal C. Kerrick 
Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs Juneal C. Kerrick 
Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees Juneal C. Kerrick 
and Costs 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs Juneal C. Kerrick 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Kosmann, David A Receipt number: 0024015 
Dated: 4/20/2015 Amount: $2.00 (Cash) 
Order on Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Findings 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 05/07/2015 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Vacated Pltfs Motn to Reconsider & Amend Findings 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
4/23/2015 
4/27/2015 
4/28/2015 
5/18/2015 
5/19/2015 
6/2/2015 
6/4/2015 
6/9/2015 
6/11/2015 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Writ Issued Canyon Co Juneal C. Kerrick 
Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid by: Dinius & Associates Juneal C. Kerrick 
Receipt number: 0025233 Dated: 4/23/2015 Amount: $2.00 (Check) 
Defendant's Motion to Disallow Plaintiffs Claimed Costs and Attorney's 
Fees (fax) 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Disallow Plaintiffs Juneal C. Kerrick 
Claimed Costs and Attorney's Fees (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 06/11/2015 09:00 AM) Defs Mot to J uneal C. Kerrick 
Disallow Plaintiffs Claimed Costs & Fees 
Memorandum in Opposition of Defendants Motion for Attorney Fees and Juneal C. Kerrick 
Costs (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 6-11-15 (fax) 
Affidavit of Interest Due (fax) 
Writ Returned - Original 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Writ Issued - Canyon County Juneal C. Kerrick 
Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid by: Dinius & Associates Juneal C. Kerrick 
Receipt number: 0030264 Dated: 5/19/2015 Amount: $2.00 (Check) 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Juneal C. Kerrick 
by: Dinius, Kevin E (attorney for Kosmann, David A) Receipt number: 
0032940 Dated: 6/2/2015 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Kosmann, David 
A (plaintiff) 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Notice of Appeal-Plaintiff 
Bond Posted - Reporters Fee (Receipt 32942 Dated 6/2/2015 for 
100.00)(Record) 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Defendant's Motion for Stay of Execution and Motion to Shorten Time (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Notice Of Hearing (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Memorandum in response to plailntiffs objection to defendant's motion for Juneal C. Kerrick 
costs and attorney fees 
Objection to Defendant's Motion for Stay of Execution and Motion to Juneal C. Kerrick 
Shorten Time (Fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 06/11/2015 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Less than 100 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 06/11/2015 09:00 AM: Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 06/11/2015 09:00 AM: 
Motion Held-Defs Mot to Disallow Plaintiffs Claimed Costs & Fees/pits 
opposition to defendants motn for fees and costs {Written Ruling to be 
issued} 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000795-C Current Judge: Juneal C. Kerrick 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
User: WALDEMER 
David A Kosmann vs. Leo Gilbride 
Date 
6/11/2015 
6/18/2015 
6/19/2015 
7/2/2015 
7/7/2015 
7/8/2015 
7/10/2015 
7/16/2015 
7/28/2015 
7/29/2015 
8/5/2015 
8/6/2015 
8/7/2015 
8/10/2015 
8/11/2015 
8/14/2015 
9/16/2015 
Other Claims 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 06/11/2015 09:00 AM: 
Motion Held- Defendant's Motion to Stay Execution-
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 06/11/2015 09:00 AM: 
Motion Granted- Defendant's Motion to Stay Execution-pending further 
order of the Court on the attorney fees and costs-
Order granting motion for stay of execution 
Order on Motions to Disallow Costs and Fees 
Order Vacating Order Granting Stay of Execution 
Amended Judgment $1,732.25 (against Plaintiff) 
Affidavit of Interest Due (fax} 
Writ Issued Canyon 
Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid by: Dinius LAw Receipt 
number: 0040141 Dated: 7/8/2015 Amount: $2.00 (Check} 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid 
by: Reid, James G (attorney for Gilbride, Leo} Receipt number: 0040549 
Dated: 7/10/2015 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Gilbride, Leo (defendant) 
Appealed To The Supreme Court (Def Cross Appeal 
Defendant's Notice of Cross-Appeal 
S C - Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Defendant's motion for stay of execution and permission to Deposit Funds Juneal C. Kerrick 
(Fax) 
S C - Order Granting Motion to Dismiss (for Plaintiff Kosmann} 
Partial Remittitur (for Plaintiff Kosmann} 
Writ Returned Unsat 
Stipulation For Substitution of Counsel (fax) 
Notice of attorney fees lien 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order Granting Defendants Motion for Stay of Execution and Permission to Juneal C. Kerrick 
Deposit Funds (to deposit $38,590.54) 
Inactive 
Case Status Changed: Inactive 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 45950 Dated 8/7/2015 for 38590.54} 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Proof of Service by Mail - Def (fax Juneal C. Kerrick 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 46160 Dated 8/10/2015 for 102.05)(Clerk's Juneal C. Kerrick 
Record) 
Defendant's AMENDED Notice of Appeal (fax) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Writ Returned Juneal C. Kerrick 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 47314 Dated 8/14/2015 for 200.00)(Deposit Juneal C. Kerrick 
Transcript) 
S C - Order RE: Payment of Fee for Transcripts Juneal C. Kerrick 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
• 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
• F I A.k 4~ 9M. 
JAN 2 5 2013 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 7/!J DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) CASE NO. CV~ :zq5 .c., 
) 
Plaintiff, ) COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
) JURYTRIAL 
-vs- ) 
) Fee Category: A 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) Filing Fee: $96.00 
) 
Defendant. ) 
----------------
COMES NOW, Plaintiff DAVID KOSMANN, by and through his attorneys of record, 
the law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, for and against the above-named Defendant, LEO 
GILBRIDE, COMPLAINS and ALLEGES as follows: 
PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. At all times herein mentioned, Plaintiff DAVID KOSMANN (hereinafter, 
"Kosmann") was a resident of Canyon County, Idaho. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 
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2. At all times relevant herein, Defendant LEO GILBRIDE (hereinafter, "Gilbride") 
was a resident of Canyon County, Idaho. 
3. All of the acts complained of herein occurred m Canyon County, Idaho, 
making jurisdiction proper in this court. 
4. Venue is proper pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-404. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
5. This case involves the following property: Lot 6, Block 1 of DUNN'S PLAT, 
Canyon County, Idaho, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 14 of Plats at Page 35, 
records of said County, commonly known as 1020 W. Homedale Road, Caldwell, Idaho 83607. 
6. Kosmann was the owner of the Property when he fell behind on the mortgage 
payments. 
7. In an effort to avoid foreclosure, Gilbride agreed to purchase the Property through 
a short-sale with GMAC Mortgage. 
8. It was agreed that Kosmann would pay Gilbride more than $31,000 so that 
Gilbride would have sufficient funds to close on the property. 
9. Additionally, it was agreed that Kosmann would pay the monthly payments for 
several months, until such time the loan was paid off, at which time, Gilbride would convey the 
Property back to Kosmann. 
10. Until that time, it was agreed that Kosmann could continue to live at the Property 
as a tenant. 
11. Kosmann provided more than $31,000 to Gilbride as agreed and the sale of the 
Property closed on December 28, 2012. 
12. The parties were jointly represented by real estate agent Justin McCarthy of 
Realty Management Associates, Inc. in the transaction. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2 
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13. Mr. McCarthy was aware of the agreement between Kosmann and Gilbride, as 
described above. 
14. Despite the parties' agreement, and despite the fact that Gilbride was paid more 
than $31,000 to effectuate the parties' contract, Gilbride posted an 'eviction' notice to Kosmann 
less than two weeks after the closing. 
15. Further, upon information and belief, Gilbride is already attempting to re-finance 
the property. 
16. These actions affirmatively demonstrate that Gibride does not intend to honor the 
agreement and has material breached that agreement. 
COUNTI 
Breach of Contract 
1 7. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
18. The agreement for Gilbride to transfer the Property back to Kosmann, as 
described above, constitutes a binding contract. 
19. The more than $31,000 paid to Gilbride by Kosmann is evidence both of 
consideration and partial performance of the contract. 
20. The refusal of Gilbride to honor the terms of the contract, as described above, 
constitutes a material breach of the contract. 
21. As a result of Defendant Gilbride's breach, Kosmann has been damaged in an 
amount to be proven with specificity at trial, but in an amount greater than $10,000. 
COUNT II 
Specific Performance 
22. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3 
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23. Gilbride has failed to abide by the terms of the agreement by attempting to evict 
Kosmann from the Property and refusing to transfer the Property back to Kosmann as agreed. 
24. Kosmann has complied with all the terms and conditions to be performed by him 
under the agreement and is ready, willing, and able to perform any remaining terms and 
conditions of the agreement. 
25. As a result of Defendant Gilbride's breach, Kosmann has been damaged in an 
amount to be proven with specificity at trial, but in an amount greater than $10,000. 
COUNT III 
Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 
26. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
27. Gilbride had a duty, pursuant to the agreement, to act in good faith and deal fairly 
with Kosmann. 
28. Gilbride's failure to abide by the terms of the agreement, as described above, 
breached Gilbride's duty of good faith and fair dealing inherent in the agreement between the 
parties. 
29. As a result of Defendant Gilbride's breach, Kosmann has been damaged in an 
amount to be proven with specificity at trial, but in an amount greater than $10,000. 
COUNT IV 
Unjust Enrichment 
30. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
31. Kosmann conferred a benefit upon Gilbride by providing the funds necessary to 
close the transaction and in agreeing to transfer the Property, with the expectation that it would 
be transferred back. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 4 
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32. Gilbride was aware of and appreciated the benefits conferred upon him by 
Kosmann. 
33. It is inequitable for Gilbride to retain the benefits described above without 
compensating Kosmann. 
34. As a result of Gilbride's failure to abide by the terms of the agreement, Gilbride 
has been unjustly emiched in an amount to be proven with specificity at trial, but in an amount 
greater than $10,000. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
Plaintiff is entitled to recover his costs and attorney's fees incurred in prosecuting this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120; 12-121, I.R.C.P. 54, and all other applicable state law. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a jury trial composed of no less than twelve (12) persons on all 
issues so triable, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for Judgment, Order and Decree of this Court as follows: 
1. For money damages from the Defendant, that fully and fairly compensate Plaintiff 
for Defendant's for breach and other causes of action above in a sum to be determined at trial in 
excess of $10,000.00; 
2. For an award of Plaintiffs reasonable attorney fees incurred in pursuing this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120(1), 12-121 and I.R.C.P. 54; 
3. For costs of suit incurred herein; and, 
4. For such other and further relief as to the Court is just and equitable. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR WRY TRIAL - 5 
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DATED this Jbay of January, 2013. 
DINIUS LAW 
By:. __ -A,£.J=---------
Kevin 
Mich I J. Hanby II 
Atto eys for Plaintiff 
cm/T:\Clients\K\Kosmann, Dave 24856\Non-Discovery\Complaint.docx 
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_F_I A.~,iG D P.M. 
FEB 1 9 2013 
CANYON 9-0~NTY CLERK 
tfl) DEPUTY 
RON R. SHEPHERD 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
Attorneys at Law 
1303 12th Avenue Road 
PO Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653-0065 
Telephone: (208) 467-4479 
Facsimile: (208) 467-3058 
ISB No. 6593 
rshepherd@nampalaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
IN THE DISTRICT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DA YID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
v. 
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) Case No. CV-2013-795-C 
) 
) 
) ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND 
) DEMANDFORJURYTRIAL 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
The above named Defendant, Leo Gilbride ("Gilbride"), by and through his counsel of 
record, Ron R. Shepherd of the law firm of Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP, in answer to the 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint") previously filed in this action on 
January 25, 2013 by the Plaintiff above named, admits, denies and alleges as follows: 
ANSWER 
1. Gilbride denies each and every allegation of the Complaint that is not specifically 
admitted herein. 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 
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2. Gilbride admits the allegations contained in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 15. 
3. Gilbride denies the allegations contained in paragraphs 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 
21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33 and 34. 
4. Answering paragraph 6, Gilbride admits that Plaintiff David Kosmann 
("Kosmann") was previously the owner of the Subject Property. It was Gilbride's understanding 
that Kosmann was behind on his mortgage. 
5. Answering paragraph 11, Gilbride admits that the sale of the property from 
Kosmann to Gilbride closed on December 28, 2012. Gilbride denies the remaining allegations of 
paragraph 11. 
6. Answering paragraph 12, Gilbride admits that Justin McCarthy was the real estate 
agent involved in the sale of the property from Kosmann to Gilbride. 
7. Answering paragraph 14, Gilbride admits that he posted an eviction notice on 
Gilbride's property after Gilbride purchased the Subject Property. Gilbride denies the remaining 
allegations of paragraph 14. 
Affirmative Defenses 
8. Kosmann's claims are barred and unenforceable under the statute of frauds set 
forth at Idaho Code § 9-503 and/or 9-508 as Kosmann alleged agreement is not in writing. 
9. Kosmann signed declarations and other documents specifically stating that the 
sale of the property from Kosmann to Gilbride was an arm's-length transaction and that 
Kosmann and Gilbride did not have an agreement to sell the property back to Kosmann. As 
such, Kosmann committed fraud in such transaction and therefore does not come into court with 
clean hands. Kosmann cannot obtain the relief he seeks under the doctrine of unclean hands. 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2 
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10. Kosmann made representations to Gilbride, and Gilbride relied on those 
representations to his detriment in purchasing the Subject Property from Kosmann. As such, 
Kosmann's claims are barred under the doctrines of promissory estoppel and/or quasi estoppel. 
11. Kosmann' s claims are barred under the doctrine of estoppel by deed. 
12. Kosmann has failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Leo Gilbride ("Gilbride") for his causes 
of action against the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant David Kosmann ("Kosmann"), alleges and states 
as follows: 
Parties 
13. Gilbride is an adult resident of Canyon County, Idaho. 
14. Kosmann is an adult resident of Canyon County, Idaho 
Jurisdiction and Venue 
15. Both jurisdiction and venue are proper in this court for the reasons set forth in 
Kosmann 's Complaint at~~ 3 and 4. 
General Allegations 
16. Gilbride purchased real property from Kosmann and obtained a warranty deed 
from Kosmann. The real property is located at 1020 West Homedale Road, Caldwell, Canyon 
County, Idaho ("Subject Property"), and is more particularly described in the Warranty Deed 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and incorporated herein by this reference is a true 
and correct copy of the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement ("PSA") entered into by and 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3 
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between Kosmann and Gilbride in which Kosmann agreed to sell the Subject Property to 
Gilbride. 
18. Gilbride fully performed under the PSA by paying the full purchase price to 
Kosmann. 
19. The transaction closed on December 28, 2012. 
20. Despite having sold the Subject Property to Gilbride, Kosmann remains m 
possession of the Subject Property and refuses to allow Gilbride access to the Subject Property or 
to otherwise take possession of the Subject Property. 
21. Upon information and belief, Kosmann is operating a business on the Subject 
Property and storing numerous unoperable vehicles on the Subject Property in violation of the 
law. 
22. As such, time is of the essence in ejecting Kosmann from the Subject Property. 
Incorporation by Reference 
23. Each and every allegation set forth in this Answer and Counterclaim are 
incorporated in each and every count of this Counterclaim. 
Count I 
(Breach of Contract) 
24. Paragraph 36 of the PSA states that "BUYER shall be entitled to possession upon 
closing." 
25. The transaction closed on December 28, 2012. 
26. Kosmann's refusal to vacate the Subject Property and to deliver possession of the 
Subject Property to Gilbride constitutes a material breach of the PSA. 
27. As a direct and proximate result of Kosmann's refusal to deliver possession of the 
Subject Property to Gilbride, Gilbride has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial. 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 4 
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Gibride's damages are ongoing and include, among other things, the fair market rental value of 
the Subject Property, plus the cost to remove Kosmann's personal property and effects from the 
Subject Property. 
Count II 
(Ejectment) 
28. Gilbride is the owner of the Subject Property as evidenced by the duly recorded 
Warranty Deed executed by Kosmann, a copy of which is attached hereto. 
29. Kosmann refuses to deliver possession of the Subject Property to Gilbride. 
30. Gilbride is therefore entitled to a Decree ejecting Kosmann from the Subject 
Property and delivering possession thereof to Gilbride. 
Costs and Attorney Fees 
31. Gilbride has been required to retain the law offices of Hamilton, Michaelson & 
Hilty, LLP, duly licensed and practicing attorneys of the state of Idaho, to defend against 
Kosmann's claims and to institute and prosecute Gilbride's counterclaims. Gilbride is entitled to 
recover his costs and attorney fees reasonably incurred in this action under Idaho Code §§ 12-
120(3), 12-121, as well as Rule 54(d) and 54(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and 
paragraph 28 of the parties' PSA attached hereto. 
Prayer for Relief 
WHEREFORE, Gilbride prays for relief as follows: 
1. That Kosmann's complaint be dismissed with prejudice and Kosmann take 
nothing thereunder; 
2. For the entry of a decree establishing that Gilbride is the lawful owner of the 
Subject Property and ejecting Kosmann from the Subject Property; 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 5 
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3. For a writ of assistance, in aid of a decree of ejectment, directing the Sheriff of 
Canyon County to remove Kosmann and his personal property and effects from the Subject 
Property; 
4. For a money judgment against Kosmann and in favor of Gilbride for all damages 
Gilbride has suffered and will continue to suffer until judgment is entered and Kosmann is 
removed from the Subject Property; 
5. For pre-judgment interest calculated at the rate provided by law; 
6. For entry of an order and judgment awarding to Gilbride costs incurred herein; 
7. For the entry of an order and judgment awarding to Gilbride attorney fees 
incurred herein in an amount of $2,500 if this matter is uncontested and a greater amount if this 
matter is contested; and 
8. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 
Demand for Jury Trial 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 38, Gilbride hereby respectfully demands a jury trial of twelve 
people on all issues raised in this Counterclaim and triable of right by jury. 
DATED this I Cj,~day ofFebruary, 2013 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
R~ 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 6 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the \~ day of February, 2013 I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL to be 
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby, II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 East Franklin Road, Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ).J'fund Delivered 
cvf/acsimile 475-0101 
( ~ Email: kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
RON R. SHEPHERD 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 7 
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TitleOne 
atHle~wco. 
Order Number: 12213146 /1£/µ;f 
Warranty Deed 
For value received, 
• 
David A. Kosmann and Maria Ann Kosmann, husband and wife 
the granter, does hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto 
Leo Joseph Gilbride a single man 
whose current address is 11946 Bonnie Lane Nampa, ID 83651 
the grantee, the following described premises, in Canyon County, Idaho, to wit: 
2012-057980 
RECORDED 
12/27/2012 02:15 PM 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO 
CANYON COUNTY RECORDER 
Pgs•1 CMCLAUGHLIN $10.00 
TYPE: DEED 
TITLEONE BOISE 
ELECTRON/CALLY RECORDED 
Lot 6 in Block 1 of Dunn's Plat, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 14 of Plats at Page(s) 3,, official 
records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
To have and to hold the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee, its heirs and assigns forever. 
And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that Grantor is the owner in fee simple of 
said premises; that they are free from all encumbrances except those to which this conveyance is expressly made 
subject and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee; and subject to all existing patent reservations, easements, 
right(s) of way, protective covenants; zoning ordinances, and applicable building codes, laws and regulations, 
general taxes and assessments, including irrigation and utility assessments (if any) for the current year, which are not 
due able, and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. Whenever the 
l<IP.ll>l8ll't~req · es, the singular number includes th Jura!. 
,,,,. 
_ _.:,_-"'1Lld4-.£:L...cc::....J._-,£..~'µ.L·.L·:;-_,,-c.....L·, ,::'}--,-.., -
.. ,,/, '-"- \._M)} LCi H <-
State of Idaho, County of Ada ss. 
On this l fU.-.aay of December in the year of 2012, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said 
State, personally appeared David A. Kosmann and Maria Ann Kosmann, known or identified to me to be the 
person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they 
executed the same. ~ k~~/ 
Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 08/14/14 
(seal) 
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1t 
HI a, FJNANCIAL T!RMS: Not,jl: A+C":O+E .snu.t ;idcf up to. total PQl'ehue price. . . . 
DQLLARS, 
1~ ~T1J>.Qil..@ . EMNUT~BVYERflerfiby_~e~-. . . 0.11eThoo:~Qd~nd 2$.:nL-100 
2·0· t)O~ as EamestMoi.iey:evldel:IQed ~ D cash O P6f$0rtar:~ O.~-cttec* n:note 'dile.•>t: · ·... · . 
·e: ~- ... . · · 1:!mml! r;yNrue, · · · · -arns·ir~ishela'f!Y~~ .. :! · , ~:tot,edep0idledintn11t*'1n(~tlpOll~)torO ~~bJ&UYERe'tictsai..ER.tJl'..ll~atQEUBr:loeby 
: ==held·tw:ll~-t:[selijj8nilllrdotttet n/a .· .... · ~---ofthe~h8r9l0. 
•. --~ ..... :~:-. . . .. M$»Qiiwie,· 
• ,., 
21 
21 
ao 
~ 
32 
aa 
84 
8.$ 
88 
37 
= 40' . ,. 
• 4' 
41 
.ce 
it. 
48 
.«I 
lib 
It 
sr,. 
• 84 
• • ~ 
SIi 
~ 
eo 
il-t. 
: 
64 
GS· 
•• 
27
• • 
~Uf.Y im ipmot,l · R~-21 ~~!,. EST1'T,E·PURCHAS8 Af4D SAL~.A~.REl:MENT ,P"62 of7 
J'RbPERTY.ADPR£SS1 ____ __,,,10....,2.,.o""'.yv_...:....,H...,om.,..e...,d ... a .,.te ..... :Radc...; ·-------~C.,..aw·1r1wuuaew..lJ ___ 1n,; ____ tz~ .. 
&t 4... '()T.HER.=AND/OR COt,R;)fnONJ:· ll'I~ ~ff.18.nt.is made :sub.Jei;t lo the followfng ~atiteml$; ·0011$1der&tiOnuodlor co~enciles whfcl:l 
ea ... 11it.sa\1$fle((, . · · tu~ Qffet'ia continw,nt.upoo 3td pa(be ban!< {GMAC} teJeuJng ilmmQtlrsiQiHi!ru1aJtl Jo'tuiWmd · · · 
89 l,1tJia$iriQ ~tS tQ RJJi'Suit of.a: deifciilngy:Ju~. . . 
10 Seller ~-1.@Utie ptg~erty'bacls fmtri tb~J>uve,:f'ota term at oat 1eu1ban 1 year. 
71 
~------ ----------·-·---· 
----------
'fl!. -------------· 
74 ---------· 
?$ ---------· ----------
'l'Q, ---·---------
Tl ---------------------------------------------------n . . . . ... . . 
19. ~. fn:!'a1S INCLUDED & EXCLU~ED ~ THI$ SALE: All exiS1lng fixtures and. ~logs lb!!~~--~·~ the PJ:tOPEf:m' are lf\lCl.UDEO·J.N THE 
80 ~CHASE ~a· (un~ ex~ lif,ilow) •. ~d11tiall betrlnSfem,d ~ of llens •. ~e:~e •. bl!t.aie not1lqli~(I ~-."11·~Uer-own«1 atfached f,loor 
s1. .~s. a~ television :ante!'!~- satelliti'ldlsh. attached ptutnblrlg .• ba~iri·and 1iahlln9 wlridow·~ ~doors, stol'!ll do01'$,·storm. 
at v,lndows, Wind~ WV.tin~,· garage door opener(s) amt ~nsmltter(11),·l!Xleiiortteea;, planta or 'Sh!'tftihfilY, water Ke~~ apparafu$ and ii>dun,i$, attached 
QS. fireplace equlpmet1t. awnl"9S1 ventllatingi f;ODling an4 ~g aygtems. all ranges, ·ovens. bql!Hn· dlsfiw.a.shem; ft,tel •ilk&. and Irrigation fiXtUrefl (111d 
84 eq~p~t. thatate'fll>W ~ or.lJ~·ln con~ ~Ith.the PROPERTY and-shall.b!ft l/'IC!t/tJa_(I in the:$8!, unle$&·'.oth~se 1)11).\Jiqed herein. BUYER·$hould 
: ~ ~.!hat the condition otlhe'illchld~ ~ltl$ ls aeceJ)ti;lble. It is ~~.that~ llem i~ed.ln this·~~ of nomit\a),valµe.tess.lhan $1!)0. 
~ (A}: ADDITIONAL ITEMSSPECIF~YUICLUD.ED IN THIS·:SALE: .. J.1/M'----------------
88 
~II. 
90· 
~f 
~· 
93 
~ 
96 
_____ _..;.. ______ ---'.,,,_ ________________ ..,....,. ________ _ 
~f. ITEMS SPECIF1CALLY EXCLUDED IN THIS SALE~~~ ... !)~~""': ... rt=lt:---.,---~---
~ . . 
w, $,. Ml~ ~ms: Any an.d all !)'imerai rronts appur.tenant·to th& PROPERTY are ltW,lu~ iii- and ~ pa,t of tl:!tt 111.1la·of ,hi. PROPERTY U.r.l!es& 
98 ~ agreec!. tQ by.the part,i,111, 1n~. · · · 99 . . . . ' . . 
100 -, •. WATE~ RIGMT$: Apy·• <111 water rf9~ indudlll9 but not~ to ~ter.BY&IBma, Yillilla; 8P!'lnos,, (a~s. streams, .. porid$, ~"6ra.. .dlte:mla,·dltch.r!ghlll, 
1!tf: and tbe flke.'ifany, appurtenaht to th& PROPERTY are Included in and.am a part of.ttte"Sale-.ot''ft11$ PROPERTY ul'lfess oft\erwise agreed ·lo.by 1hEI pflrifetHn 
,02. wrltlng. . 
103 . . 
,~. J. TllLS C01'\!,VF{A,NCE:Td!e of.~.ls w be oonveyed by Vf'mlnly .®ed, un(ells,Qlhe,i.w~ J)IOVidll9',:8ndJs to l),t_.~le.~ 111$\1~ $XCIWl 
,as: .fiir ... tl!lflt1i',~ ~ftKleraf pat~nts:,·.$~ or.railroad·~. ~.lldi_ng·C1r:~·~<1ll<lrllkJlu~lng ~.:ZOOiiig ~!,!l~ol'IS'.'"!d o~~_.cif-f!flY 
1~ govem,nenlal unit, ·and rigl'll,$ of way and e.Qeinents eslabfislied !JI' ofre¢otd. 4ens;.Jmcun'lbrat1.tell or defects. to.~ d~arged·bt,$ELLER rtlff·1'e paid out 
107 .cif plirclJaae:mo~.atdate·of closfni;r .. N<t llel'IS, encumbl'ant.es 'Or <fefeets.whieh a,~f\o.be dlschargecl or·anumelf.by BOYER orto whldl tllfe ls takeA 
t®:· ·~:to,·&ld&f unfesutheiwlse ~ in thflJAgreement. · 
10ll . . " " 
ud. ·~. · Tl~ tN$UMNoE: T'1&1e may betrpoa ot-.,e lft'll~Clt COl!G~·av&llable~thWa.~  l1el°"' an.ct,pai'$1& to 11115·.agreement 
m am ••se«Ur> tallt io a tttr. compa..y about lfflY.o.tti.r .i;ovei'ag!l!S'.avdilble .. tliatwllf.gtve ~ BlM!R aiktffl~ coverage. uz . 
1'13 
114 
115 
1111 
117 
11& 
119' 
120' 
j:Z.,· 
122·. 
123' 
1a4i 
ns· 
13' 
127 
,~. 
t28.'. 
fl!O.' 
~1 
1112. (DJ. .~.COVSRA.Gi;.~~DER'S·P~l:J~ (M,~ potlcy):·Tiie lll(tder~y:~~·tm1t BU'VER'.(BOriwer).~.anE!'xleoded;C~ge 
138 'liA!nffi'J.P*",Thli extilnded ~fl len~er'a·p,oHcy-.consklenl ~ ~publle ~·a~ --l(y k!Ji~ agalnstca~ln.mai.tenntof a~own fh 
1~· 'il,te'f)Ubllc,l\:Tidsexten~·cove.ietJefeJ1der"a ~ Ii eoleJJ,fortl'HI bendtoftfl~ftndei'• ollly~ ~• fellder, 
,as· . /,)/ 
Bl;IYR•~ . . )( )Di,1111 l&S,~T l"L ~R'l.tnltlalll~(k,Date, '\"'l.~-ll, 
'lH,folmlt-pdffldlAll~!!YtllefdlhclAIIOdiallrinalReilL~~IM'111itfllfllli.'*"~1~$ila»:19bjili,;niai.-.p~aiallimlliion.......,.,"/ilfle.' 
JUL\' iOf2·ED·At~otFll!A~10FIN'."'!l;~.:18,r:Q';".JL,.~§l'iia~'la~'N:Ali!,Olltt,~ Page·.2 Of7 
28
• • 
,ll,jj..'( 2a1HWUQ.l't ~-21 REAl.~STAiE P~R~~A-ND·SAt:.EAG~MeNT· .Paa.e,3,pf7 
P'ROPERTY ADDRESS: -----10-2 .... 0_,_W ... li-· Q.m.edale Rd, Caldwell. 1D#: ____ a ..... 164 ....... ~s .... s ... ·_ 
1~ :10. 
137' 
,ae 
139 
~ 141; 
14:l 
143· 
144 
146'. 
14· 
1.(7 
148, 
149. 
1.60. 
151 
152, 
153. 
184 
1511 
166 
167 
1~ 
169-
180 
1$1 
182. 
163: 
164 
165 
1136 
1.67 
'irilf 
169' 
170-
111· 
112: 
173· 
17,t 
17G 
1.76 
1T{ 
1.78.' 
179 
- .. ·-···'·---..:.----~'---- ·---...:..-----... ,,_;_. _________ , __ , _____ , _____ _ 
--·~--·-------
----· ... ·~·---·---------
... -- .. --·-------------
--.. ···--·-'-· •_..;..._.... _____ _ 
_____ .. ________ _ 
{B). FHA. l~PECTION REQUlf:{EIIIIENT, lf. appllr::abkt. "For Yout Protebtlon: Get It Home Inspection", HUD ~2664-CN must be 61gMd ori or·befor1t 
execution of.tl'll1i-agrooment 
~C). $1.!l'ISfAQTIQWRl!MQVAL Of INSPECTION C_()N'flNGEIIICIP: 
1), If 5UYER°®es ~ot wlthtn the strict-time ~eriod ~pe!)ifilld givtt_ tG-SE~LER .w~n notl~ of dl$fipJ>r'o\!8d lulm& ot wrltten-notk.e·of..terml~ or lhia 
Agreement, BU'VER'shall ;oonclusivelY. bi:l deem!!l,d.to have~ (aj coMpleted alt i~~ns.. Investigations, l'eVl!iWof a:i,plicable docu~ta-and dlscl!)SUre&; 
(b) l!le.cte.d ~ proceed ~~lh,ttle transaction ~d Cc} ~med 1!11 !fs,b'il'lly, reJponslbHily li'n.d. i'!itJ)en14e for 1191>a1rs or ~uons· otl'ler lban fl!r ltelli& wl!II~ 
SEJ.l..E8,tias..9therwl11er a~ ~rl. W,litlng :to repair li!r· co~ct. 
2). lfBU:Y61Uqu w~!i) the.sflii:t tlflle perlpd·spetfflect-:Qhle to SEU.:ER. written !,'I~ of tenntriatron·:otthl& A9te.em~ ®Hd. .on an unsatistectorY 
~ thepartie's w11tt1aw no:-obllgatlon to continue With tt1e trart$8CUOn·alid tfie Eimielit Money.shaD·be returned ~-BU\'ER · 
3) •. If. !UVE;R • within the$1ct Ume period~ 9!11& to SELi,.!:R:Wlftten ~te of ~~:1te111&. ~~'•.~II p~_ta·~ 
"~t~($}.of~ JmJ.pej:lion-~. SELLl;R shall h~ s . bUf!~~ (~ ~:If~ ~k)Jll).iilifth'to:t:ell~ln'Wrfllr,ig. 
SEU:EI\ aHfl:l;.LER'll ~. may-~ !he-items '1i specifid by Burt:R~_;~rr Jetter i>ri'llli\Y-,~ct r#fo·<10, ~. If boll! P.8flle$·a~,:ift~~'"t«r 
~~in&. to~ w!'i'eeleif by,-Sell~ v,ithin i.busl!'fffl days.(fhie 151 if left /;liallltJ:oftecelj;)t.of Sf:(Lf;R's reer,onse, tlietibotti ~-egteettlatlhe)< 
wlll.COl'lfinuev,,lth the transat:tion at'ld proceed to,Closmg. Thia.will mliow I~~ .~nUnge1_1cyw 
4). If bOlh.par,ties do.not come to a ,i:;onsensus iUi to thedlsapproyed item$ to be oorrected by SELLER.wlthlnffie $1rlQttlme pertod:spes;~;.QI' $alER 
dcieg_ rioi-~o~ I~ Wrilfng Wl!flf/l tlie.slrfot l(ri1B; ~Cid ~~~·fhen ~ BLiY.ER' haa t!'!e ~ption of-eititefail'!{lfi.uiitg:INQ ~"8·*" ~lit~ $l'i.,bEJ 
belrig .~P.:!>nsifil~ fur.correctiilg_ t!tese deflclencies or gMng the SELL~ written nollce Wllhln _a.,. ... liifain&u.diily$ (thtea·°(SJ if left bki.nk)'.thiltfhtiylillll: 
not «illtlriue With ~: tran;aetlon :and wlU receive. thelr 'Earn&~t Money back. · · . · 
29
• • 
BUYl!R 81:U.eR ·=. NIA .. 
-~-
" 
" Septic lnspee(!ons · 
30
JYLJ,2012 EDl]JQN 
PROP.eR.lY.·ADDRESS: .. _ 
• 
1020,w HomedaJe.:Rd . ....,._ _____ _ 
• 
~a99.Uf.'1 
..... C,...ja.1-dw ..... a .... l!_ __,._ID#:,____~.,,..: 7.,..Q.4...,.' a .... ~ .... ·_ 
24:t, '20, FINAL WALK1'Hl:tOUGH: Tn8 'SELLER 9~nl$ BUYER and .any ~fita~.of BUV!=~:reasonaute accesli ~ -COllilUc(-:81tne1 r,aik furo\igh 
2~~ · iMpeCl!ori of the PROPERJY appn)]Cirilately 3 catertdiir'.dayg··(lhl'tie {3fif ~ blanlt).'l)l'fOr,to .~ af esa:ow •. NOT AS' A C()NTIN.Gf.iNCY QF TH! 
244 $ALE, but 1o.r pu~:ohall$fyi!lg BUYER that any rep~l,s aprecMo in Wf'iQag by SUYgR ~-SEl.l.t;!t:bave. b,eeJ\ ~~ ~:P.ROPcRi'Y t1re·1n 
246 $U~Y-U. samt ~as.on the.date,lhf6 offer la made .. S.EllER _shal! ma~-PRQPl:RTY:avallal>fe:for tbe.fihat wafk.!hn:;.uwrand.-.gR)eS~ ~t 
~ file ~$1bD!tJ ilfld  for makfl!lJ sure· alt ltle .Ulllll!es ~ turnect. on forth&·:Wllfk fh!W!ih exoepHor phone amt.Gatile,.lf ~UVER does rtotconduct a 
2147 bl walk h'Ougl\, SUYl:IUpecifically releases 11m SELL~,.and Broker.(&) of·aoy-lialllrity. · · 
;48._ 2t •. SINGULAR AND·Pl.URAL ~ each Include !he other; when·appropnat&\ 24!1· . . . . . . . 
2$9. 22.. FORECLOS~·:NOTl9E: If the-PROPERTY d8'laibed abo1(9 I& <:11n:ent1y Involved In a foFSclosure proceedlns (~ant.to Idaho Code §:45"1506) 
.251 ,,any contract or sg1eement with the owner or owner.& or re~~ ft'.tat lhvolv~. Jhe tranafel' .of any .l~t,est'in. res!dlfflfial ~! property, as ~- In. §·45· 
m 52S{S)(b), l~ho Cod&, $~~.to. foredo~re. mutt ~In writing, ~d rtJ\ISt bEI a«ompani\'!<l: by Jill!! liffixw to RE-42 .. Propeirty F.OISdGstlie blsclosutEl Forni; 
25a . 
. 264 23. MEt:HANJC-S '-IENS • ~ENERAL C<;>NTAA,CTOR: DISCLOSllRE. STA TEM~ N()TICE: Bl!YeR and SELLER are here.by notified thlli., 
265 subJ~crto ldal!o i;:oda §iJS.,625 et seq,, ~ ~General Cantractor" must.Pf(lllkle a·D1sd~.$fa'terlieilt lo·lil f:lomebW.ner tl'l:at d&f!Gribes i:.ertaln lfghfs afforded to 
2!11. the hOm.eowner (e.9.. Den )Vaivers, general liablllty insum"®. extended policies. of title lnstlrance,, twa(y b(lflds~ .at:td. t1u1>-a1ntractor ll'lformaflonj. The 
267 Dlsc!OS(!l'fl Slide~· must be -9.ll(en lo "lo horn~Qwner prior t:o ~ 'Geli\U'al. Contractor .entering. info ~ ~·10 an amounnti(cee.dlng.:$2.090 with ._a 
258 ~forc:onatttdon,. alteratlol:l, repair. or other lmprove_ment.!Jto reel.~perty,_orWith a-reslde,.ritial i'8a1 ~P.:U~f -~rthe p~s, and $ale. 
~- ofn-.wly ~ property. SVt;lt disclOSli~-1$-~ ~8'Wllty _yf.the .General. Co~r'and It Is f,(ot'\l\e·ifµly-.i>fycSUr:agentto.obtain tlils lllformatlo11.on 
2l!O. y~r behall .Vdu are advised to consult with any .General Ool'lti'aclor .suliject to @alio Code §46·528 ·et· seq. regantl119. ·tlie ·General Contractor l'.'l.tsdosure 
~t. Statement. 
. . . . . 
2~ i4, $ALES P~lQE.INf.0.RMATION; P.ut&uanl to ldahp .c~ae §!i4•21)83{~)(d), a~old" pr1ee. of~ prope.,fy 1/1 not w~! ~ientJnfonnt1~on. 
2$4:- . 
211!!· 25, TRANSMISSJON·.OF DOCUMENTS: F@~lmlle or Jlectrorile transml$slon 1;1f l.lny sign~ oi'/9!1',1111 dOC1Jroentr.l/ind··relfi1ns~.1Qn ;of_ a1;1y. stgi,ec,t 
26il ftlciimRe :tir ~nrc transmi,ssion sha!I be .lbe ~ aa qellvery of a~ ~glrial, At the ·reqµesi of 13lther the :l;lU'VER· or·~ELL~. or tile lENDER.-dr th~ 
w Cklsll'IJ ·Aden<W,, the BUYER and SELLER wlll conllim-facslmite or eleetronlc transmitted signatures by slg_nitlg .an oriQlnatdlicument.. 
.288 
•. l'~ ~us~ss QAYS: A bUlll"8SS day·ls 11eretn trellned as Monday through Friday, ~:00,lt,:M .. to (!:Otf P,M.Jn tmrrocet--zone:Whl!re the·si.lb.Ject real 
2,'1.o • PROPER'N·la·phy.slt.aily.lacated. A busf~ssdaY shaR nof incl~ ffl1Y Saturday or,.S~ay. npr shall· a· business day:_f!'li:lld ~ t'OO,al ~lday .~etf 
~71 by the $le.Qt 111,ah() iJ$ found ill ldam) Code §73·108. The time. In which an.y act o,ql/ire<!· Qllder thl&·:'9~111$)f'is.·to be pt1rfom1e1f'shaff ba comeute.rU>Y 
272 ~Jhedate.af ~OA and in~~ the,I~ ~L~· tlr$t~y tlhaU l?E(tl)e.(/rty.~.the d;ileof.~n. !f the~ day Is a ~al boll~, ttien=,the 
27,a time fo(f$tformance·!!ha11 l)e the nJxt ~uent ~8111nll day •. 
W.ll: . 
.. 21'5 ~; CALENDAR.DAYS': A ca!elld!r day is hti:eln defln~,as- Monday through·Sunday, midnight to mro11ight,. in:-Olelo.ctll·llme:xone.wherv thEr.&UbJe~ reai 
am., .PROfiERi'I' 1s. PhYlifcaUy loc;ated~ A calendar day shall Incl.ti~ enY: fe9a bQtija.Y. Toe \trrie ln·whlch _a!lY;act·i'e(!ulred ;u!l(ter this agn,emeqt ls:1!> be •rmea 
m · t;haH be COIT!~ .!)}I ~dul!l'ng the date qf ~dl.ltlo!i arid ln¢1.udlitg111e last cll;ly, JliJ.1.S:thll'fhi ~ 'sh/i!U ~ ttt,, day a~-the,da~ of~. Aity·-~~llcli 
21:s. to ~dp.y•or"~ li.1 lhls:agreement rneans·the.same .as calen):larday, unlells. ~p~~lty,ehllm'E.ll'-1ecf "'s·atb~ne~)fay.~ 
alll 
280: 28, A Tt'ORNEY'S F.E;ES: If· eltl\er party Initiates or defems any arbl\raJiiil'l or tegal tclion. ot .procee.dlngs which -are in. any ~ cot1nected ·with this 
iilit·· Agreement. U,e prevallfng party sfialf be entitled to 1$eOvertrorri the non•pl'ev&iUl'lg party teaSOn&ble,coals ailcl' l!ittom!!y'tl fees, lneludlng Buch COl;lt& and-fees 
m onappeal. · · · · 
283: 
211.f ~ DEFAUl,.T: If I\IYEB ll9favr·ltt lhe·pedonnance l.ifthlll Agreei:neiit. SELU;R has lhtt.o~ cif! (1) ~~ the Ea~t Money.a,s !iQui4!11~. 
2Ji&. aamages.or·(2)· puistJ!n.iJ ~ ~r awwtright anll/or ,emedy·ro. which seu~R tmlY be entitle4. ·lf,~LLER elet!S·to proceed under (1), SEU.ER ~n make 
•· demand upon 1hf1 lioldel' of the Eamest Money, ~pon wli~l.tfe-.na~ said holder-,shalt:pay,from the-Ean:iest l',1oney the eost& incurred by SELI:.EA'S. Broker 
287- .on:.,_h:lil( ofSEtLJ:R·an4 SUVER re'lated fl! tile tr.I~. lnclt.!dlng, ~~r~;the CO$ Qf title i~_nll!:l;·esqow fe'es; appralcal, .;redlt r!!P(llt 
2sa. felis, tris~ te,s·ari1J:attomeys:tees: and saf!i hok;ler shall pay ·any ~lanc:e·of ·fhe ~amest M~. -~ to· SalER and· one-l'lalf'1o SEµ.E~ 
289 Bn)ker, ·provided Ulat the.·aooount ~ bEt .. P¢d to·$ELL~S Broker st;an nQt ex~ tt1e'Bt0Jt$.f&.ag~-to comri'l~n. ·$.ELtER Mil BUYER $!*lfiC'allr 
*· ·ileknowterlge •nd asree·lhllt'lf'SELI.ER·'efeo!s ID~ !he Earnest-Money as tli:i~:d~ suoh.slia!I tie SEl.LeR"s solund ~ remedy, ano 
201 8UCh ·shalf ~t fie CC>nsid.ered a penalty or tol(el!.ul& •. lfSEllEi(elecls to.pro\lflEld llitdef OO,. tlie llOfdar oftlie;Ea~~Qn&t .slmD bUYltltled to pa,i the ~1$ 
292. &:,.;timid by·~R'S !:It~ on behalf of-~. amt.BUYER tel~led to tlle.~ctiqn, inclu\11119, ~lthout llmlt;IU4n,: the costs ,of brokef!iPe fee, tlUe 
2~. 1fi~. escrow fee$, ~~"81. ~It ~~rt feeS; fnsp'~n·fees:111'.)d a~y's .~; with any ~atance.otttie- Earnest ~~Y t~ be tieid pendli!IJ 
m ·resoJuli<ln.c\f the inatter, ,, _. dtfaunt, havlng:~pCO)lecl said 1181e and falls kl.:®lltummate the·-satne as h._ .ll!Jree¢, Bl.:IYeR'$ Elltnest;Money 
2.95- dfiposlt.sllall J;e .returned ti> hiinlher·antt Sat.ER:sfiall ·pay for ttie .CC$lti of'tltle lhs\,lrartc:e, escrow fees; ·'$PP~•· credit l$ort •·•··~.Tees. 
~: lirok$ragiifewamt attorney's-lees. If MY· ihlitshitllnotbe comik:lefed as.a waiver bY S'UYER ·of a11y ether l!IWfiil rlg~t:or· remedy:11:> which BUYeR.:niay be 
2111-. •nutted; . 21i8· .... ,, . . 
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RE-11 ADDENDUM 
'THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT, READ TI-IE amRS DOCUMENT, INCI.UDINGANY AlTACHMENTS. 
IFVOU HAVE ANY QIJES110NS, CONSULTYOUR ATIORNEY AND/OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE: SIGNING, 
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: Tnls ts an ADDENDUM to the "1-;tpurchase and Sale Agreement 00lher ____ . _________________ _ 
4 ("Addendum• means that theQnnatlon betow Is added material for the agreement {sueh as 11$1S or descriptions} andlor means the form Is 
$ being used to change, cormct or revise the agreement {sueh as modlficaUon, addition or deletion of a term}). 
: AGREEMENTDATED:~~..,./ ..... 1_..c.t..,._ L ...... 1a:..r,r;;:;.-______ ID# 37-ii'L\ fK 
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11 otbec by :faroillt, matriaQ!! or coromerQial enteq;mse, 
18 
1e Iha Buyer agrees not to sen the property within 8P days of closing of the sale 
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48 To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including all prior 
49 Addendums or Counter Offers, these terms shaU control. Alf o1her tenns of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including all prior 
ao Addendums or Counter not modified 1his ADDENDUM shall remain 1he same. Upon its execution by both parlles. this agreement 
s1 Is made n • rat part mentio reement. 
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ADDENDUM# 2 (AD addendUl\1$ &hall ~ numbered sequenllally.) 
RE-11 ADDENDUM 
1H!S 1$ A l.£0ALLV BJNDING CONTAACT, READ THE ENTIRe DOCUMENT, fNOlUOJNGAAV ATTACHMENTS. 
If YOU HAV.EAtN QUESTIONS, CON$ULTVOURATTORNEV ANDJOR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SJGNING. 
10/22[2012... ________ _ 
;, 'This lun ADDENDUM lo tha ~ Purchase and Sele Agreement O Other __ _ 
4 ('~<len<fum'' means that the Information below is added material for the ugretimenl ($!.lch a& llats or descriptions) and/or mean. the form Is 
5 being uaed to change, correct or re.vise the a9retm1ent {such as modlficallon. addition or deletton of a term}). 
6 
7 AGREEMENT OATED: _______ 9,....l..c14:u.l..u12.__ ____ 10# ______ __.3u..z.w:84;u.8w9u.6 ______ _ 
& 
9 ADDRESS:--- ________ 1....,0 ...... 20..w..t:kmw.dale Rd., ~aldweff, ID 8:160Z 
tO 
11 SUVER{S): __________ _ Leo Gllbdcle 
12 
13 Sl:f..U:R(S): __ _ ________ _...,Qavid.A...Kmiroaoo and Maria A,.Koomann 
14 
1s The undemgned parties hemt?Y.!9:~ as follows: 
14 AdJUlt purrihase wica to $1 rumo.oo 
17 "'**•il*"*~*A,tH4tA-f/t;tllllillltll:lln11••*"**"*"*"*frt.1tta1<tft•ul<H1tEND*"**"*•"1t*""***"****""""'·**-••*"•>Htnt1tll-ttHu~•**li<lli.lt1<Mrtrtdttt•*•*** 
18 
---------- ·------
4T 
411 To the extent th& terms of thts AOOENOUM modify or conmm with any provlsfons of the Purchase and Safe Agreement Jncludlng all prior 
49 Addendums or Counter Offers, these terms shall control. All othel' terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement lnofudlng all prior 
ao Addenduma or Counter Offers not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. Upon Its execullon by both paJCles, thl& agreement 
: 18 ,_'?:: pofl\",""'(ementloned Agreement: . 
.. IIUYllR: r;j(io._ , CJ.LL Q... . Dale: 'l...C. C, <:-,- t .,_ 
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03-11-'13 17:16 FROM- Dinius and Assoc • 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
• 
5680 E. Frank:Hn Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
12084750101 T-319 P0001/0005 F-587 
• FtMl A.k_E _9.M. 
MAR 1 2 2013 
CANYON COUNTY ebi;~~ 
K CANNON, ot,UTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) CASE NO. CV13-795C 
) 
Plaintiff, ) ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM 
) 
-vs- ) 
) 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------
COMES NOW, Plaintiff David Kosmann by and through his undersigned attorneys of 
record, and for answer to Defendant's Counter.claim, admits, denies and alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Defendant's CoW1terclaim fails to state a cause of action against Plaintiff on which relief 
may be granted. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - I 
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SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiff denies each and every allegation contained in Defendant's Counterclaim not 
specifically admitted herein. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff admits the allegation contained m Paragraph 13 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
2. Plaintiff admits the allegation contained in Paragraph 14 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
3. Plaintiff admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 15 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
4. In answer to Paragraph 16 of Defendant's Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits only 
that Defendant agreed to purchase the property located at 1020 W. Homedale Road, Caldwell, 
Idaho 83607 through a short-sale with GMAC Mortgage in an effort to avoid foreclosure. 
5. In answer to Paragraph 17 of Defendant's Cowiterclaim., Plaintiff admits only that 
Defendant agreed to purchase the property located at·1020 W. Homedale Road, Caldwell, Idaho 
> • ~ -~ '· ' 
83607 through a short-sale with GMAC Mortgage in an effort to avoid foreclosure. 
6. In answer to Paragraph 18 of Defendant's Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits only 
the parties agreed that Plaintiff would provide Defendant more than $31,000.00 so that 
Defendant would have sufficient funds to close on the property. Plaintiff provided more than 
, ,·i. . 
$31;000 to Gilbride as agreed and the sale of the Property closed on December 28, 2012. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 2 
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7. Plaintiff admits the allegation contained in Paragraph 19 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
8. In answer to Paragraph 20 of Defendant's Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits only 
that the parties agreed that Plaintiff would pay the monthly payments for several months, 
until such time the loan was paid off: at which time •. Defendant would convey the Property 
back to Plaintiff. Until that time, it was agreed that Plaintiff would continue to live at the 
Property as a tenant. 
9. Plaintiff denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 21 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
10. Plaintiff denies the allegation contained in Paragraph 22 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
INCORPORATION B¥:1tE.rERENCE 
. c., ' ·' , i,,., ,•/."-·· ,. 
11. Plaintiff realleges and ,.inc~rpor~tes, 1,pe ~~g paragraphs of this Answer to 
Counterclaim as if they were fully set fo~. h~ein . .1 
COUNTE 
(Breach of Contract) 
12. Plaintiff admits the allegation. coritained fn Paragraph 24 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
13. Plaintiff admits the allegation ci)ntaiiied in Paragraph 25 of Defendant's 
Cowtterclaim. . · .,:f· · 
Counterclaim. · •• · ,. : 
15. Plaintiff denies the allegation$V contained in Paragraph 27 of Defendanfs 
Counterclaim. ' ' ·': · ',. ; 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 3 
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COUNT II 
(Ejectment) 
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16. Plaintiff denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 28 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
17. Plaintiff denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 29 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim.. 
18. Plaintiff denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 30 of Defendant's 
Counterclaim. 
COSTS AND ATTORNEY PEES 
19. Plaintiff denies the allegawns'"· eohtain.ed in Paragraph 31 of Defendant's 
·< F J2r,~~i~it \~ ,··r 
Counterclaim. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
In response to the prayer contained on Page 5 and 6 of Defendant's Counterclaim and to 
the extent that Defendant's prayer attempts to allege facts or state claims for relief against 
Plaintiff, Plaintiff denies the contents of the prayex in its entirety. 
PLAINTIFF'S DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury composed of no less than twelve (12) persons 
on all issues so 1riable, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b). 
' .;- . ; ; . 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for Judgment/Order and Decree as follows: 
1. For money damagesfrom the Defendant~ that fully and fairly compensate Plaintiff 
for Defendant's for breach and other causes ofaction above in a swn to be determined at trial in 
excess of $10,000.00; 
2. For an award of Plaintifrs reasonable attorney fees incurred in pursuing this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120(1), 12..:121 ·and I.RC.P. 54; 
, ,, . ..· . 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 4 
.. ,; 
;_,·,.;;· 
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3. For costs of suit incurred herein; and, 
4. For such other and further relief as to the Court is just and equitable. 
20. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
. {"'-Dated this_{_ day of March, 2013. 
DINIUS LAW 
By:.~--h~~~~-,--~~~~-
Kevin mms 
Mic el J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that on ilie. fl~y of March, 2013, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Ronald R. Shepherd 
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
1303 12th Ave Rd 
POBox65 
Nampa; ID 83653-0065 
dd/l';\Clienl$IK\Kosmann, Dave 248S6\Non•Distevecy\Answcr to Countcrclaim.dOCX 
. ; 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM· S 
US Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile - No. 467-3058 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DlNIUSLAW 
• 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208} 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208} 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdtntus@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
12084 7501 01 
• 
T-250 P0002/0012 F-011 
F 1-A.~~9.M. 
AUG 1 ~ 2013 · 
QANYSN {}t'RJNfV ~bt;,.K 
ft ~¥F, ~Ff,!llf¥ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN .AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) CASE NO. CV13-795C 
) 
Plaintiff, ) FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
) AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
-vs- ) 
) 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) 
} 
Defendant. ) 
--------------
COMES NOW, Plaintiff DAVID KOSMANN, by and through his attorneys of record, 
the law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, · for and against the· above-named Defendant, LEO 
GILBRIDE, COMPLAINS and ALLEGES as follows: 
PARTIES. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. At all times herein mentioned, Plaintiff DAVID KOSMANN (hereinafter, 
-~Kosmann") was a resident of Canyon County, Idaho. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL·. I 
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2. At all times relevant herein, Defendant LEO GILBRIDE (hereinafter, "Gilbride") 
was a resident of Canyon County, Idaho. 
3. All of the acts complained of herein occurred in Canyon County, Idaho, 
making jurisdiction proper in this court. 
4. Venue is proper pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-404. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
5. This case involves the following property: Lot 6, Block l of DUNN'S PLAT, 
Canyon County, Idaho, according to the official plat thereof. filed in Book 14 of Plats at Page 35, 
records of said Collllty, commonly known as. I 020 ,W. Homedale Road, Caldwell, Idaho 83607. 
: ·,, -_ :. ' ~. ; __ ; .. ,: ' . . ~ 
6. Kosmann was the owner of the Property when he fell behind on the mortgage 
payments. 
7. In an effort to avoid foreclosure, Gilbride agreed to purchase the Property through 
a short-sale with GMAC Mortgage. 
8. It was agreed that Kosmann would pay Gilbride more than $31,000 so that 
Gilbride would have sufficient funds to close on the property. 
9. Additionally, it was agreed that Kosmann would pay the monthly payments for 
several months, W1til such time the loan was paid off, at which time, Gilbride would convey the 
Property back to Kosmann. 
I 0. Until that time, it was agreed that Kosmann could continue to live at the Property 
as a tenaµt. 
11. Kosmann provided more than $31,000 to Gilbride as agreed and the sale of the 
Property closed on December 28~ 2012. 
12. The parties were j91ntly represented by real estate agent Justin McCarthy of 
Realty Managepient Associates. Inc.· in the transaction. 
,, ! : 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL· 2 
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13. Mr. McCarthy was aware of the agreement between Kosmann and Gilbride, as 
described above. 
14. Despite .the parties' agreement, and despite the fact that Gilbride was paid more 
than $31,000 to effectuate the parties' contract, Gilbride posted an 'eviction' notice to Kosmann 
less than two weeks after the closing. 
15. Further, upon information and belief, Gilbride is already attempting to re-finance 
the property. 
16. These actions affinnatively demonstrate that Gibride does not intend to honor the 
agreement and has material breached that agreement. 
COUNTI 
Breach of Contract 
17. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates-th~ ;preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
18. The agreement for Gilbride to transfer the Property back to Kosrnann, as 
described above, constitutes a binding contract. 
19. The more than $31,000 paid to Gilbride by Kosmann is evidence both of 
consideration and partial performance of the contract. ' 
20. The refusal of Gilbride to honor the terms of the contract, as described above, 
constitutes a material breach of the contract; .·• 
21. As a result of Defendant Oilbride's breach, Kosmann has been damaged in an 
amount to be proven with specificity at trial, but in an amount greater than $10,000. 
COUNT II 
Specific Performance 
22. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL • 3 
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23. Gilbride has failed to abide by the terms of the agreement by attempting to evict 
Kosmarut from the Property and refusing to trans~er the Property back to Kosmann as agreed. 
24. Kosmann has complied with all the·tenns·and conditions to be performed by him 
wider the agreement and is ready, willing, and able to perfonn any remaining terms and 
conditions of the agreement. 
25. As a result of Defendant Gilbride's breach, Kosmann has been damaged in an 
amount to be proven with specificity at trial, but in an apiowit greater than $10,000. 
COUNTIII 
Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 
26. Plaintiff realleges and inco,;pbrates the,pretieding,.paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
27. Gilbride had a duty, pursuaiitto the agreement, to act in good faith and deal fairly 
with Kosmami. 
28. Gilbride's failure to abide by the terms of the agreement, as described above, 
breached Gilbride's duty of good faith and fair dealing inherent in the agreement between the 
parties. 
29. As a result of Defendant Gilbride>s· breach, Kosmann has been damaged in an 
amount to be proven with specificity at trial, but in an amount greater than $10,000. 
. . . 
COUNTIV 
Unjust Enrichment 
30. Plaintiff realleges and incorpotateSthe preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
! 
31. Kosmann conferred a benefit. upon Gilbride by providing the funds necessary to 
close the transaction and in agreeing to transfer the·. Property, with the expectation that it would 
be transferred back. 
'.· ',, .1:· .;' 
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32. Gilbride was aware· of and appreciated the benefits conferred upon him by 
Kosmann. 
33. It is inequitable for Gilbrjde to retain the benefits described above without 
compensating Kosmann. 
34. As a result of Gilbride's failure to abide by the terms of the agreement, Gilbride 
has been unjustly enriched in an amount to be proven with specificity at trial, but in an amount 
greater than $10,000. 
COUNTV 
Fraud 
35. Plaintiff realleges and ilicorj:lorates·;-the pr'eceding;paragraphs of this Complaint as 
if they were fully set forth herein. 
36. Defendant made false and' fma:teri~l: trepte§entations to Plaintiff. falsely 
representing that he would assist Plaintiff in saving his home from foreclosure. 
37. Defendant represented to Plaintiff that' he would obtain financing to purchase 
Plaintiffs home and would transfer the prop'erty back to Plaintiff once Plaintiff could either pay 
off Defendant's loan or obtain other means to establish credit. 
3 8. Defendant accepted approximately~ $31,000 from Plaintiff to cover the closing 
costs as well as the down payment for the loan. 
39. Plaintiff agreed to make the ·monthly mortgage payments and insurance costs. 
40. Additionally, Plaintiff would remain in possession of the 13ubject prop¢Y, live 
there, and continue to operate his business. 
41. Plaintiff was to pay Defendant, roughly $200 monthly above and beyond the 
mortgage and insurance costs to compensate Defendant for his time and effort. 
42. Defendant had knowledge of the falsity of his representations. 
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43. Defendant intended Plaintiff rely and act upon his representations. 
44. Plaintiff was ignorant of the falsity_ and/or had no way of knowing that 
Defendant's representations were false. 
45. Plaintiff reasonably relied upon the representations of Defendant that he would 
abide by the tenns of the agreement as set forth above. 
46. Plaintiff was injured and suffered damages by the false and material 
representations of Defendant in an amount cxceedipg $30~00Q.00 to be proven with specificity at 
trial. 
4 7. Plaintiff is entitled to recover his attorney fees and costs incurred in the · · 
prosecution of this action pursuant to Idaho Code·§§ 12-120; ~2-121, I.R.C.P. 54, and all other 
. .. : -:. ~ ·:~ : ; . . . . . 
applicable state law. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
Plaintiff is entitled to recover his c;osts and attorney's fees incurred in prosecuting this 
. :, \" ..... ·., .• 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120; 12-121, I.R.C.P. 54, and all other applicable state law. 
.• :.'_--... :.. . i'• :'i .. , 
DEMANDFORJlJRYTRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a jury trial composed of no less than twelve (12) persons on all 
issues so triable, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38. 
·.{ '; .... L •• _:_}.:_.· .. .,~~' : ' \-·'. V :.::,_; 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays fol' Judgm~nt, Order and Decree of this Court as follows: 
1. For money damages from the :Defendant, 'that fully and fairly compensate Plaintiff 
for Defendant's for breach and other causes of action above in a swn to be detennined.iat trial in 
excess of $10,000.00; 
2. For an award of PlaintiWs reaso~le attorney fees inCWTed in pursuing this 
action, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120(1), 12-121 and I.R.C.P. 54; 
';. 
.. -~·, -·--- ·,·. 
3. For costs of suit incurred herein; and, 
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4. For such other and further relief as to the Court is just and equitable. 
DATED this l~y of August, 2013. 
DINIUS LAW 
By: ~ ~- ~ 
KevinE.~ 
Michael J. Hanby II 
Att~f:Ueys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
--
I, the W1dersigned, hereby certify .that on the . t<f';ray of August, 2013, ~:; true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing docmnent was served upon the following by: 
Ronald R. Shepherd 
Attorney at Law 
850 E Franklin, Ste 404 
Meridian, ID 83642 
D 
er· 
D 
[ZJ 
US Mail 
·. Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile - No. 887-3443 
··~··' 
·".':,.·_·,,~ 
for DlNIJ?iAw 
cm/T:\Clicnts\K\Kosmann, Dave 24856\Non-Discov.ecy\Amended Com~nt.docx: · ,· ,: , .. ' 
/ ,· 
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RON R. SHEPHERD 
R. SHEPHERD LAW, PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 
850 East Franklin Road, Suite 404 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Telephone: (208) 887-3444 
Facsimile: (208) 887-3443 
ISB No. 6593 
. ron@rshepherdlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
• F I A.~ 4¥l9.M. 
SEP 1 7 2Qt3 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) Case No. CV-2013-795-C 
) 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, ) 
) ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED 
V. ) COMPLAINT AND FIRST AMENDED 
) COUNTERCLAIM 
) LEO GILBRIDE, 
) 
) Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
The above named Defendant, Leo Gilbride ("Gilbride"), by and through his counsel of 
record, Ron R. Shepherd of the law firm of R. Shepherd Law, PLLC, in answer to the Amended 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Amended Complaint") previously filed in this action on 
August 14, 2013 by the Plaintiff above named, admits, denies and alleges as follows: 
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ANSWER 
1. Gilbride denies each and every allegation of the Complaint that is not specifically 
admitted herein. 
2. Gilbride admits the allegations contained in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7. 
3. Gilbride denies the allegations contained in paragraphs 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 
20,21,23,24,25,27,28,29,31,32,33,34,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46and47. 
4. Answering paragraph 6, Gilbride admits that Plaintiff David Kosmann 
("Kosmann") was previously the owner of the Subject Property. It was Gil bride's understanding 
that Kosmann was behind on his mortgage. 
5. Answering paragraph 11, Gilbride admits that the sale of the property from 
Kosmann to Gilbride closed on December 28, 2012. Gilbride denies the remaining allegations of 
paragraph 11. 
6. Answering paragraph 12, Gilbride admits that Justin McCarthy was the real estate 
agent involved in the sale of the property from Kosmann to Gilbride. 
7. Answering paragraph 14, Gilbride admits that he posted an eviction notice on 
Gilbride's property after Gilbride purchased the Subject Property. Gilbride denies the remaining 
allegations of paragraph 14. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
8. Kosmann's claims are barred and unenforceable under the statute of frauds set 
forth at Idaho Code § 9-503 and/or 9-508 as Kosmann alleged agreement is not in writing. 
9. Kosmann signed declarations and other documents specifically stating that the 
sale of the property from Kosmann to Gilbride was an arm's-length transaction and that 
Kosmann and Gilbride did not have an agreement to sell the property back to Kosmann. As 
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such, Kosmann committed fraud in such transaction and therefore does not come into court with 
clean hands. Kosmann cannot obtain the relief he seeks under the doctrine of unclean hands. 
10. Kosmann made representations to Gilbride, and Gilbride relied on those 
representations to his detriment in purchasing the Subject Property from Kosmann. As such, 
Kosmann's claims are barred under the doctrines of promissory estoppel and/or quasi estoppel. 
11. Kosmann's claims are barred under the doctrine of estoppel by deed. 
12. Kosmann has failed to plead with particularity the elements of fraud. 
13. Kosmann has failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
FIRST AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM 
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Leo Gilbride ("Gilbride") for his causes 
of action against the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant David Kosmann ("Kosmann"), alleges and states 
as follows: 
PARTIES 
14. Gilbride is an adult resident of Canyon County, Idaho. 
15. Kosmann is an adult resident of Canyon County, Idaho 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
16. Both jurisdiction and venue are proper in this court for the reasons set forth in 
Kosmann's Amended Complaint at ,-r, 3 and 4. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
17. Gilbride purchased real property from Kosmann and obtained a warranty deed 
from Kosmann. The real property is located at 1020 West Homedale Road, Caldwell, Canyon 
County, Idaho ("Subject Property"), and is more particularly described in the Warranty Deed 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference. 
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18. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and incorporated herein by this reference is a true 
and correct copy of the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement ("PSA") entered into by and 
between Kosmann and Gilbride in which Kosmann agreed to sell the Subject Property to 
Gilbride. 
19. Gilbride fully performed under the PSA by paying the full purchase price to 
Kosmann. 
20. The transaction closed on December 28, 2012. 
21. Despite having sold the Subject Property to Gilbride, Kosmann remains m 
possession of the Subject Property and refuses to allow Gilbride access to the Subject Property or 
to otherwise take possession of the Subject Property. 
22. Upon information and belief, Kosmann is operating a business on the Subject 
Property and storing numerous inoperable vehicles on the Subject Property in violation of the 
law. 
23. As such, time is of the essence in ejecting Kosmann from the Subject Property. 
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 
24. Each and every allegation set forth in this Answer and Amended Counterclaim are 
incorporated in each and every count of this Amended Counterclaim. 
COUNT! 
(Breach of Contract) 
25. Paragraph 36 of the PSA states that "BUYER shall be entitled to possession upon 
closing." 
26. The transaction closed on December 28, 2012. 
27. Kosmann' s refusal to vacate the Subject Property and to deliver possession of the 
Subject Property to Gilbride constitutes a material breach of the PSA. 
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28. As a direct and proximate result of Kosmann's refusal to deliver possession of the 
Subject Property to Gilbride, Gilbride has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial. 
Gilbride's damages are ongoing and include, among other things, the fair market rental value of 
the Subject Property, plus the cost to remove Kosmann's personal property and effects from the 
Subject Property. 
COUNT II 
(Ejectment) 
29. Gilbride is the owner of the Subject Property as evidenced by the duly recorded 
Warranty Deed executed by Kosmann, a copy of which is attached hereto. 
30. Kosmann refuses to deliver possession of the Subject Property to Gilbride. 
31. Gilbride is therefore entitled to a Decree ejecting Kosmann from the Subject 
Property and delivering possession thereof to Gilbride. 
COUNT III 
(Unlawful Detainer/Eviction) 
32. Gilbride is the owner of the Subject Property, a parcel ofland less than five acres. 
33. Kosmann is an occupant and claims to be a tenant of the Subject Property. 
34. Kosmann claims that the parties hereto entered into an oral Lease Agreement, 
whereby Kosmann agreed to lease the foregoing described premises from Gilbride. 
35. Kosmann failed, after demand had been made according to law, to pay the rent 
due under the terms of the purported Lease Agreement, and unlawfully remains in possession of 
the Subject Property. 
36. All notices required by law have been served upon Kosmann in the required 
manner. 
3 7. A copy of the notice served on Kosmann is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
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38. Gilbride is entitled to possession of the Subject Property as a result of Kosmann's 
failure to pay rent when due and failure to cure default of the Lease Agreement upon receiving 
notice thereof. 
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
1. Gilbride has been required to retain the law offices of R. Shepherd Law, PLLC, 
duly licensed and practicing attorneys of the state of Idaho, to defend against Kosmann's claims 
and to institute and prosecute Gilbride's counterclaims. Gilbride is entitled to recover his costs 
and attorney fees reasonably incurred in this action under Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3), 12-121, as 
well as Rule 54(d) and 54(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and paragraph 28 of the 
parties' PSA attached hereto. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Gilbride prays for relief as follows: 
1. That Kosmann' s Amended Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and Kosmann 
take nothing thereunder; 
2. For the entry of a decree establishing that Gilbride is the lawful owner of the 
Subject Property and ejecting Kosmann from the Subject Property; 
3. For a writ of assistance, in aid of a decree of ejectment, directing the Sheriff of 
Canyon County to remove Kosmann and his personal property and effects from the Subject 
Property; 
4. For a money judgment against Kosmann and in favor of Gilbride for all damages 
Gilbride has suffered and will continue to suffer until judgment is entered and Kosmann is 
removed from the Subject Property; 
5. For pre-judgment interest calculated at the rate provided by law; 
6. For entry of an order and judgment awarding to Gilbride costs incurred herein; 
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7. For the entry of an order and judgment awarding to Gilbride attorney fees 
incurred herein in an amount of $2,500 if this matter is uncontested and a greater amount if this 
matter is contested; and 
8. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 38, Gilbride hereby respectfully demands a jury trial of twelve 
people on all issues raised in this Counterclaim and triable of right by jury. 
DATED this /l~ay of September, 2013 
R. SHEPHERD LAW, PLLC 
Rr:.B&e 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
~ 
I hereby certify that on the /1 -day of September, 2013, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND FIRST 
AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby, II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 East Franklin Road, Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) Hand Delivered 
(vr-Facsimile 475-0101 
( ) Email: kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
RO~ 
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TitleOne 
•tlde~"'co. 
Order Number; 12213146 /117/µjl 
Warranty Deed 
For value received, 
David A. Kosmann and Milrla Ann Kosmann, husband and wife 
the grantor, does hereby grant, bargain, seU, and convey unto 
Leo Joseph Gilbride a single man 
whose current address Is 11946 Bonnie Lane Nampa, ID 83651 
the grantee, the foUowing described premises, in Canyon County, Idaho, lo wit: 
2012-057980 
RECOROEO 
12/27/2012 02:15 PM 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO 
CANYON COUNTY RECORDER 
Pgs•I CMCl.AUGHLIN $10.00 
TYPE: DEED 
TITLeONE BOISE 
ELECTRONICALLY RECORDED 
Lot 6 in Block 1 of Dunn's Plat, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 14 of Plats at Page(s) 35, official 
records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
To have and to hold the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee, its heirs and assigns forever. 
And the said Granter does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that Granter is the owner in fee simple of 
said premises; that they are free from ail encumbrances except those to which this conveyance is expressly made 
subject and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee; and subject to all existing patent reservations, easements, 
right(s) of way, protective covenants; zoning ordinances, and applicable building codes, Jaws and regulations, 
general taxes and assessments, including irrigation and utility assessments (if any) for the current year, which are not 
due able, and that Granter wiN warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. Whenever the 
lJ!ll1allll-iQ.Jreq · s, the singular number includes th · lural. 
State of Idaho, County of Ada ss. 
On this l f«.-aayof December in the year of 2012, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public ln and for said 
State, personally appeared David A. Kosmann and Maria Ann Kosmann, known or identified to me lo be the 
person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they 
executed the same. ... 
Y\.fu-~~ 
Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 08/14/14 
(seal) 
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,~ .of p&nb88inno~. at date· of dosing: ~ ~ erieumbl'Mties -or l'let'edS.whleh illil lc, .be dlsdliigad or·al8llfllad.by BUYER ot to wlllch tilfa Is taken 
1~, ·~_-IO.-.\lllleSS.OtlittwJse ~ in ll)ts Agl9elr\ellt. 
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11118•, statjmif.lnf-of del'dctil deUwreo fD·set.Lel\ ·BtJYER'S a~ Money.deposit w111·b1t ietumed 1o BQVER a,_. SEll4i:R shall .pay fof the-atst oflltJI) 
,ld' ins~tice~Jl~~l'ee,.e&aOW·ancf.lesl!f~,.lfi!PY· .. · · · 
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(BJ. FHA,1.PECTION REQ.Qll'&ME,NT. l( appllcibkt~ "For Yaut Ptoteblion: Gehl Home lns(Mlolib.n", HUD~-ll64-0N-mll8l be~ ori orbelorit 
eiCtlU!lail ot:ttllOl!lliflYlellE 
(Cl. ~'f($f~t{IREMQW\\. Of INSP&Qtl'ON tlgN11NGENCIQ; 
t).lf .eUYER'dlJei m,twllhln thulrlctliine period ape!)lfl.ed ~~ IIJ..SE:LI.ER written notf~ oT dlellPPr'Dwd llama ot wntten nolloa -of.t91mlnallon oflhlB 
Ag,4emMt, BU'YER'sha1;cono1~ bit aeam!ld.to lta\te!(a) Q>fiip.lefed a1lfnl!~l'la. lm,9etljrellon11, revt!IWof ~· ~-lund ~. 
~ 1~to psoceed+tlle "-nmlan end.(o) ~1iJU m,,ti'l!lty, ra,i,onslbBl&y a"1t ~~·-~ or~o11'1et llian IQrttetMWfl~ 
. -tiaa'.~e-·qieE!dln•na:10 rep.ill' ,ir·oo• · · 
2). !l'BUYl=fhl~ wltli!iJ th&.stl!:t llflt8 petfl,ll:l spetlh(t- to SELi.ER.written l)odc:Of~~f:lhra·A9*m~ ~ .Qfl 8ft unsati8faclary 
~n. Iha pitJtk!ls w& 11awnd-obllgalfon to ·ccintinue w!lh 1he tran511Cllon· &me1 lfie liiririalit MciMY-llllilD-1)9 ralllmild to. BUVER. · 
$.). If BU.VEIR clOfl within the !ll1riU 1111\e period gpeclfle" IJIW to S~Mltten no~ of a·· l'OVft.l:ilemll. ~!~~n>;v~ let·~ 
.,~)-of:wiffl!ln~OIUff'poris.SJiLLi;lhhalt,...,.,; ·3. bU&.~~a . W:ff:fe!fbl\tnlc):~:-,t~~-lifWdlfl10. 
· ·. . 111;$EUER's"llii11Q11.rnat'Ciirtl __ ~lhei-iteniUi •PGC*d bv ~llt~lr Jilerol'~·e~ . fb)l" ,o. If bott, ea1t1aU11~~~a1Jtcr 
-~ to ti.it ~l;ieotelt bf,.6~ _wlUM-5....buslf!• daya.(lM (5.1 If lalt J)lall!cJ~tecelpt-Mst!~'S 1118110ns&i tlien:bollf ~-agteelhatlli'* 
wru.conllhuev,lth lha1rilnGactiol'lei1i:r~ -.-dOSlng. 'rlt1u1111 ~owl~tns~ .~nUl!~llYY 
4), If boltt.~ do.not come to a.EX>nscmwns to th•·.dlmtpprv,,e.!f lletnli \Q be ~ !>Y Sf1:LLER.w1ttd1t1he ~11mi:1 pertod;i,~~•r~ 
dcid.rioi-~ond'ln wrflfng ~ ilie.s1ifot um~ J?erkK1·11Pea1t.ect.:fhen 11'1' euveR'ttu·l!Jit.oP.tl'On of ~lffler',~itg:V. ~Qtrdn ~ Sa.,1:el{ beJri8 ~i,nsillle for.c'orrecli'lg'tt.,en'deftdenclas or~f:19"1he SELL-E~ wrltien nolk:e wfi'I _JL_ biflhHic-days (DWCt{SJ Hl*ft ~lt)'.tiat'Ny-Wlit 
not cdriliriue wftli fhHrariaaetloil .and wnl reoeJve.thll.lr'iarnewt Maner ti_ll(/k. · · · · 
1m ·O>. lt8UYE;R11GM nptg~~-Wl#!eQ 11(!11~.of "1\°'llalloll wllJlln Ille nfGl ~ ~rtoct. ~lld. B!JYEl:t.•u t;i)tlCIQJivelJ:·li!e ~~ llf.!Je. 
191. eleatej:t to ~with lhe.'lrl,l~im11J1Vi~ mpal1J1«~1.oU!e(ll1illffotitemfwJlfch SELLER has'.-1>th~;ld~·ln wtllil)g ts'~·ctr 
1&2 ~ s.a;1:.a ~llell1riaethe.PRO.Pl9tl"r. avallilbllHor ell 1~-e~·s11a1teep N PMoPel'rt .ffee ancf cft31ii'.af·Rella; ltidemt}l1)'en«1 hold 
la. SE1:,LER"iiai'riiiliss 'ironi aD l(abfflfY, dal'Ms, demands, ctai'nages and costa:.alid repair any cla!NlfliJ ailBllig-ftc\m tha lnspeolfo!)s.~o·~~ mav. ~e: 
1'4 ~ Jiy·any.gov,munenfal bulrdtng or zoning ~r oF"govemment.em~ wilhollt N l!dor co•nt «.SB.I.ER untess l'eqilhd iY·ffll:lal law. 185' · . • . · .•• · · .. • · •• · • ' • ' ' · . . .. . •. 
188: 1,-. Lpltb,PAINT'DtS.CL<>'-l}~: llluqbjtct ~OP.a.m' II is_ Ola na;tdalifled as "Tam,t ~·.r,g11!(ft1M1 le~-d p_-jnl or lta~aeil ~ 
1!17' ha~ ·T.ti9:'terJn" ~sed P.&k!Uia2e.rd, I& lntendecfto·lifep"tify lei~d paint ai'ld al! ..resl!i'WI ~;Cllft!aln/llSJ ijuslund ~ t.esal'dli8f pf.-. 
~ill. !l()Ji,ce di ~-tall: ff "yes, @\JYER.hel'flby aekf!owleUties-the folklwlnil: (a) BuYl:R hat btien:·piollided. ~'EPA ~'iellft.baltcl· paint -lia:card: 
tlf· lnfomlallon palllP.hleli ,iProtect Vcu Family From Lead'ltl Yovr liOlll&v,. {bJ nlcelpt of se~ ·DJRloaure.of·tnfl!nnallori and Mlqlowlr!di,metd Fonn and 
19!1· l'lave-beC!it 'pr-Ollfd'eil·W1t11.eu.~·1est repoifs -or:oUier lnfonnation, lranv~~laied to lhe',preseniie p1·1eait-iiallld ~int' ~rds-~n.safd t!i~l!!ffl'. 
1t1·. (t:)·.~·ws~ I~ tonti~~rlfupoi1 BU'i'.ERS "119ht ta hav, lhlt;P,RQP~ leslc\d ~r tea~ed P.,fnt_, ••. to b.f -ccimp!ett"d iy,_latet''1118n 
!~. 'ofii cir the "COnlingen'ey wJD t11rmln4le. Cd} tt1111t BIJtER here~ Ill waWN .. O ~ not~.Uif& tlatd, (•).lhllt ~r lesl reaulfa sbow 
1{1!5. ~e~..rnta-of~~on 1tla P.Rot'l:RTY: B~-hi$ibe iighttQ ~ni:itlme ci>lilratt~.to"Ula-o~.of.f!iesell.ER·-OC.·heglvep 
~114· ,n wrllhir,l 19 e1eclto remove 1he lead:.&asad palrtt and COff9C\ the P"itilem.whld) ~M accomplfs\ied betb11fclosln.9., ID $nif,:if lhi! conlratt111;~_mieled 
195, ~t;,i&~ guva~eamestll1Cll1Wde~ltw11 rie ~ to 13tM:R., Addlttmi*liy, 'lf.~'~wn. bulltt,,eflinr1.97'.t•.Js,a {e~niti! home, 
1ee; •lfli'le.rit«·~~ s11d>'Ua-!l(lll(lot or&iy,:care ~ •. fedefaf.law-~•=.conlmctots lhat·dlsftAti111~-patat:.ln·th11t ll\l'Utt'ure·to 
1!"· r;rowre.tl$·owrierwlth v "Rei'toilltte Rl!ihr' i>ami>htet :I'm! C)O'ntra*htian Ile ceiti1ied amr. ttiirwf:af)ecllic. v«ifll.'IR*Ollceis 1o·11~.lead contan'llnllllon. 188, . . • . 
110 12, M0.1,.D,DISC.l..AIMl;f.t EiUY;~ .lis ~,~r,y-adv~~ thaJ n_10ld·11t~/or ~t_ll.er micfCl,9ffJa1lllaM.t. may l»llst ~ the' PfOJ:1•4,r-.,~~'\ ~nr,. ~ER 
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P.ROP&fm'.AD~----,-. ...,1®J~.z.W....,Hw' orxwt---~i;,pl§>&?JRdM,;._ _____ JIIIG,lilkmo-· _wll__,_ __ a: _ __.31 ..... ~_.....~_....__ 
: 42,.BUYER'S srcaNAi'URak 
·: .0 SEl,S.~UACJIEDBUYEB'S-ADDl:NDUIICS): (S~fy numberof BV"ffl.agd11ngt,m(s}attacl'lad.) 
-m &UVER Qdoaa D~.1,11t~J'lfd an:~ reateslel&..._ : •w .. 11is J,1~- . . . BUYER.(PiibUante) Leo.GffbrJds 
: Date. \f,$t,e~ n.., :rnne i Cl 1.¢1:> "-A.M.0 P •. ~. PhOnd 203.Z5Q z• . qep#._, _____ ....,._ 
: .Add~ U~Mi il.qQD~ Ln. Olly Na!)lpa State IP 2lp . 8S85i : -~-ff ~N:_fl\ \-Q:i;.Y, ...... ~wahgq.., (,,prf:3. Fax# ________ ..____,_ _ _ 
=-----~-~-----~-------------·~----~---------------------
- f3UYeR 0dDll8 :Odoes not ,.fflllinlli, hold an ·idve lclalio mar eetate.liamse. .• ' -.. -."'~ 
·aqo BUVE!R~-lla11IN-------~~--~~-, ~ ~ n.u- .1ii'he- 0 A M O P. M • UC,~-----, ---· • • .. • 
* ~_,_ _________________ ~ 
- . -
* E-Mail 
M7 
•• 
~U't&R (PrintNart:1e) --------------
Pt.Ion&# _ _,_ _____ <::ell# _______ _ 
CitY.------- St,ite.._ __ ZJR ____ _ 
__ ,... ___________ ..... ___ _...,. .................. _______ ,.. ____ _ 
,400 
-: A3 .. .$EU.ER'S 8!(,HAW!(E.~On tbl&.date, I/We hereby approve and accept o.1raoaacllon set :forth In 1he·ebJ>Vi,.-Aut981118nt ~ .-ao c,any out all 
«Ii .Ole·fibtrde lhereof.oli 11\e.Pffl of;lh6 SB.I.ER. 
- gs,aNAT.URS~JUBJICT':rd·ATTACH.liD•CQUl'tTEt(QfFER 
4119 · 81SNATU~(l)-sui!IJEc:;tTO ATTAeHEOAl)BBIWMlSJ•---
-a . 
. : ~i!U.ER Dc!o~ CKfaoe ~ .ho!d ~~~ 
"°' 8JilLER .81gna,111111__,,~=..J~£Gl:~.,..CC4:2~~::tz:? "-
"'° , a .... 411 Datd -, -.:z. , :"' I 
... ~ . 
SEU.ER:(Ptint~) __ ___.Q ... i.... Yl ... il s;aA ..... Ki"". r;,..,sm_ao.,..n,__ _ 
PhQn&t-____ __. __ ~# 208;250 9155. 
~,a AdttJ9$$ ___ ___........, ....... .....,.. ..... ..,..... ....... .....,. __ _ 
"'~ 
City :CaldWBII State ID Zip 83607 
4.10 &Man __ __......._. ____ _ 
416 . 
"'It CON'FR;ACTOBftEGl8TRA1lON #(if appfftable). _________ _ 
·418 · .. 
:41& 
420 """--~- - - -· ... #Ml, - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - ... - - - .- - - - - - - - - -
ui tSLl.:ER. 0d~ }qdoes not curenUy hold iln,adive ldal)o ~al-~19 llc:lptse. 
; 8&LLER81pture ~~ *"~~ 
'°' . 
-.et& Date "-·· l '-\ ~ I l.. Time ll2: j o ___ \..,( A.M. D P.M. e . ~ 
m .Mdtffl I '3 o 7 W, • J./.IIA,~ cf · 
: 5-Mall . fO&(-tlJ/(lni/llf}gmai/,Co1t, 
~ BONTMO'l'OR REGISTRATION# (lf·.appDcable} .. _______ _ 
SELLER (Prf~Name} ___ ..,....,_.,..,.Ma,_i:Ja~· Kastm~on~---
Phone#_.c.....-____ ._Qlt# ~fa.t\tJ JS()- '("IS~ 
City NA-MP 14 . state. i,o .z1p S?r bS I 
,faX# __ .,....... ______ .,.. ____ ......,.. __ _ 
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• • 1 (/Ill 8Cklendl.lms ahall be numblnd saquentlally.) 
RE-11 ADDENDUM 
: ffis II an ADDENDUM toitte ),qpurchaseand Sale,A(lteemenl 00lher ----· -----------------
" {"AddendUm• means lhat lhe~nnallon below la added material for the agreement {auch as lla1a or deacrfptlons} andfor means the form 18 
a being used to chanae. correct or revise the ag,eement (such as modlflcaUOn, add111on or creteton of a teim}). 
~ AGREer-,ENTDATED: :9/J~ /l~ ID#_3L7.._'9'.fl-'-l.1..Jf~'\..1.5"...._ ______ _ 
a 
9 ADDRESS:-. ___________ ...11u.01,,:2,S,,!0.JIWL.CiHwnmUJl;jAIIJdal'1JlaB...1:Bu;di.,,..JoC.11:aauldwe-:11.1llly..ll,.mL;rug,S6,a.u.07tL-____ ....,. ______ _ 
10 11 BUYER(St. ________________ ...,LoliMIL-"Glwlbwiow.·d .. e1..-_______________ _ 
12 
1s SELLER(SJ: ___________ --loaloCAlvuidi.u;iA.._KiD:DBDJ,,_.1JSa:u.1lD ...... B:wO,..dt.11Mad111maa8uA.::i,,..&K..,0& ...... ma_...nn..._ _________ _ 
14 
1s The undersigned parlfes hereby agree as follows: 
,e SeDw a[HIBUyer each rep,:esent that the sale ts an "Arm's Lengtt,lt transaQtion and Um miler and buyer are unmfated to eacb 
11 other by mm~. memage arcomroecdal eoteq;u:Jse, · 
18 
1e Iba Buyer agMftl oat to seU the property wltblD so davs of aloslag af the sale, 
20 2, 
u 
23 
!4 
25 
211 
27 
28 
n 
30 
31 
az 
aa 
84 
ss 
aa 
37 
38 
311 
40 
41 
,42 
<13 
44 
4& 
411 
47 
48 To the extent the t.enns of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any plt>Visions of the Purchase and Safe Agieement including au prior 
... Addendums or Counter Offers. these t.emis shall control. AD other terms of Ole Purchase and Sale Agreement including all prior 
so Addendums CGllnter not modified 1his ADDENDUM shall remain 1he aame. Upon its execuUon by both parlles. tl1fs agreement 
&1 Is made n ral part m&ntlo reement 
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• • ADDENDUM# 2 (Al addendiM llhaD be numlleA,cl aaquanlalfy.) 
RE-11 ADDENDUM 
1 Oak_, 
2 a Thllla8ADDINDUM to the H Purdleeeand SaleAGraement OOlher ______ __,.. __ -.....,.......,...__,,,__ _ __, __ __ 
" ("Addend\Jm~ maane that tlte 1ntonnat1on below Is added material for tile agreement (:such ae Rats or deS«lrfpllona) andlor msallS the form le 
6 being UMcl to flllanp, corceot or t6Vlee the agreement {such as modlllcaUon, addlllo11 er daletlm of a fenn)). 
6 
1 AGRl!IMENTDATED: 9/14/12 10# 3784896 
! ADDRESS: 1020...W..HU1ow.muie11.1,1di,aalmeu;Rls.~ ...... ...l,,Cdlla11.1lduweRJli&,.!, ..u,IDo6.:81,a3.u.a60M7'--------------
10 
,, BUWR(S>:--------------__..LiU!Dn1t.:Gloilll111.ibddeiLUillili..------=---------
t2 
ta Sl!UER(S): ________ _.....__ ... o ,IYld._..A~Koama--001.&. ... eod-...Mar,_.,1a...,A,._l( ... oe .... meon.._. ________ _ 
14 
1s Theund=er ~s here~~ aefollowa: 
H Aclffld _! prlt;9 fQ $HUiW,OQ . . 
17 tt•tll* ..... ~tAt*Jlt~*AtA,tj1*1l*t•t"'*"-*'°****••••A-.t***""°*"E;tJ[)**•~*******"***•ttt1tjhl*!t*~~*ll*IHl*A*1'*llltt****tljioitl**1tlh\l11*t,;i*"'°*"*~•llilt 
ii 
lit 
20 
11 
22 
:$ 
:t4 
D 
26 
21 
a 
~ 
30 
~1 
• 
ll3 
34 
as 
88 
~ 
3$ 
• 
40 
'41 
42 
'1$ 
44 
45 
48 
47 
------.-~ .... ....._,L,,,o 
·-----------,.,,.-.... _ ...... , ____________________ _ 
-t• To the extent the terms of thts ADDENDUM modll'y or conn~ With any provisions of the PUR:haae and Safe Agreement Ind~ al prior 
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MAR 3 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFOPIO, OEPUTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID A. KOSMANN, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
FOLLOWING COURT TRIAL 
LEO GILBRIDE, 
CV-2013-795-C 
Defendant. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff David Kosmann's First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, filed 
August 14, 2013, includes five claims for relief against Defendant Leo Gilbride: Count One: 
Breach of Contract; Count Two: Specific Performance; Count Three: Breach of the Covenant of 
Good Faith and Fair Dealing; Count Four: Unjust Enrichment; and Count Five: Fraud. The 
claims arise out of Kosmann' s sale of a parcel of real property, located in Canyon County, to 
Gilbride and an alleged oral contract or promise by Gilbride to reconvey the property to 
Kosmann. 
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By Order entered August 9, 2013, the court granted Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment dismissing Counts I and III of the Complaint, which sought damages for breach of 
contract and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
Defendant Leo Gilbride filed his Answer to First Amended Complaint and First 
Amended Counterclaim on September 17, 2013. The Counterclaim includes three counts: (1) 
Breach of the contract for sale of the property from Kosmann to Gilbride; (2) Ejectment; (3) 
Unlawful Detainer/Eviction. 
On January 27, 2015, the parties commenced a scheduled four-day jury trial before the 
court. 
On January 29, 2015, at the conclusion of Plaintifrs case-in-chief, Defendant moved for 
an order dismissing the remaining claims asserted against him. The court granted Defendant's 
motion to dismiss Count Two: Specific Performance, because the evidence did not establish a 
contract sufficiently definite in its terms to be specifically enforced; reserved decision on the 
motion to dismiss Count Five: Fraud; and denied the motion to dismiss Count Four: Unjust 
Enrichment. 
After the court's determination on Defendant's motion to dismiss, the parties jointly 
stipulated to and requested that the remainder of the trial take place before the court without a 
Jury. The court agreed to this request, in an effort to accommodate the desires of the parties. 
The court trial concluded on January 29, 2015. 
On February 13, 2015, the parties filed the following with the court: (1) Plaintifrs Post-
Trial Brief; (2) Plaintifrs Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law; (3) Defendant's 
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Post Trial Memorandum; and (4) Defendant's Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law. The court deemed the matter submitted for decision on February 13, 2015. 
This Memorandum Decision constitutes the court's findings of fact and conclusions of 
law pursuant to I.R.C.P. 52(a). The court has incorporated its findings of fact into the analysis of 
each of the claims placed before it for determination as trier of fact. 
STANDARD OF DECISION: BENCH TRIAL 
In rendering a decision after a trial without a jury, this court's findings of fact must be 
supported by the evidence in the record and its conclusions of law must be supported by the 
findings of fact. Benninger v. Derijield, 142 Idaho 486, 488-89, 129 P.3d 1235, 1237-38 (2006) 
(citingAlumet v. Bear Lake Grazing Co., 119 Idaho 946,949,812 P.2d 253,256 (1991)). The 
court's findings of fact must not be clearly erroneous, Ransom v. Topaz Mktg., L.P., 143 Idaho 
641, 643, 152 P .3d 2, 4 (2006), and must be based on substantial, even if conflicting, evidence. 
Benninger, 142 Idaho at 489, 129 P.3d at 1238. 
ANALYSIS 
Plaintiff's Claims 
I. Unjust Enrichment 
Count IV of the Amended Complaint includes the following allegations: 
31. Kosmann conferred a benefit upon Gilbride by providing the funds necessary to 
close the transaction and in agreeing to transfer the Property, with the expectation that it 
would be transferred back. 
32. Gilbride was aware of and appreciated the benefits conferred upon him by 
Kosmann. 
33. It is inequitable for Gilbride to retain the benefits described above without 
compensating Kosmann. 
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"Unjust enrichment occurs where a defendant receives a benefit which would be 
inequitable to retain without compensating the plaintiff to the extent that retention is unjust." 
Vanderford Co. v. Knudson, 144 Idaho 547, 557, 165 P.3d 261,271 (2007) (citing Beco Constr. 
Co. v. Bannock Paving Co., 118 Idaho 463,466, 797 P.2d 863,866 (1990)). A prima facie case 
for unjust enrichment exists where: "(l) there was a benefit conferred upon the defendant by the 
plaintiff; (2) appreciation by the defendant of such benefit; and (3) acceptance of the benefit 
under circumstances that would be inequitable for the defendant to retain the benefit without 
payment to the plaintiff for the value thereof." Stevenson v. Windermere Real Estate/Capital 
Grp., Inc., 152 Idaho 824,827,275 P.3d 839, 842 (2012) (quoting Vanderford Co., 144 Idaho at 
558, 165 P.3d at 272). "A person confers a benefit upon another ifhe or she gives the other 
some interest in money, land, or possessions, performs services beneficial to or at the request of 
the other, satisfies the debt of the other, or in any other way adds to the other's advantage." 42 
C.J.S. Implied Contracts§ 9 (2013). 
Unjust enrichment is a measure of equitable recovery. Clayson v. Zebe, 153 Idaho 228, 
232, 280 P .3d 731, 73 5 (2012). "The application of equitable remedies is a question of fact 
because it requires a balancing of the parties' equities." Id (quoting Farrell v. Whiteman 
( Farrell II), 152 Idaho 190,194,268 P.3d 458,462 (2012)). 
Based on the above findings, the court concludes that Plaintiff has established that he 
conferred a benefit upon Defendant, in the form of payment of $30,990.00 toward Defendant's 
purchase of the subject property, and that Defendant realized and accepted receipt of such 
benefit. 
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Although there is some conflicting evidence in the record, the court also concludes that a 
preponderance of the evidence establishes that Defendant received and accepted the $30,990.00 
under circumstances that render it inequitable for Defendant to retain that sum. Specifically, the 
court concludes that Plaintiff paid the $30,990.00 to Defendant in furtherance of an 
unenforceable agreement whereby Defendant would purchase the property from Plaintiff and re-
convey the property to Plaintiff at a later date. Since Defendant purchased and obtained title to 
the property with no obligation and/or intention to re-convey the property to Plaintiff, the court 
concludes that it would be inequitable for Defendant to retain the $30,990.00. 
Defendant contends that a preponderance of the evidence does not support the conclusion 
that it would be inequitable for Defendant to retain the sums paid to him by Plaintiff because "he 
had an oral contract with Plaintiff to sell Plaintiff car parts and that such agreement was made in 
the summer of2012." Defendant's Post-Trial Memorandum, p. 4. Defendant's entire 
argument on this point is summed up in his Post-Trial Memorandum: 
The first $22,750 in cash was given to Defendant in September 2012, four months 
before the house sale closed and before the parties had even signed the Real Estate 
Purchase and Sale Agreement. This supports Defendant's claim that the money was for 
cars and parts and not money toward the house. The other two payments were made in 
October and November, again long before the house deal was to close. The down 
payment wasn't even due until the closing of the house purchase on December 27, 2012. 
The timing of the payments supports Defendant's claim that the money was for 
something other than a down payment. Defendant testified that he did not give Plaintiff 
the car parts with the partial payments because they had agreed that the cars and parts 
were a package deal, and that to break away parts of the package left him in a vulnerable 
position if the remaining amounts were not paid. 
**** 
Defendant testified at trial that the cars and parts are available for Plaintiff to pick 
up and that he would give them to Plaintiff even without the final $250.00 payment. 
Defendant also testified that the cars and car parts had value to support the amount of 
consideration paid by Plaintiff. 
**** 
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3. Plaintiff's Claims Regarding the Money Given to Defendant Are Not Credible 
As the Court is aware, Plaintiff tells a different story. Plaintiff claims that the 
money he gave Defendant was to be used as a down payment on the short sale of the 
residence at issue in this case. Plaintiff testified that rather than take the $29,750.00 and 
use it to catch up his mortgage payments and stay in the residence, that he gave it to 
Defendant as part of a plan to get out of his mortgage and then to buy back the residence 
at something much less than he owed previously, leaving GMAC with the deficiency. 
Defendant's Post-Trial Memorandum, pp. 4-7. 
The court does not find Defendant's testimony and arguments regarding the car parts 
contract to be credible. Just as the evidence failed to support Plaintiffs claim that the parties had 
an enforceable contract for re-conveyance of the property from Defendant to Plaintiff, the 
evidence does not support the existence of an agreement for the sale of car parts, much less that 
the $30,990.00 Plaintiff paid to Defendant between September and December of 2012 was in 
furtherance of such an agreement. In fact, the timing of the payments make more sense in the 
context of the parties' agreement that Plaintiff would fund the down payment and closing costs 
as a condition of Defendant agreeing to purchase the real property. The evidence establishes that 
Plaintiff paid Defendant $22,990.00 on September 23, 2012, the day before Plaintiff executed the 
purchase and sale agreement. Plaintiff subsequently paid Defendant $3,000.00 on October 1 and 
$4,000.00 on November 19, 2012. At their December 28, 2012 meeting at Shari's Restaurant, 
when Plaintiff stated to Defendant that he put money toward Defendant's loan, Defendant 
responded, "That's right, you did." There is no reason Defendant would have made such an 
admission if the payments from Plaintiff to Defendant had been made on an executory contract 
for the purchase of automobiles and automobile parts. The court does not believe Defendant's 
explanation at trial that he was simply allowing Plaintiff to talk, since Defendant was very direct 
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-··-------·----·--------------------------------------~ 
and adamant in addressing every matter Plaintiff raised at that meeting. At the same meeting, 
when Plaintiff asked Defendant what he did with $1000.00 dollars Plaintiff paid to Defendant in 
late December, Defendant stated, "We'll put that on the security deposit for the house." 
Defendant made that statement despite the fact that the parties had no rental agreement at that 
juncture, Defendant having insisted on a written agreement which he had provided to Plaintiff on 
December 27, 2012, and despite the fact that, according to Defendant's contention, all the sums 
Plaintiff had previously paid were in performance of the auto parts sale agreement and there was 
only $250.00 remaining to be paid on the auto parts agreement. There is nothing in the record to 
explain why Defendant did not apply at least $250.00 of the $1000.00 to the outstanding balance 
on the auto parts agreement or why Plaintiff would not have questioned why Defendant did not 
apply the payment to the balance due on the auto parts agreement. 
The court finds the testimony of Michelle Phillips credible and probative on this issue. 
Ms. Phillips' testimony establishes that, at least as late as October 2012, Defendant stated to her 
that the sums Defendant received from Plaintiff in the summer and fall of 2012, and the sums he 
expected to receive from Plaintiff thereafter, were related to the transaction involving Plaintiff's 
house. Ms. Phillips also testified that Defendant made no mention of any auto parts sale in 
connection with the funds paid, and to be paid, by Plaintiff. 
Defendant also offered testimony from Stewart Billings and Angel Gilbride regarding 
statements made by Defendant regarding the auto parts deal with Plaintiff. Defendant contends 
that the statements are "relevant and admissible" because they were not offered "to prove the 
terms of the deal, but rather ... offered to show the fact that the statement itself was made and 
that Defendant's state of mind in the summer of2012 was that he believed he had a deal with 
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Plaintiff to sell car parts." Defendant's Post-Trial Memorandum, p. 5. The court does not 
agree that the proposed testimony is relevant, since Defendants contend that it was offered to 
prove Defendant's subjective belief regarding the existence of an agreement. The subjective 
intent of a party is not relevant to the determination of whether a contract has been formed. 1 
Williston on Contracts§ 3:5 (4th ed.). For the same reason, even if the testimony were relevant, 
it would be only minimally so and would not be sufficient to support a conclusion that a contract 
for sale of auto parts existed, much less that the payments made by Plaintiff to Defendant in the 
summer and fall of 2012 were made pursuant to such a contract. 
A. Unclean Hands Defense 
In his Post-Trial Memorandum, Defendant asserts that the court should deny Plaintiff 
relief on his unjust enrichment claim, because Plaintiff comes to the court with unclean hands as 
the result of his execution of an arms' -length affidavit in favor of GMAC. The court addressed 
Defendant's unclean hands defense in its Order Motion for Summary Judgment, entered August 
9, 2013: 
Defendant seeks summary judgment dismissing Plaintiffs specific performance and 
unjust enrichment claims because "Kosman is asking this Court to ignore that he 
perpetrated a fraud against his mortgage company in order to substantially reduce the 
amount he was obligated to pay for the subject property." 
The clean hands doctrine is a well-established principle in Idaho. See Malcolm v. 
Hanmer, 64 Idaho 66, 127 P.2d 331 (1942). Simply stated, the maxim stands for the 
proposition that "a litigant may be denied relief by a court of equity on the ground that 
his conduct has been inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to 
the controversy in issue." See 27 Am.Jur.2d Equity§ 136 (1966) (footnotes omitted). 
The clean hands doctrine, however, "is not one of absolutes and [it] should be applied in 
the court's discretion, so as to accomplish its purpose of promoting public policy and the 
integrity of the courts." Id. (Footnote omitted.) Thus, the fact that a party has engaged in 
inequitable conduct will not always result in that party being denied relief under the clean 
hands doctrine. 
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"[The clean hands doctrine] is not a judicial strait jacket; it does not require that 
those who invoke equity should have led blameless lives, or operate so as to repel 
all sinners from a court of equity, nor does it apply to every unconscientious act of 
a party .... [E]quity will consider the conduct of the adversary, the requirements of 
public policy, and the relation of the misconduct to the subject matter of the suit 
and to [the] defendant. 
" ... The conduct of a party may be such as to prevent the maxim from being 
applied at his instance, as where he does not himself come with clean hands, 
where he has been guilty of conduct more unconscionable or unworthy than that 
of his opponent, or where he invited or waived the misconduct of which he 
complains." 30 C.J.S. Equity§ 98 (1965) (footnotes omitted). 
The clean hands defense does not require dismissal of Plaintiffs equitable claims, 
especially the unjust enrichment claim, as a matter of law, because: (1) the claimed 
improper conduct by Kosman was in relation to his mortgage lender, not Defendant; (2) 
there are too many unresolved factual issues, especially with respect to the $31,000.00 
Kosmann apparently paid to Gilbride, for the court for the court to properly weigh the 
conduct of the respective parties on this Motion. 
Order on Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 9. 
1. Standard of Decision 
The decision whether to apply the clean hands doctrine to deny an equitable claim is a 
matter within this court's discretion. Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 249, 92 P.3d 492, 499 
(2004). In making a discretionary determination, this court must: "(1) correctly perceive the 
issue as one of discretion; (2) act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently 
with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) reach its 
decision by an exercise of reason." Sun Valley Potato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 
Idaho 761, 765, 86 P.3d 475,479 (2004). 
The standards governing application of the clean hands doctrine are set forth above. "In 
determining if this doctrine applies a court has discretion to evaluate the relative conduct of both 
parties and to determine whether the conduct of the party seeking an equitable remedy should, in 
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the light of all the circumstances, preclude such relief. Curtis v. Becker, 130 Idaho 378,941 P.2d 
350 (Ct.App.1997)." Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho at 251, 92 P .3d 492 at 501. 
The court has determined that the clean hands doctrine does not preclude Plaintiff from 
recovering damages for unjust enrichment against Defendant. First, as noted above, the claimed 
inequitable conduct must occur with respect to the controversy in issue. Here, the inequitable 
conduct of Plaintiff upon which Defendant relies was directed at Plaintiff's mortgage lender, 
GMAC, not to Plaintiff's entitlement to restitution from Defendant. Second, when evaluating the 
evidence as to the parties' conduct, the court cannot conclude that application of the clean hands 
doctrine in this case would produce an equitable result. Application of the doctrine would allow 
Defendant a windfall in that he would retain title to the real property at issue, as well as sums 
paid to him by Plaintiff based upon the unenforceable agreement for re-conveyance of the 
property. 
B. Amount of Unjust Enrichment 
Defendant contends that, in the event the court finds that he was unjustly enriched, 
Defendant is entitled to retain $6,000.00 of the funds Plaintiff paid Defendant, because: 
There was testimony at trial that the house needed repairs and at one point, there was a 
discussion that at least $5,000 of the money given by Plaintiff may have been for house 
repairs. Since the repairs have not yet been made, it would certainly not be inequitable 
for Defendant to retain at least a portion of the money given to him by Plaintiff, even if it 
was for the house, for necessary repairs. 
**** 
[$1000.00 of the money paid by Plaintiff] was ... earmarked as a rent deposit. 
Defendant's Post-Trial Memorandum, pp. 8-10. 
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As to the $5,000.00, Defendant's argument misapprehends the nature of Plaintiffs unjust 
enrichment claim. As set forth previously, Defendant was unjustly enriched because of amounts 
paid by Plaintiff in reliance on the unenforceable agreement for re-conveyance of the property. 
In seeking to retain $5,000.00 of the funds paid by Plaintiff, Defendant now seeks to enforce a 
part of the agreement it has contended is unenforceable. In essence, Defendant claims that, 
although the agreement to re-convey is unenforceable, Defendant is entitled to retain a portion of 
the sums paid by Plaintiff in reliance on that agreement, because the parties agreed, as a 
condition of that agreement, that a portion of the funds Plaintiff paid would be used for house 
repairs. 
As to the $1000.00 allegedly "earmarked as a rent deposit," as set forth previously, 
Defendant unilaterally earmarked those funds as a rent deposit at a time when there was no rental 
agreement between the parties. The evidence establishes that Plaintiff paid that money to 
Defendant in furtherance of the unenforceable agreement for re-conveyance of the property. 
In light of the foregoing, the court concludes that Plaintiff is entitled to judgment against 
Defendant in the amount of $39,990.00, on Count IV of the Amended Complaint. 
II. Count V: Fraud 
In Count V of the Amended Complaint, Plaintiff seeks damages for fraud. First 
Amended Complaint, , 46. 
Nine elements must be proved to sustain an action for fraud: (1) a statement of fact; (2) 
its falsity; (3) its materiality; ( 4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity; ( 5) the speaker's intent to 
induce reliance; (6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the statement; (7) reliance by the 
hearer; (8) the hearer's right to rely; and (9) consequent and proximate injury. Lettunich v. Key 
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Bank Nat'/ Ass'n, 141 Idaho 362,368, 109 P.3d 1104, 1110 (2005). The party alleging fraud 
must plead with particularity the factual circumstances constituting fraud, I.R.C.P. 9{b), and 
ultimately each of the elements must be proven by clear and convincing evidence. G & M Farms 
v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514,518,808 P.2d 851,855 (1991). 
A. False Statement of Fact 
In July 2014, Defendant sought summary judgment dismissing Plaintiff's fraud claim on 
the basis that Plaintiff could not establish the first two elements set forth above. Due to the 
requirement that Plaintiff plead his fraud claim with particularity, the court identified and 
evaluated each of the claimed fraudulent misrepresentations set forth in Plaintiffs Amended 
Complaint. The court determined that the Amended Complaint identified three statements, in 
paragraphs 36 and 37. The court also concluded that, based on the evidence, Plaintiff could not 
succeed on its fraud claim with respect to two of the statements. However, the court determined 
that, viewing the evidence in a light most favorable to Plaintiff, there were unresolved material 
issues with respect to one statement identified in paragraph 37: "Defendant represented to 
Plaintiff that he ... would transfer the property back to Plaintiff once Plaintiff could either pay 
off the Defendant's loan or obtain other means to establish credit." 
The court also recognized that the statement was not one of existing fact, but, rather, was 
a forward-looking statement. An action for fraud or misrepresentation will not lie for statements 
of future events. Mitchell v. Barendregt, 120 Idaho 837,843, 820 P.2d 707, 713 (Ct.App.1991) 
(citing Sharp v. Idaho Investment Corp., 95 Idaho 113,122,504 P.2d 386,395 (1972)). The law 
requires the plaintiff to form his or her own conclusions regarding the occurrence of future 
events. Id An action for fraud cannot be based upon a statement of a future event unless there is 
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clear and convincing evidence that the person making the representation knew, at the time the 
representation was made, that the future event could not occur. Thomas v. Med Ctr. Physicians, 
P.A., 138 Idaho 200,207, 61 P.3d 557, 564 (2002). 
Although the Amended Complaint does not identify the date the alleged statement was 
made, it is evident from the record, including Plaintiff's testimony, that Plaintiff asserts the 
statement was made some time prior to September 23, 2012, the date Plaintiff paid $22,990.00 in 
cash to Defendant. Plaintiff testified that he paid that money to Defendant in reliance upon 
Defendant's promise to re-convey the property to Plaintiff. In its Post-Trial Brief, Plaintiff relies 
on two events that occurred in December of 2012, Defendant contacting Canyon County Code 
Enforcement regarding violations on the property, and Defendant presenting Plaintiff with a 
lease agreement, the terms of which Plaintiff found oppressive, as evidence that Defendant did 
not intend to re-convey the property to Plaintiff at the time Defendant made the representation, 
prior to September 23, 2012. 
However, the court concludes that, at most, the evidence cited by Plaintiff supports an 
inference that, at some point in time, Defendant decided that he would not agree to transfer the 
property back to Plaintiff on the terms Plaintiff alleges were set forth in the original statement. 
The evidence does not establish, especially by clear and convincing evidence, that Defendant did 
not intend to re-convey the property to Plaintiff at the time he made the alleged 
promise/statement. 
Relevant is this regard is Michelle Phillips' testimony. As the court noted earlier, it finds 
Ms. Phillips' testimony credible. As also noted previously, Ms. Phillips' testimony indicates 
that, at least as of October 2012, Defendant represented to her that he intended to assist Plaintiff 
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in keeping his home. This testimony, alone, precludes a finding that Defendant did not intend to 
re-convey the property to Plaintiff on the terms set forth in the alleged statement. 
B. Right to Rely 
An essential element of the torts of both fraudulent and negligent misrepresentation, 
whether actual or constructive, is that the recipient's reliance on the representation be justified. 
Stewart Title of Idaho, Inc. v. Nampa Land Title Co., 110 Idaho 330, 715 P .2d 1000 (1986). 
It is undisputed that, in connection with the sale of the property from Plaintiff to 
Defendant, both parties executed a "Short Payoff Arms-Length Affidavit" including the 
following: 
There are no agreements, understandings or contracts between the parties that the 
Borrower will remain in the Mortgage Premises as a tenant or later obtain title or 
ownership of the Mortgaged Premises, except to the extent that the Borrower is permitted 
to remain as a tenant on the Mortgaged Premises for a short term, as is common and 
customary in the market, but no longer than ninety (90) days, in order to facilitate 
relocation. 
**** 
There are no agreements, understandings or contracts relating to the current sale or 
subsequent sale of the Mortgage Premises that have not been disclosed to the Servicer. 
**** 
Each signatory understands, agrees and intends that the Servicer and Investor are relying 
upon the statements made in the affidavits as consideration for the reduction of the payoff 
amount of the Mortgage and agreement to the sale of the Mortgage Premises. 
In light of the evidence that both parties executed this Affidavit, and that each knew the 
other had executed the Affidavit, the court cannot find that Plaintiff had a right to rely on 
Defendant's alleged statement that he would permit Plaintiff to reside on the property 
indefinitely and would transfer the property back to Plaintiff at a later date. It is not only the fact 
that Plaintiff executed the Affidavit that compels this conclusion, but also the fact that Plaintiff 
knew that Defendant had executed the Affidavit. Since Plaintiff knew that Defendant had 
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executed the Affidavit, reliance on the alleged promise/statement would require that Plaintiff 
assume that Defendant would sign a false document. Such reliance is not justifiable. 
Based on the foregoing, the court concludes that Defendant is entitled to judgment 
dismissing Count V of the Amended Complaint. 
Defendant's Counterclaims 
I. Breach of Contract 
Count I (Breach of Contract) of the Counterclaim alleges: 
25. Paragraph 36 of the PSA states that "BUYER shall be entitled to possession on 
closing." 
26. The transaction closed on December 28, 2012. 
27. Kosmann's refusal to vacate the Subject Property and to deliver possession of the 
Subject Property to Gilbride constitutes a material breach of the PSA. 
28. As a direct and proximate result ofKosmann's refusal to deliver possession of the 
Subject Property to Gilbride, Gilbride has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial. 
Gilbride's damages are ongoing and include, among other things, the fair market rental value 
of the Subject Property, plus the cost to remove Kosmann's personal property and effects 
from the Subject property. 
"The elements for a claim for breach of contract are: ( a) the existence of the contract, (b) 
the breach of the contract, (c) the breach caused damages, and (d) the amount of those damages." 
Mosel! Equities, LLC v. Berryhill & Co., 154 Idaho 269,278,297 P.3d 232,241 (2013). 
If there are two different reasonable interpretations of a contract's language, the contract 
is ambiguous. Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. v. Summerwind Partners, LLC, 157 Idaho 600, _, 338 
P.3d 1204, 1214 (2014). Ifrelevant terms are ambiguous, it is the finder of fact's role to 
determine the meaning of those ambiguous terms. Id. 
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A. Breach 
"A breach of contract is non-performance of any contractual duty of immediate 
performance." Independence Lead Mines v. Hecla Mining Co., 143 Idaho 22, 28, 137 P.3d 409, 
415 (2006). More specifically, a breach of contract consists of a "failure, without legal excuse, to 
perform any promise which forms the whole or part of a contract." Id 
As Defendant correctly notes, Paragraph 38 of the form Purchase and Sale Agreement 
states: 
POSSESSION: BUYER shall be entitled to possession X upon closing .... 
Paragraph 38 provides two boxes regarding possession one stating "upon closing," which, as 
indicated, contained an "X," and one providing for entry of a specified date, which was not 
checked and the tern "n/a" inserted into the locations provided for entry of a date. 
However, as the court noted in its August 9, 2013 Order on Motion for Summary 
Judgment, the Agreement also includes a provision in Paragraph 4 ("OTHER TERMS AND/OR 
CONDITIONS"), which is not part of the form Agreement, but was added in space provided: 
Seller will rent the property back from the buyer for a term of not less than 1 year. 
As the court noted in its August 9, 2013 Order, the conflicting provisions render the Agreement 
ambiguous on the issue of possession. As the trier of fact on Defendant's Counterclaim, based 
on the parties' stipulation during trial, the court determines that the provision in Paragraph 4, 
providing for Plaintiff to retain possession of the property after closing, more accurately reflects 
the intent of the parties when they executed the Agreement. Since the provision regarding 
Plaintiffs lease of the premises following the sale was added to the Agreement, the court finds 
that it is better evidence of the parties' intent regarding possession than the "check the box" 
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provision in Paragraph 38. In addition, the evidence adduced at trial makes it clear that, 
subsequent to execution of the Agreement, both parties evidenced their intention that Plaintiff 
would remain in possession of the property, as a tenant, after the closing of the sale. 
Accordingly, the court concludes that Defendant has not established that Plaintiff 
breached the Agreement by failing to deliver possession of the property to Defendant at closing. 
In light of this, Defendant has failed to prove an essential element of his breach of contract 
claim. 
The court also notes that this conclusion is consistent with the doctrine of merger as 
applied in Idaho. The evidence before the court establishes that Plaintiff delivered a warranty 
deed to the property to Defendant at closing. Under Idaho law, "acceptance of a deed to 
premises generally is considered as a merger of the agreements of an antecedent contract into the 
terms of the deed, and any claim for relief must be based on the covenants or agreements 
contained in the deed, not the covenants or agreements as contained in the prior agreement." 
Jolley v. Idaho Securities, Inc., 90 Idaho 373,382,414 P. 2d 879,884 (1966). While there is "a 
generally recognized exception to the foregoing rule which exception relates to collateral 
stipulations of the contract, which are not incorporated in the deed," Id, Defendant has not 
provided any facts or authority indicating that the exception applies to his breach of contract 
claim for failure to deliver possession. In fact, as the Jolley Court stated: 
In the absence of fraud, mistake, etc., the following stipulations in contracts for the 
sale of real estate are conclusively presumed to be merged in a subsequently delivered 
and accepted deed made in pursuance of such contract, to wit: (1) Those that inhere in the 
very subject-matter of the deed, such as title, possession, emblements, etc; (2) those 
carried into the deed and of the same effect; (3) those of which the subject-matter 
conflicts with the same subject-matter in the deed. In such cases, the deed alone must be 
looked to in determining the rights of the parties. 
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Id, 90 Idaho at 383,414 P.2d at 884 (quoting Continental Life Ins. Co. v. Smith, 41 N.M. 82, 64 
P.2d 377 (1946). 
B. Damages 
"The burden is upon the plaintiff to prove not only that it was injured but that its injury 
was the result of the defendant's breach; both amount and causation must be proven with 
reasonable certainty." Griffith v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., Inc., 143 Idaho 733, 740, 152 P.3d 604, 
611 (2007). "Reasonable certainty" does not mean that damages need to be proven with 
"mathematical exactitude," but it does require a plaintiff to prove that damages are not merely 
speculative. Id 
Defendant relies on his testimony at trial to establish that the fair market rental value of 
the property, for purposes of proving damages: 
was $1,733.00 per month .... Plaintiff pointed to the appraisal at trial and argued that it 
provided a fair rental value was $1,000.00 per month. (Pl. Ex. 24, p.55). However, the 
appraisal was for a single family dwelling rent comparison. It is uncontested that the 
property at issue was more than a single family dwelling; it was a two acre parcel with 
shops and room for vehicle storage. Plaintiff was in fact using it to run a business. 
Accordingly, a single family dwelling rent comparison prior to closing is not relevant. 
Defendant's testimony that the fair rent was $1,733.00 per month is credible and is 
supported by the record. 
Plaintiffs failure to give Defendant possession of the home at closing has resulted 
in damages to Plaintiff [sic] in the amount of $733 per month ... for 25 months, for a 
total of $18,325. 
Defendant's Post-Trial Memorandum, pp. 13-14. This establishes that Defendant is relying 
exclusively on his testimony to prove the fair rental value of the property, as Defendant rejects 
the value set by the appraisal in the record as "not relevant." 
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At trial, Plaintiffs counsel examined Defendant with respect to the Residential Rental 
Agreement (Plaintiffs Exh. 6) Defendant prepared in December 2012, prior to the closing of sale 
on the property. Defendant testified that the rental payment set forth in the Agreement was 
$800.00 bi-weekly, which amounted to $1,733.00 per month. When asked how he arrived at the 
$1,733.00 figure, Defendant testified that he "figured" he was going to have a mortgage payment 
of approximately $800.00 to $900.00 and a similar amount in repairs. When Plaintiffs counsel 
questioned Defendant about the discrepancy between his rental figure and the fair market value 
established by the appraisal prepared for his purchase of the property, Defendant stated "it's my 
rent ... it's my house" and indicated that he could charge whatever rent he wished for the 
property. The court also notes that the Agreement is titled Residential Rental Agreement and 
states that "Tenants shall use the premises for residential purposes only .... " 
"[l]t is generally recognized that an owner of real property, by reason of that ownership, 
is presumed to have special knowledge as to its value and is therefore competent to testify in that 
respect." 31A Am. Jur.2d Expert and Opinion Evidence§ 248. However, "The weight of the 
opinion testimony of an owner of real property as to the value of that property is affected by the 
extent of his or her knowledge regarding the value of the property, such that where the 
presumption that an owner of real property has special knowledge as to its value is overcome by 
his or her own testimony, or other showing oflack of knowledge, any opinion as to the value of 
the property loses its probative significance and is insufficient to sustain an award. An owner's 
opinion as to the value of his or her property goes to the weight of the testimony and not to its 
admissibility." 3 lA Am. Jur. 2d Expert and Opinion Evidence § 249 (footnotes omitted). 
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In applying the foregoing legal principles, the court concludes that Defendant's testimony 
is insufficient to sustain an award of damages in his favor. It is evident that the $1,733.00 
monthly rent figure to which Defendant testified: (1) was developed when Defendant was not 
the owner of the property; (2) more importantly, was not based on Defendant's special 
knowledge of the value of the property, but was based on Defendant's estimation of what his 
particular costs in relation to the property would be, once he purchased the property; and (3) 
contrary to Defendant's current contention, was not based on any value attributable to a business 
use of the property. In fact, the trial testimony of Eric Arthur, former Canyon County Code 
Enforcement Officer, indicates that, at approximately the same time Defendant drafted the 
Residential Rental Agreement, Defendant objected to Plaintiffs conduct of a business on the 
property. 
Based on the foregoing, the court concludes that Defendant failed to prove damages, 
resulting from Plaintiffs occupation of the property after Defendant acquired title, with 
reasonable certainty. 
In light of the above, Plaintiff is entitled to judgment dismissing Count I of the 
Counterclaim. 
II. Ejectment 
Count II (Ejectment) of the Counterclaim alleges: 
29. Gilbride is the owner of the Subject Property as evidenced by the duly recorded 
Warranty Deed executed by Kosmann, a copy of which is attached hereto. 
30. Kosmann refused to deliver possession of the Subject Property to Gilbride. 
31. Gilbride is therefore entitled to a Decree ejecting Kosmann from the Subject 
Property and delivering possession thereof to Gilbride. 
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An action for "ejectment requires proof of (I) ownership, (2) possession by the defendants, and 
(3) refusal of the defendants to surrender possession." Ada County Highway District v. Total 
Success Investments, LLC, 145 Idaho 360,369, 179 P.3d 323,332 (2008). 
The evidence adduced at trial is sufficient to establish Defendant's right to possession of 
the property and his right to eject Kosmann from the property. 
Accordingly, Defendant is entitled to judgment on Count II of the Counterclaim ejecting 
Plaintiff from the real property at issue in this action. 
III. Unlawful Detainer/Eviction 
Count III (Unlawful Detainer/Eviction) of the Counterclaim seeks judgment evicting 
Plaintiff from the premises pursuant to a Three-Day Notice to Pay Rent or Vacate, dated January 
11, 2013. 
Defendant's Post-Trial Memorandum indicates that he is not seeking judgment on this 
claim: "Defendant's counterclaims are for breach of contract and ejectment." Defendant's 
Post-Trial Memorandum, p. 13. 
In light of Defendant's statement, the court's determination on Defendant's ejectment 
claim, and the date of the Notice, the court has determined to dismiss Defendant's ejectment 
claim, without prejudice to pursue such claim in accordance with the procedures established in 
Idaho Code, Title 6, Chapter 3. 
On the grounds, and for the reasons stated, IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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Dated this~/ day of March, 2015. 
---~-,~-/?.~ 
al C. Kerrick 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served upon the 
following, either by U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid; by hand delivery; by courthouse 
basket; or by facsimile copy: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Facsimile: 208-475-0101 
James G. Reid 
Jennifer R. Mahoney 
Kaufman Reid, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Facsimile: 208-342-4657 
Dated this ) 0 day of March, 2015. 
-------
CHRIS YAMAMOTO 
Clerk of the District Court 
-By: I '-..A 
Deputy Clerk 
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9:~D I A.~ E 
MAR 3 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CAAWFORO, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) JUDGMENT 
) 
vs. ) 
) CV-2013-795-C 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
And Related Counterclaims ) 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
Counts I, II, III and V of the Amended Complaint are DISMISSED, with prejudice; 
Plaintiff shall recover the sum of $30,990.00 against Defendant on Count IV of the 
Amended Complaint; 
Count I of the Counterclaim is DISMISSED, with prejudice; 
On Count II of the Counterclaim, Defendant Leo Gilbride shall have and recover from 
Plaintiff David Kosmannpossession ofthe real property located at 1020 W. Homedale Road, 
JUDGMENT 
- 1 - ... ...,_ : 
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• 
Caldwell, Canyon County, Idaho, legally described as 04-3N-3W SW DUNNS PLAT LOT 6 
BLK 1; and 
Count III of the Counterclaim is DISMISSED, without prejudice . 
.../----
DATED this ;;j!2__day of March, 2015. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served upon the 
following, either by U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid; by hand delivery; by courthouse 
basket; or by facsimile copy: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Facsimile: 208-475-0101 
James G. Reid 
Jennifer R. Mahoney 
Kaufman Reid, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Facsimile: 208-342-4657 
·1.. r.:) 
Dated this ___ ..:...__../ ___ day of March, 2015. 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO 
Clerk of the District Court 
By:_~---------
Deputy Clerk 
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JAMES G. REID, ISB #1372 
JENNIFER REID MAHONEY, ISB #5207 
KAUFMAN REID, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4591 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657 
ireid@krlawboise.com 
jmahoney@krlawboise.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
F I A.k~t?,.M. 
APR 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T WATKINS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
* 
* 
* 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) Case No. CV13-795C 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
vs. ) ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
) 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Defendant, by and through his undersigned counsel, Kaufman 
Reid, PLLC, and hereby moves the Court for its order granting him attorney fees and 
costs incurred in the defense of this action. 
I. DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO COSTS PURSUANT TO 
RULE 68 
Plaintiff filed this action against Defendant on January 25, 2013. Defendant 
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made an Offer of Judgment pursuant to Rule 68, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, on 
January 28, 2013, in the amount of $32,500.00. See Offer of Judgment, attached as 
Ex. B to Aff. of Ron Shepherd. 
In performing an analysis under Rule 68, the Court compares the award obtained 
in the action to the "adjusted award." The adjusted award is defined in the Rule as "(1) 
the verdict in addition to (2) the offeree's costs under Rule 54(d)(l) incurred before 
service of the offer of judgment and (3) any attorney fees under Rule 54(e)(l) incurred 
before service of the offer of judgment." I.R.C.P. Rule 68 (emphasis added). The Offer 
of Judgment in this case was made only three days after the Complaint was filed. 
The only costs incurred by Plaintiff at that point was a filing fee of $96.00, and the 
attorney fees incurred for drafting the Complaint. The award obtained by Plaintiff in 
this lawsuit was $30,900.00. Even including an amount for filing fees and reasonable 
attorney fees for drafting the Complaint, the "adjusted award" is less than the 
$32,500.00 Offer of Judgment. Accordingly, Defendant is entitled to costs under Rule 
54(e)(l) from January 28, 2013 to present. 
II. DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO COSTS AND ATTORNEY 
FEES AS THE PREVAILING PARTY 
Defendant is alternatively entitled to an award of costs under Rule 54(d), 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Regarding an award of costs, Rule 54( d), provides that 
"[e]xcept when otherwise limited by these rules, costs shall be allowed as a matter of 
right to the prevailing party or parties, unless otherwise ordered by the court." I.R.C.P. 
54(d)(l)(A). Rule 54(e){l) further provides that "[i]n any civil action the court may 
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award reasonable attorney fees, which at the discretion of the court may include 
paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(l)(B), when 
provided for by any statute or contract." I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l). In this case, Defendant is 
the prevailing party as defined in Rule 54(d)(l)(B), and is entitled to costs and attorney 
fees. 
A. Defendant Is the Prevailing Party 
Before a party may be awarded costs or attorney fees pursuant to Rule 54, Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court must first undertake to determine which, if any, 
party is the "prevailing party." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( d)(l)(B) provides as 
follows with respect to determining prevailing party status: 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party 
and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound 
discretion consider the final judgment or result of the action 
in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The 
trial court in its sound discretion may determine that a party 
to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in part, and 
upon so finding may apportion the costs between and 
among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after 
considering all of the issues and claims involved in the action 
and the resultant judgment or judgments obtained. 
In determining the prevailing party for purposes of attorney fees, it is also proper to 
consider a Rule 68 Offer of Judgment. Specifically, the Idaho Supreme Court has 
explained: 
[W]e [have] determined that it was proper to consider Rule 
68 offers of judgment as a factor in a prevailing party 
analysis ... offers of judgment "should not be the only, or 
even most significant, factor in the trial court's prevailing 
party analysis," but they may be considered. 
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Crump v. Bromley, 148 Idaho 172, 175, 219 P.3d 1188, 1191 (2009) (quoting Zenner v. 
Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444, 449, 210 P.3d 552, 557 (2009)). Moreover, the Idaho 
Supreme Court "has stated that, in considering all of the claims involved in the action, a 
court examines the prevailing party question 'from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim 
analysis."' Crump v. Bromley, 148 Idaho 172, 174, 219 P.3d 1188, 1190 (2009) (citing 
Shore v. Peterson, 146 Idaho 903, 914, 204 P.3d 1114, 1125 (2009). "Furthermore, 
the fact that a party receives no affirmative relief does not prohibit it from being 
deemed the prevailing party." Id. (citing Israel v. Leachman, 139 Idaho 24, 27, 72 P.3d 
864, 867 (2003)). 
In this case, Plaintiff's complaint and amended complaint stated five causes of 
action: 1) breach of contract, 2) specific performance, 3) breach of the covenant of 
good faith and fair dealing, 4) unjust enrichment, and 5) fraud. Judgment was granted 
in favor of Defendant on the claims for breach of contract, specific performance, breach 
of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing and fraud. The only claim upon which 
Plaintiff prevailed was his claim for unjust enrichment. Defendant's Counterclaim was 
for possession of the real property and additional rent. Defendant prevailed on the 
claim for possession of the property, and prevailed in part on the claim for rent. He 
was allowed the sum of $1,000.00 per month for rent, and the claim was denied above 
the amount. 
In looking at the factors set forth in Rule 54, and in looking at the case as a 
whole, Defendant is the prevailing party. Plaintiff's claim sought an unspecified amount 
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of damages for the alleged fraud and breach of contract and also sought an order 
requiring Defendant to sell the real property back to Plaintiff. Plaintiff's main goal 
throughout the litigation was to get an order requiring Defendant to sell his house back. 
Testimony regarding the value of the residence was that it was sold for approximately 
$117,000. Thus, the claim for the house was the largest claim in the lawsuit. In the 
end, Plaintiff was only awarded the $30,900.00 that Defendant had offered from the 
very inception of the lawsuit. Had Plaintiff accepted the Offer of Judgment, made 
three days after the Complaint was filed, he would have avoided two years of litigation 
and a jury trial and Defendant would not have incurred the attorney fees he was forced 
to pay to keep the home he purchased. Instead, Plaintiff continued to insist he wanted 
the house back and even amended his Complaint to seek damages for alleged fraud. 
In light of the fact that Defendant prevailed upon the major claims in the lawsuit 
(the claims for breach of contract and possession of the home and fraud), and 
especially in light of the fact that Defendant had offered to pay back the amount 
Plaintiff obtained in the unjust enrichment claim at the start of the lawsuit in a Rule 68 
Offer of Judgment, Defendant is the prevailing party for purposes of costs and attorney 
fees. 
B. Defendant is Entitled to Attorney Fees Pursuant to 
I.C. § 12-120(3) 
A prevailing party is entitled to an award of attorney fees only if a contract or 
statute provides for such award. In this respect, Idaho Code section 12-120(3) 
provides that "[i]n any civil action to recover on ... any commercial transaction unless 
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otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's 
fee .... " I.C. § 12-120(3). A "commercial transaction" is defined as any transaction 
"except transactions for personal or household purposes." lei. The conveyance of real 
property may constitute a commercial transaction. See Brown v. Greenheart, 335 P.3d 
1, 12, 2014 Ida. LEXIS 259 (2014); Watson v. Watson, 144 Idaho 214, 216, 159 P.3d 
851, 853 (2007). 
In this case, all of the claims stemmed from a commercial transaction between 
Plaintiff and Defendant for the sale and alleged repurchase of real property used by 
Plaintiff as both a residence and a business and purchased by Defendant for investment 
purposes. At trial, Defendant testified that he owns another residence in which he 
resides and that his intent was to use the purchased property as a rental. Plaintiff 
testified that he ran a car trim restoration business out of the property, and while the 
property also included his residence, Idaho Courts have clearly held that "the existence 
of a residence on the property does not automatically disqualify a land conveyance from 
being a commercial transaction." Brown, 335 P.3d at 13 (2014) (citing Watson, 144 
Idaho at 219, 159 P.3d at 856 (holding sale of property was commercial transaction 
where the land was for both a family retreat and for logging); Herrick v. Leuzinger, 127 
Idaho 293, 306, 900 P.2d 201, 214 (Ct. App. 1995) (holding lease of property was a 
commercial transaction where the property was for commercial ranching but a 
residence was maintained on the property)). 
Accordingly, Defendant is entitled to an award of attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 
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12-120(3). 
Alternatively, Defendant is entitled to an award of attorney fees pursuant to the 
terms of the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement, which provides as follows: 
28. ATTORNEY'S FEES: If either party initiates or defends 
any arbitration or legal action or proceedings which are in 
any way connected with this Agreement, the prevailing 
party is entitled to recover from the non-prevailing party, 
reasonable costs and attorney's fees, including such costs 
and fees on appeal. 
(Def. Trial Ex. 0, at 7) (emphasis added). This entire lawsuit is connected with the 
Agreement entered into between the parties on September 24, 2012, for the sale of the 
real property at issue in this case. Thus, pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, 
Defendant is entitled to his costs and fees as the prevailing party. 
III. Plaintiff Is Not Entitled to Costs or Fees Pursuant to Rule 68 
Plaintiff has indicated that he will be filing a motion for costs and fees in this 
case. However, aside from the fact that the Plaintiff is not the prevailing party as set 
forth in Section II, above, Plaintiff is not entitled to costs or fees incurred after January 
28, 2013, pursuant to Rule 68, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, which provides that "[i]f 
the adjusted award obtained by the offeree is less than the offer, then: (i) the offeree 
must pay those costs of the offerer as allowed under Rule 54(d)(l), incurred after the 
making of the offer .... (iii) the offeror shall not be liable for costs and attorney fees 
awardable under Rules 54(d)(l) and 54(e)(l) of the offeree incurred after the making 
of the offer." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 68 (emphasis added). Because Plaintiff did 
not obtain an "adjusted award" of more than the offer, under Rule 68, Defendant 
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cannot be required to pay Plaintiff's costs or fees incurred after January 28, 2013. 
Thus, any motion for costs or attorney fees made by Plaintiff should be denied. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, and based upon the information contained in 
Defendant's Memorandum of Costs and Fees and the Affidavit of Ron Shepherd, 
Defendant seeks an order awarding his costs and fees incurred in defending this 
lawsuit. 
DATED this £) day of April, 2015. 
, PLLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the /0 day of April, 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was served upon all parties listed below by: 
c1LJ. s. mail, postage prepaid ( ) express mail 
( ) hand delivery ( ) facsimile 
Kevin Dinius 
Dinius & Associates 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
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JAMES G. REID, ISB #1372 
JENNIFER REID MAHONEY, ISB #5207 
KAUFMAN REID, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4591 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657 
jreid@krlawboise.com 
jmahoney@krlawboise.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
• F I_J~ q,_M 
APR 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T WATKINS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF CANYON ) 
* 
* 
* 
) Case No. CV13-795C 
) 
) 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF RON SHEPHERD 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
RON SHEPHERD, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states the 
following: 
1. That I am an individual over the age of 18, a resident of the State of Idaho, and 
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be 
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true and correct. 
2. That I am an Idaho licensed attorney, and that I represented Leo Gilbride in this 
matter until James Reid, Kaufman Reid, PLLC, was substituted as counsel of 
record. 
3. That, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the court costs and attorney fees 
incurred by Leo Gilbride during the time I represented him in this matter, and 
attached hereto, are true and correct and that said costs and attorney fees were 
reasonably and necessarily incurred in relation to this action. A line item detail of 
all court costs and attorney fees incurred by Leo Gilbride during the time I 
represented him is attached hereto as EXHIBIT A and incorporated herein as if 
fully set forth herein. 
4. Attached as EXHIBIT B hereto, is a true and correct copy of the Offer of 
Judgment I sent to Plaintiff on January 28, 2013. 
Your affiant says nothi~ further. 
DATED this-~--~ day of April, 2015. 
Ron sepherd 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 8~ day of April, 2015. 
OARY PU~R ID D 
Residing at ci..., lb 
My commission expires 1 \ \ ~ \ ~A 
\ 9. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __/Q_ day of April, 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the forego., was served upon all parties listed below by: 
( (u. S. mail, postage prepaid () express mail 
( ) hand delivery ( ) facsimile 
Kevin Dinius 
Dinius & Associates 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
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Client Activity Report (04/02/2015) 
Leo Gilbride 
13-00231 :Gilbr: Real estate dispute (13-012) (Ron Shepherd) 
Date Status User Description Note Quantity Price Total 
08/2612014 Billed Brenda 
Seeger 
Copy file to CD for Mr. Reid 2.50 40.00 !00.00 
08/26/2014 Billed Brenda Postage - CDs to James Reid 1.00 1.40 'i .40 Seeger 
08/07/2014 Billed Ron 
Shepherd 
Conference with client 0.40 195.00 7[.00 
07/31120'14 Bilied Ron Telephone call from/ Telephone 0.10 195.00 18.50 Shepherd call to opposing counsel re: 
deposition dates and potential 
settlement 
D7/10/2014 Billed Ron Prepare for hearing; Travel to 2.00 195.00 390.00 Shepherd and from courthouse; court 
appearance - hearing on third 
MSJ 
06/26/2014 Billed Ron Receive and review l<osmann's 0.40 195.00 78.00 Shepherd memo in opposition to Motion for 
Summary Judgment; 
Shepardize/revie w cases cited 
06/05/2014 Billed Ron Email from opposing counsel re: 0.10 '195.00 19.50 Shepherd accounting; Email to opposing 
counsel; Email from opposing 
counsel 
05/20/2014 Billed Timothy Postage - Third Modification for 1.00 3.08 3 08 Calkins Summary Judgment 
05/19/2014 Billed Ron Finalize memo in support of third 0.40 195.00 78.00 Shepherd MSJ; Draft NOH; Letter to clerk 
and opposing counsel 
051'1712014 Billed Ron Email from opposing counsel; 3.20 195.00 624.()() 
Shepherd Email to opposing counsel; 
Email to client; Continue legal 
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research and writing re: Third 
MSJ 
05/16/2014 Billed Ron Legal research and writing re: 1.20 195.00 234.00 Shepherd fraud - in support of Third MSJ 
04/16/2014 Billed Ron Email from client; Email to client 0.20 195.00 :39.0C Shepherd re: appeal and attorney fee in 
eviction matter 
04/15/2014 Billed Ron Email from client;Telephone call 0.50 195.00 97.50 Shepherd from client re: eviction 
memorandum of costs and fees 
and process going forward, 
among other things 
04/11/2014 Billed Ron Receive and review 0.10 195.00 19.50 Shepherd Memorandum of Costs and Fees 
(eviction proceeding) 
04/10/2014 Billed Timothy Postage - deposition of Justin 1.00 5.05 5.05 Calkins McCarthy sent by mail. (to 
Justin) 
04/10/2014 Billed Ron Telephone call from client re: 0.20 195.00 39.00 Shepherd eviction proceeding and more 
04/07/2014 Billed Ron Telephone call from opposing 0.20 195.00 3<).00 Shepherd counsel re: eviction client filed 
04/04/2014 Billed Brenda Copy Fee - Motion to Dismiss 1.00 16.05 '16.05 Seeger (107 pgs. documents) 
04/04/2014 Billed Ron Receive and review f<osmann's 0.10 195.00 H;so Shepherd motion to dismiss and related 
documents in eviction case 
client filed 
04/02/2014 Billed Ron Receive and Review Subpoena 0.20 195.00 39.00 Shepherd Duces Tecum Fairway 
Independent and Canyon 
County Development; Letter to 
Dinius 
03/27/2014 Billed Brenda M&M Court Reporting - 1.00 · 404.74 404.74 Seeger Deposition of Justin McCarthy 
(March 20, 2014) 
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03i27/2014 Billed Brenda M&M Court Reporting - 1.00 236.43 236 '1.'.l 
Seeger Deposition of Michele Phillips 
(March 20, 2014) 
03120/2014 Billed Ron Prepare for depositions of 8.00 195.00 1560.0C 
Shepherd Mict1elle Phillips and Justin 
McCarthy; Conference with 
client; Receive and review 
voluminous documents/emails 
from McCarthy; Conference with 
opposing counsel; Conduct/ 
attend depositions for Phillips 
and McCa1ihy 
03/09/2014 Billed Brenda Pinnacle Appraisal Services - 1.00 200.00 200.JO 
Seeger Appraisal 1020 West Homedale 
Road, Caldwell 
03/05(2014 Billed Ron Draft supplemental discovery 0.40 195.00 713.00 
Shepherd response; Draft disclosure of 
expert witness; Letter to clerk 
and opposing counsel 
03/05/2014 Billed Ron Receive and review app1·aisal 0.30 195.00 58.50 
Shepherd from Jason Torpey; Email to 
Jason Torpey 
02/27/2014 Billed Ron Telephone call to Jess Payne 0.50 195.00 97.50 
Shepherd Appraisals; Telephone call to 
Pinnacle Appraisals re: obtaining 
opinion re: fair rental value; 
Review appraisal; Email to 
Jason Torpey - Pinnacle 
Appraisals 
02/2012014 Billed Ron Email from opposing counsel re: 0.10 195.00 19.50 
Shepherd notice of termination: Email to 
client 
02/18/2014 Billed Ron Telephone call from opposing 0.35 195.00 68.25 
Shepherd counsel re: notice of eviction 
client apparently served: 
Telept1one call to client; Letter to 
client 
02/12/2014 Biiled Ron Telephone call from client re: 0.25 195.00 48.75 
Shepherd payment received, eviction 
process, criminal charges in 
review and more 
02/10/2014 Billed Ron Letter to Dinius re demand for 0.10 195.00 19.50 
Shepherd payment 
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01/14/2014 Billed Brenda Service of Process - Justin 1.00 100.00 108.00 Seeger McCarthy and Michele Phillips 
Deposition Subpoenas 
O'l/07/2014 Billed Ron Draft Stipulation and Order to 0.30 195.00 58.50 Shepherd Release Funds: Letter to 
opposing counsel 
01/03/2014 Billed Ron Receive and review Plaintiffs 0.70 195.00 13G.5D Shepherd Responses to Second 
Discovery; Telephone call from 
client 
12/18/2013 Billed Brenda Justin McCarthy • Witness Fee 1.00 23.54 23.54 Seeger (Deposition) 
12/1/3/2013 Billed Brenda Michele Phillips - Witness Fee 1.00 23.39 23.39 Seeger (Deposition) 
!2/16/2013 Billed Ron Draft Motion for Order to 0.50 195.00 97.50 Shepherd Reimburse and Notice of 
Hearing 
12/16/2013 Billed Ron Draft Subpoena for Deposition 0.40 195.00 7EUJO Shepherd (x2) and Notice of Deposition 
(x2J; Letter to opposing counsel 
12/10/2013 Billed Ron Receive and review Letter from 0.30 195.00 58.50 Shepherd Opposing counsel re: payment 
of $6000; Letter to Opposing 
counsel 
·12/05/2013 Billed Ron Telephone call from Client 0.20 195.00 39.00 Shepherd 
12/04/2013 Billed Ron Analysis letter to Client 0.50 195.00 97.50 Shepherd 
12/03/2013 Billed Ron Telephone call frorn Client re: 0.10 195.00 19.50 Shepherd discussion with Angel Smith and 
eviction for nonpayment 
12/03/2013 Billed Ron Telephone call from Angel Smith 0.50 195.00 97 50 Shepherd re: witness testimony 
11/25/2013 Billed Ron Draft Second Set of Discovery; 1.20 195.00 234.00 
Shepherd Draft Notice of Service of 
Discovery; Letter to Opposing 
counsel re: payment of funds, 
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depositions and more; Draft 
Proposed Stipulation for 
Scheduling and Planning 
11125/2013 Billed Ron Email from Client; Email to 0.10 195.00 19.50 
Shepherd Opposing counsel re: waiving 
jury trial 
1!/22/2013 Billed Ron Receive and review Order 0.40 195.00 73.00 
Shepherd Setting Case; Telephone from 
Client 
11/14/2013 Billed Ron Telephone from Client 0.25 195.00 48.75 
Shepherd 
11/1 '1/2013 Billed Ron Draft Request for Trial Setting; 0.30 195.00 58.50 
Shepherd Letter to court; Letter to 
Opposing counsel 
11/07/2013 Billed Ron Prepare for hearing; Travel to 2.50 195.00 487.50 
Shepherd and from courthouse; Court 
Appearance - Motion hearing 
11/06/2013 Billed Ron Telephone from Client 0.20 195.00 39.UO 
Shepherd 
10/31/2013 Billed Ron Receive and review Plaintiffs 0.10 195.00 1950 
Shepherd Memo in opposition to Motion to 
Reconsider 
I 0/24/2013 Billed Ron Prepare for mediation; Travel to 4.50 195.00 877.50 
Shepherd and from courthouse; Attend 
mediation; Legal research; 
Finalize Memo in support of 
Motion to Reconsider: Draft 
Motion to Reconsider and NOH: 
Letter to Clerk and Opposing 
counsel 
I 0/17/2013 Billed Ron Review documents and 1.50 195.00 292.50 
Shepherd depositions; Draft Mediation 
Statement 
! O/i6/2013 Billed Ron Receive and review Email from 0.40 195.00 78.00 
Shepherd Client; Draft Objection to 
Proposed Order; Draft 
alternative Proposed Orcler; 
Letter to court 
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10/10/2013 Billed Ron Continue research and writing 2.00 195.00 3F!O.OC: 
Shepherd re: memo in Support of MSJ; 
Review pleadings and Affidavits; 
Finalize Memo; Draft Motion and 
Affidavit of Leo Gilbride 
10/05/2013 Billed Ron legal research; Begin Draft of 1.50 195.00 292.50 
Shepherd Memo in Support of MSJ 
09/26/2013 Billed Ron Draft Response to Second 0.30 195.00 5f.l.5C 
Shepherd Request for Production; Draft 
Notice of Service 
.......... ·--······-·····-··--···~·-······-·-······· 
09/16/2013 Billed Ron Receive and review Letter from 0.10 195.00 19.50 
Shepherd Opposing counsel; Telephone to 
Client 
09/13/2013 Billed Ron Finalize Amended Counterclaim; 1.00 195.00 195.00 
Shepherd Draft Answer to First Amended 
Complaint: Telephone from 
Client re: Order on Motion to 
Deposit Funds 
09/13/2013 Billed Ron Receive and review proposed 0.25 195.00 4fl.75 
Shepherd order re: Deposit of Funds; 
Letter to Opposing counsel 
09/12/2013 Billed Ron Prepare for hearing; Travel to 1.50 195.00 292.50 
Shepherd and from courthouse; 
Conference with Client; 
Conference with Opposing 
counsel; Court Appearance -
motion hearing; draft Order 
Granting Leave to Amend 
09/11/2013 Billed Ron Telephone from Opposing 0.75 195.00 146.25 
Shepherd counsel; Telephone to Client; 
Telephone from Client 
09/09/2013 Billed Ron Telephone from Clieni 0.20 195.00 39.00 
Shepherd 
09/06/2013 Billed Ron Telephone to Client; Draft 1.00 195.00 195.00 
Shepherd objection to motion for order to 
deposit funds 
- -- - - -, ........... ·~· .... 
09/05/2013 Billed Ron Email from Opposing counsel; 0.20 195.00 39.0C 
Shepherd Email to Opposing counsel; 
Email to Client (multiple) 
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08/3012013 Billed Ron Legal research; F<eview citations 4.00 195.00 7B0.0( 
Shepherd in Court's Order re Summary 
Judgment; Begin Drafting Memo 
in Support of Motion to 
R.econsider 
08/20/2013 Billed Ron Telephone from Client; Letter to 0.30 195.00 58.50 
Shepherd Client 
OSil 8/2013 Biiled Ron Finalize Motion for Leave to 0.60 195.00 1 '17.0C 
Shepherd Amend; Draft Memo in Support 
thereof; Draft NOH 
08116/2013 Billed Ron Draft Request for Trial Setting 0.20 195.00 39.00 
Shepherd 
08/J 6/2013 Billed Ron Telephone from Client 0.20 195.00 39.00 
Shepherd 
08/15/2013 Billed Ron Analysis letter to Client 0.30 i 95.00 5i' .. ''i(} 
Shepherd 
08/14/2013 Billed Ron Telephone from Opposing 0.20 195.00 39.00 
Shepherd counsel re: mediation and status 
of case 
08/13/20 13 Billed Ron Legal research RE: Unlawful 1.50 195.00 292.50 
Shepherd Detainer, notice requirements; 
Begin Motion for Leave to 
Amend Complaint: Draft 
Proposed Amended Complaint 
08/12/2013 Billed Ron Receive and review Order On 0.60 195.00 117.00 
Shepherd MSJ; Telephone from Client 
07/18/2013 Billed Ron Telephone call from c!ient re 0.15 195.00 29.25 
Shepherd status of summa1y judgment 
decision 
07/17120'13 Biiled Ron Telephone call from opposing 0.30 195.00 58.50 
Shepherd counsel re status after hearing, 
settlement and potential for 
mediation 
07/15/2013 Billed Brenda Transferred from TurboLaw after 0.10 -0.02 (J.00 
Seeger payment of $2,242.52 on July 
18, 2013 
Billed Total: 54.00 hours, $1"!,·!36.58 
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Matter Total: 54.00 hours, $11,136.68 
Client Total: 54.00 hours, $11,136.68 
Total: 54.00 hours, $11,135.68 
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Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP 
Transactions Listing Report 
Search Description: 
Search for: 13-012 Search by: Matter ID Stage: (all} Type: (all} 
MatterlD/Client Sort 
Matter Description Component 
Date Prof Narrative Task Code Units Price Value 
1/14/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.7500 195.0000 146.2500 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Initial Office Conference 
1/15/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 1.0000 195.0000 195.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review numerous documents provided 
by client in three-ringed binder plus closing 
documents; Receive and review email from client and 
attached Letter from Kevin Dinius: Begin draft of 
Letter to Kevin Dinius 
1/16/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.5000 195.0000 97.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Finalize letter to Kevin Dinius 
1/16/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from Kevin Dinius 
1/17/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from client; Telephone call to client 
1/23/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.4000 195.0000 78.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from/Email to opposing counsel: Telephone 
call from/ Telephone call to opposing counsel; Email 
to client; Telephone call from client; Email to 
opposing counsel 
1/24/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.4000 195.0000 78.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from Kevin Dinius: Email to client; 
Email from client; Telephone call from client; Email 
to Kevin Dinius 
1/28/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.7500 195.0000 146.2500 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review Email from client with Summons 
and Complaint attached; Receive and review S&C: 
Telephone call from client; Draft Offer of Judgment 
and NOA; Letter to opposing counsel 
1/28/2013 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. FF 1.0000 66.0000 66.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Filing Fees 
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Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP 
Transactions Listing Report 
Search Description: 
Search for: 13-012 Search by: Matter ID Stage: (all) Type: (all) 
MatterlD/Client Sort 
Matter Description Component 
Date Prof Narrative Task Code Units Price Value 
1/31/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from opposing counsel re: offer of 20K 
plus payoff of loan; Email to client; Email from 
opposing counsel; Email to opposing counsel and 
client 
2/5/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from client; Telephone call to client 
2/6/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.3500 195.0000 68.2500 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review check for $1000 from Kosmann; 
Telephone call to/Telephone call from client; Letter to 
opposing counsel 
2/14/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2500 195.0000 48.7500 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from client 
2/14/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 2.0000 195.0000 390.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Begin draft Answer and Counterclaim; Conference 
with client; Letter to opposing counsel re: receiving 
$1000 payment; Letter to client 
2/19/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 1.5000 195.0000 292.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Legal research re: ejectment and writ of assistance; 
Continue drafting and finalize Answer and 
Counterclaim 
2/20/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2500 195.0000 48.7500 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from/Email to opposing counsel re: settlement 
and claims made 
2/20/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.7500 195.0000 146.2500 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Review documents to be disclosed in discovery for 
relevance/privilege/etc 
2/25/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, LeoJ. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from opposing counsel re: deposition dates; 
Email to client re: same 
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Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP 
Transactions Listing Report 
Search Description: 
Search for: 13-012 Search by: Matter ID Stage: (all) Type: (all) 
MatterlD/Client Sort 
Matter Description Component 
Date Prof Narrative Task Code Units Price Value 
2/25/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 1.5000 195.0000 292.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Finalize document review for discovery responses; 
Draft Written discovery responses 
2/25/2013 BGS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 5.0000 50.0000 250.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Scan documents in preparation for disclosing 
documents in response to Plaintiffs request for 
production of documents 
2/26/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.3000 195.0000 58.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review Plaintiffs Request for Trial 
Setting; Draft Response; Letter to opposing counsel 
and client re: depositions and the response 
2/26/2013 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. Postage 1.0000 1.6200 1.6200 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Postage - Return from Ada County Clerk for issued 
subpoenas 
2/26/2013 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. Postage 1.0000 2.1200 2.-1200 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Postage - Ada County Clerk of the Court (Issue 
Subpoenas) 
3/1/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.5000 195.0000 97.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Final review of redacted and bated documents to be 
disclosed; Finalize written discovery responses; 
Draft Notice of Service; Letter to clerk, opposing 
counsel and client 
3/4/2013 RS 13-012 I Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from client 
3/6/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Draft Notice of Deposition - David Kosmann 
3/6/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 2.0000 195.0000 390.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Draft First Set of Interrogatories, RFP and Request 
of Admission to Kosmann; Draft Notice of Service; 
Letter to clerk opposing counsel and client 
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Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP 
Transactions Listing Report 
Search Description: 
Search for: 13-012 Search by: Matter ID Stage: (all) Type: (all) 
MatterlD/Client Sort 
Matter Description Component 
Date Prof Narrative Task Code Units Price Value 
3/6/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from/Email to client; Telephone call from client 
3/7/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.3000 195.0000 58.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Draft Subpoena Duces Tecum to Justin McCarthy 
and Marc Banner 
3/12/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review Kosmann's Reply to 
Counterclaim 
3/25/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from/Email to client re: judge/jury trial and 
deposition 
3/25/2013 RS 13-012 I Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.4000 195.0000 78.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from opposing counsel re: offer to 
settle; Telephone call to client with offer; 
Telephone call to opposing counsel rejecting offer 
3/26/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 3.5000 195.0000 682.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Travel to/Travel from Dinius' law office; Conference 
with client; Attend client's deposition 
3/27/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Emails from/to Client 
3/28/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from Client 
3/29/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from/Email to client (multiple} 
3/29/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email to/Email from client; Telephone call from client 
3/29/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call to Jeff West 
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Transactions Listing Report 
Search Description: 
Search for: 13-012 Search by: Matter ID Stage: (all) Type: (all) 
MatterlD/Client Sort 
Matter Description Component 
Date Prof Narrative Task Code Units Price Value 
4/1/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review numerous email texts from 
client; Email to opposing counsel with texts 
attached 
4/5/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call to Fire Marshall (msg); Email 
from/Email to client 
4/5/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. Postage 1.0000 1.7200 1.7200 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Postage - Client - Deposition of Leo Gilbride 
4/8/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.3000 195.0000 58.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and begin review of documents received 
from Justin McCarthy 
4/9/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 1.5000 195.0000 292.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review audios and documents produced 
by Plaintiff in discovery 
4/9/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Letter to opposing counsel; Letter to client re: 
deposition and more 
4/10/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. Postage 1.0000 1.7200 1.7200 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Postage - To Client - Plaintiffs Responses to 
Defendant's First Discovery Requests 
4/26/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Letter to Opposing Counsel re available dates for 
deposition of David Kosmann 
5/1/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Draft Notice of Taking Deposition; Letter to opposing 
counsel 
5/3/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review Notice of Continued Deposition; 
Letter to opposing counsel; Letter from opposing 
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Transactions Listing Report 
Search Description: 
Search for: 13-012 Search by: Matter ID Stage: (all) Type: (all) 
MatterlD/Client Sort 
Matter Description Component 
Date Prof Narrative Task Code Units Price Value 
counsel 
5/9/2013 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. Transcript 1.0000 187.1100 187.1100 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Deposition of Leo Gilbride transcript (THIS WAS 
PAID THROUGH TRUST APPLICATION ON MAY 9, 
2013) 
5/10/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 5.2000 195.0000 1,014.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Prepare for Dave Kosmann's deposition; Conduct 
deposition 
5/13/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from Andy, Caldwell Fire Department 
5/13/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from Kevin Dinius with letter to Title One 
attached; Email to client 
5/13/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 1.0000 195.0000 195.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from opposing counsel; Telephone call to 
client; Email to opposing counsel with settlement 
proposal; Telephone call to opposing counsel; Letter 
to Title One 
5/15/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from Cameron McFadden - Title One 
5/15/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 1.3000 195.0000 253.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Legal research re: parole evidence, statute of fraud, 
unclean hands and more in preparation for filing 
motion for summary judgment 
5/20/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.3000 195.0000 58.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Receive and review audio recording of telephone 
conversation between Kosmann and Justin 
McCarthy 
5/22/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from opposing counsel with settlement 
proposal; Email to client 
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Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP 
Transactions Listing Report 
Search Description: 
Search for: 13-012 Search by: Matter ID Stage: (all) Type: (all) 
MatterlD/Client Sort 
Matter Description Component 
Date Prof Narrative Task Code Units Price Value 
5/22/2013 RS 13-012 I Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from client 
5/22/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 1.5000 195.0000 292.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Review Kosmann's deposition; Begin draft of memo 
in support of MSJ 
5/22/2013 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. Transcript 1.0000 403.3700 403.3700 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
M&M Court Reporting - Deposition Transcript of 
David Kosmann (May 10, 2013) 
5/23/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 4.0000 195.0000 780.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Continue drafting memo re: MSJ 
5/30/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.1000 195.0000 19.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Email from/Email to client 
6/6/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 3.5000 195.0000 682.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Continue legal research and drafting of Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
6/10/2013 RS 13-012 I Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.3000 195.0000 58.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Review and edit Memo re: MSJ; Email to client 
6/11/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 1.5000 195.0000 292.5000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Final draft and review of Memorandum in Support of 
MSJ; Check citations; Draft Affidavit of Gilbride; 
Telephone call from client 
6/11/2013 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. Postage 1.0000 3.3200 3.3200 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Postage - Motion for Summary Judgment to 
Opposing Counsel 
6/17/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. T 0.2000 195.0000 39.0000 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from client; Letter to opposing 
counsel re: resetting MSJ hearing 
4/2/2015 4:29 PM Page: 7 
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Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP 
Transactions Listing Report 
Search Description: 
Search for: 13-012 Search by: Matter ID Stage: (all) Type: (all) 
MatterlD/Client Sort 
Matter Description 
Date Prof Narrative 
6/26/2013 RS 13-012 / Gilbride, Leo J. 
4/2/2015 4:29 PM 
MATTER TRANSFERRED TO RSL, EFFECTIVE 
Telephone call from Client 
Component 
Task Code Units Price 
T 0.2000 195.0000 
Grand Total 55.0000 
Value 
39.0000 
9,106.9800 
Page: 8 
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RON R. SHEPHERD 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
Attorneys at Law 
1303 12th Avenue Road 
P0Box65 
Nampa, ID 83653-0065 
Telephone: (208) 467-4479 
Facsimile: (208) 467-3058 
ISBNo. 6593 
rshepherd@nampalaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
• 
IN THE DISTRICT OF THE TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) Case No. CV-2013-795-C 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) OFFER OF JUDGMENT 
v. ) 
LEO GILBRIDE, 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) ) 
The above-named Defendant, Leo Gilbride, by and through his counsel of record, 
Ron R. Shepherd of the law finn of Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, LLP, and pursuant to 
Rule 68 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby offers that judgment be entered against · 
Defendant, Leo Gilbride, in the sum of $32,500.00 and in favor of Plaintiff, David Kosmann, for 
all claims recoverable, including attorneys fees awardable under Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 54(e)(l) and costs available under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(l), which have 
accrued up to the date of this offer. 
OFFER OF JUDGMENT - 1 
13-012 /91378 
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This offer of judgment shall remain open for 14 days from the date it was served on 
Plaintiff. 
DATED thisd~day of January, 2013 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTI~TE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on th~ day of January, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing OFFER OF JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby, II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 East Franklin Road, Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
OFFER OF JUDGMENT- 2 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Certified Mail/Return Receipt 
( ) .!Jand Delivered 
( t)"Facsimile 475-0101 
( ) Email: kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
)3-0)2 / 91378 
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JAMES G. REID, ISB #1372 
JENNIFER REID MAHONEY, ISB #5207 
KAUFMAN REID, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4591 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657 
jreid@krlawboise.com 
jmahoney@krlawboise.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
F ,A.k~.M. 
APR 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T WATKINS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant. 
* 
* 
* 
) Case No. CV13-795C 
) 
) 
) 
) DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM OF 
) COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW Defendant, by and through its attorneys of record, Kaufman Reid 
PLLC, and PURSUANT TO Rules 54(d) and 54(e) of the IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE hereby submits this Memorandum of Court Costs and Attorney Fees. The 
court costs and attorney fees incurred by Defendant incident to the above-titled action 
are as follows: 
MEMORANDUM OF COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 1 
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Court filing fees 
Service fees 
Witness fees ($20/day) and travel 
expense ($.30/mile) 
Certified copies 
Exhibit expenses ($500 limit) 
Bond premiums 
Expert witness fees ($2,000 limit) 
Deposition transcription 
Deposition copies 
Subtotal - Costs as of Right 
Discretionary Costs 
Subtotal - Discretionary Costs 
Attorney Fees 
TOTAL COSTS AND FEES 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
$ 66.00 
$ 100.00 - service of McCarthy and 
Phillips deposition subpoenas 
$ 87.00 -service of McCarthy trial 
subpoena 
$23.54 - McCarthy depo. witness fee and 
mileage 
$23.39 - Phillips depo. witness fee and 
mileage 
$ 36.66 - Justin McCarthy trial witness 
fee and mileage 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 403.37 - deposition of David Kosmann 
$ 404.74 - deposition of Justin McCarthy 
$ 263.43 - deposition of Michelle Phillips 
$ 137.01 - copy of Eric Arthur depo. 
$ 187.11 - copy of Leo Gilbride depo. 
$1,732.25 
$ 
$ 
$ 53,980.00 - Kaufman Reid, PLLC 
$ 20,243.56 - Ron Shepherd 
$ 75,955.81 
JAMES G. REID, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states the 
following: 
MEMORANDUM OF COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 2 
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1. That I am an individual over the age of 18, a resident of the State of Idaho, and 
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be 
true and correct. 
2. That I am an Idaho licensed attorney employed by the law firm of Kaufman Reid, 
PLLC. 
3. That, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the court costs and attorney fees 
claimed herein are true and correct and that said costs and attorney fees were 
reasonably and necessarily incurred in relation to this action. A line item detail of 
all court costs and attorney fees incurred herein is attached hereto as EXHIBIT A 
and incorporated herein as if fully set forth herein. A line item detail of all court 
costs and attorney fees incurred by Defendant's prior counsel is attached to the 
Affidavit of Ron Shepherd, as Exhibit A, and filed herewith. 
4. That the court costs and attorney fees claimed herein are claimed in compliance 
with Rules 54(d) and 54(e) of the IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. 
5. That Defendant is entitled to an award of court costs as a matter of right, as 
claimed herein, pursuant to Rule 54(d)(1)(C). The court costs claimed as a 
matter of right were reasonably and actually incurred and paid by Defendant, and 
generally consist of filing and service fees, fees for depositions and copies of 
depositions. Receipts are available for production upon request. 
6. That Defendant is entitled to an award of attorney fees, as claimed herein, 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-120(3), and the Real Estate Purchase Agreement 
between the parties, as is set forth more fully in the Motion for Attorney Fees 
filed herewith. That the determination of the amount claimed as attorney fees 
MEMORANDUM OF COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 3 
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herein is based upon the time expended in this action and is, in the belief of 
affiant, fair and reasonable in all respects. The detail attached hereto as 
EXHIBIT A reflects the time and labor expended by counsel and Exhibit A to the 
Affidavit of Ron Shepherd details the time and labor expended by prior counsel. 
Undersigned counsel further represents as follows -
a. James Reid is an attorney with over 42 years of experience and Jennifer 
Mahoney is an attorney with over 19 years of experience; 
b. The hourly charges for the work performed in this case for James G. Reid, 
Jennifer Mahoney and Ron Shepherd are reasonable based upon the 
level of experience of the attorneys, the complexity of issues and the fact 
that the matter was actually tried to a jury and the Court; 
c. That counsel utilized automated legal research and computer-assisted 
legal research to prepare the case, but does not separately and 
independently charge for such research. 
d. That there were numerous motions filed and heard by the Court and that 
the lawsuit has lasted over two years, up and through a trial; 
e. That the results obtained of a defense verdict after trial on all issues not 
addressed by the Offer of Judgment filed at the start of that case warrant 
the fees incurred. 
Your affiant says nothing further. 
MEMORANDUM OF COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 4 
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DATED this /f2 day of April, 2015. 
N~C~ 
Residing at  
My commission expires S- J.).:- >v> 
I hereby certify that on this @ day of April, 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the foreg'g was served upon all parties listed below by: 
0 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid () express Mail 
( ) hand delivery ( ) facsimile 
Kevin Dinius 
Dinius & Associates 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
MEMORANDUM OF COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 5 
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Dlite: 04/07/2015 
-
Detail Transaction File List Page: 1 
Kaufman Reid PLLC Attorneys at Law 
Trans H Tcode/ Simi# Hours 
Client Date Tmkr p Task Code Rate to Bill Amount Ref# 
Client ID 15324.00 GILBRIDE/LEO 
15324.00 08/14/2014 1 A 30 200.00 1.00 200.00 Initial meeting with Leo and James Reid ARCH 
15324.00 08/14/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.80 450.00 Office conference with Leo and Rose regarding real ARCH 
estate litigation; begin review of litigation file 
15324.00 08/21/2014 1 A 30 200.00 1.00 200.00 Analysis of potential new case ARCH 
15324.00 08/22/2014 1 A 30 200.00 1.70 340.00 Meet with Leo and Rose ARCH 
15324.00 08/22/2014 3 A 30 250.00 2.00 500.00 Office conference with Leo and Rose regarding case ARCH 
status, possible representation 
15324.00 08/25/2014 3 A 30 250.00 2.50 625.00 Office conference with clients; Continue review of client ARCH 
file and Court documents; Office conference with 
Jennifer Mahoney 
15324.00 08/25/2014 1 A 30 200.00 0.80 160.00 Review documents regarding discovery; meet with Leo ARCH 
and Angel 
15324.00 08/26/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.50 375.00 Telephone conference with Ron Shepherd; prepare ARCH 
Notice of Substitution of Counsel; Telephone 
conference with Kevin Dinius regarding depositions and 
Trial settings; Telephone conference with Leo; Prepare 
letter of engagement 
15324.00 08/26/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.40 100.00 Telephone conference with Kevin Dinius regarding ARCH 
deposition, Trial dates 
15324.00 08/27/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.70 425.00 Correspondence to Leo regarding engagement; ARCH 
Correspondence to Ron Shepherd regarding 
substitution; Continue analysis of discovery depositions 
15324.00 08/28/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.00 250.00 Telephone conference with Leo; Telephone conference ARCH 
with Court Clerk; Prepare Notice of Status Conference; 
Receive and review Amended Deposition Notice for 
McArthur; Correspondence to Leo 
15324.00 08/29/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.40 100.00 Prepare Notice of Status Conference and serve ARCH 
Plaintiff's attorney 
15324.00 08/29/2014 3 A 30 250.00 2.50 625.00 Continue review and analysis of pleadings, emails and ARCH 
depositions 
15324.00 09/04/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.50 125.00 Status conference ARCH 
15324.00 09/04/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.30 325.00 Office conference with Leo regarding Eric Arthur ARCH 
deposition; Review materials submitted in support of 
possible code violations 
15324.00 09/04/2014 1 A 30 200.00 0.20 40.00 Participate in Scheduling Conference ARCH 
15324.00 09/04/2014 1 A 30 200.00 1.00 200.00 Meet with Leo and prepare for Eric Arthur deposition ARCH 
15324.00 09/15/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.00 250.00 Preparation for McArthur deposition; Telephone ARCH 
conference with Leo 
15324.00 09/16/2014 3 A 30 250.00 2.50 625.00 Travel to Nampa; Attend Eric Arthur deposition; Travel ARCH 
to Boise 
15324.00 09/25/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.20 300.00 Continue preparation for conference with Leo regarding ARCH 
case status, issues to address 
15324.00 09/26/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.80 200.00 Receive and review Arthur deposition ARCH 
15324.00 09/29/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.30 325.00 Office conference with Leo and Jennifer Mahoney; ARCH 
review exhibits regarding house closing 
15324.00 09/29/2014 1 A 2 200.00 0.70 140.00 Office conference with Leo and James Reid ARCH 
15324.00 09/30/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.00 250.00 Continue review and analysis of possible exhibits to ARCH 
use at Trial 
15324.00 10/30/2014 A 2 200.00 0.20 40.00 Telephone conference with Kevin Dinius regarding ARCH 
Pre-Trial Conference and deadlines 
15324.00 11/05/2014 A 30 200.00 0.30 60.00 Review deadlines and prepare for Pretrial Conference ARCH 
15324.00 11/06/2014 1 A 30 200.00 1.60 320.00 Attend Pretrial Conference ARCH 
15324.00 11/06/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.40 100.00 Telephone conference with office regarding Pretrial ARCH 
Conference 
15324.00 11/14/2014 1 A 30 200.00 1.20 240.00 Research and analysis of issues regarding validity and ARCH 
legality of buy-back agreements 
15324.00 11/14/2014 3 A 30 250.00 3.80 950.00 Review Phillips and McCarthy depositions; Prepare ARCH 
outline for cross examinations points; Identify legal 
issues to research regarding short sales 
15324.00 11/17/2014 A 30 200.00 1.80 360.00 Work on discovery supplementation and exhibits ARCH 
15324.00 11/18/2014 A 30 200.00 2.60 520.00 Research and analysis of issues regarding specific ARCH 
performance and short sale fraud 
15324.00 11/18/2014 3 A 30 250.00 5.30 1,325.00 Review, analyze and Identify issues for Trial In Leo's ARCH 
deposition (2.50); Review, analyze and identify Issues 
for Trial In Kosmann deposition (2.80) 
15324.00 11/21/2014 A 30 200.00 1.00 200.00 Review discovery documents and prepare ARCH 
supplemental Discovery Responses; Research 
mortgage fraud Issues 
15324.00 11/24/2014 A 30 200.00 1.50 300.00 Work on exhibits ARCH 
15324.00 11/25/2014 A 2 200.00 0.30 60.00 Send out Fourth Supplemental Discovery Responses; ARCH 
Work on fraud instructions 
15324.00 11/28/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.00 250.00 Continue Trial preparation ARCH 
15324.00 12/01/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.80 200.00 Continue analysis of issues for trial ARCH 
15324.00 12/01/2014 1 A 30 200.00 0.60 120.00 Analysis of issues regarding proof of illegality and ARCH 
potential Jury instructions 
15324.00 12/02/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.50 375.00 Continue analysis of witness depositions, prior ARCH 
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-
Detail Transaction File List (- Page: 2 
Kaufman Reid PLLC Attorneys at Law 
Trana H Tcode/ Stmt# Hours 
Client Date Tmkr P Task Code Rate to Bill Amount Ref# 
Client ID 15324.00 GILBRIDE/LEO 
15324.00 12/02/2014 3 A 30 250.00 
pleadings; Preparation for conference with Leo 
2.50 625.00 Office conference with Leo; Continue identification of ARCH 
exhibits and trial preparation 
15324.00 12/02/2014 1 A 30 200.00 2.00 400.00 Trial and exhibit preparation and meet with Leo ARCH 
15324.00 12/03/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.60 150.00 Receive and review Plaintiff's additional discovery ARCH 
15324.00 12/03/2014 1 A 30 200.00 
requests; review Scheduling Stipulation 
2.00 400.00 Work on exhibits and exhibit list; Attempt to locate ARCH 
witnesses Maria & Tina 
15324.00 12/04/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.30 75.00 Office conference with Jennifer Mahoney regarding ARCH 
response to Plaintiff's Supplemental Discovery 
Requests 
15324.00 12/08/2014 1 A 30 200.00 0.60 120.00 Work on jury Instructions ARCH 
15324.00 12/09/2014 3 A 30 250.00 0.70 175.00 Receive and review documentation regarding car parts ARCH 
15324.00 12/09/2014 1 A 30 200.00 0.30 60.00 Review photos for discovery supplementation ARCH 
15324.00 12/19/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.50 375.00 Continue work on Jury Instructions, Witness List, ARCH 
Exhibit List and Trial preparations 
15324.00 12/22/2014 1 A 30 200.00 3.40 680.00 Work on Jury Instructions and Exhibits; Supplemental ARCH 
Discovery Responses; Meet with Leo regarding Trial 
preparation 
15324.00 12/22/2014 3 A 30 250.00 2.00 500.00 Trial preparation ARCH 
15324.00 12/22/2014 3 A 30 250.00 4.50 1, 125.00 Office conference with Leo and Jennifer Mahoney; ARCH 
Review of initial jury instructions; review and identify 
additional exhibits; continue Trial preparations 
15324.00 12/23/2014 1 A 30 200.00 2.00 400.00 Work on Jury Instructions and Special Verdict Form ARCH 
15324.00 12/23/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.30 325.00 Continue work on proposed Jury Instructions ARCH 
15324.00 12/23/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.20 300.00 File Supplemental Discovery; Continue Trial ARCH 
preparations 
15324.00 12/26/2014 3 A 30 250.00 2.50 625.00 Finalize and file Defendant's Witness List, Possible ARCH 
Exhibits and Jury Instructions; Continue Trial 
preparations 
15324.00 12/29/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.30 325.00 Continue Trial preparation; Review depositions and ARCH 
exhibits regarding GMAC issues and valuations of car 
parts 
15324.00 12/30/2014 1 A 30 200.00 4.70 940.00 Review Plaintiff's proposed Instructions and Pre-Trial ARCH 
brief; Draft Pre-Trial Memorandum 
15324.00 12/30/2014 3 A 30 250.00 3.00 750.00 Continue preparation for Trial; Receive and review ARCH 
Plaintiff's Witness List, Exhibit List and Memorandum 
15324.00 12/30/2014 3 A 30 250.00 3.50 875.00 Continue Trial preparation; Telephone conference with ARCH 
Leo; Listen to recording; Receive correspondence from 
Plaintiff's attorney; Respond to same; Review and edit 
Pre-Trial Memorandum; Correspondence to Leo 
15324.00 12/31/2014 1 A 30 200.00 1.70 340.00 Prepare responses to Second Set of Discovery; Letter ARCH 
to Dinius regarding Discovery supplementation; Edit 
Trial Brief 
15324.00 12/31/2014 3 A 30 250.00 1.50 375.00 Telephone conference with Leo; Correspondence to ARCH 
Plaintiff's Counsel regarding exhibits; File and serve 
Pre-Trial Brief; Serve responses to Discovery 
15324.00 01/02/2015 1 A 2 200.00 0.20 40.00 Prepare Supplemental Discovery Responses with ARCH 
Photos 
15324.00 01/02/2015 3 A 2 250.00 0.30 75.00 Receive 2nd set of pictures and prepare Supplemental ARCH 
Discovery Responses 
15324.00 01/02/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.20 300.00 Continue Trial preparation ARCH 
15324.00 01/02/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.50 375.00 Began preparation of witness outline for Leo; ARCH 
Telephone conference with Leo 
15324.00 01/05/2015 3 A 2 250.00 2.00 500.00 Continue preparation of outlines for Trial testimony ARCH 
15324.00 01/05/2015 3 A 2 250.00 3.70 925.00 Continue Trial preparation ARCH 
15324.00 01/06/2015 1 A 2 200.00 0.40 80.00 Analysis of issues re: fraud and parole evidence rule ARCH 
15324.00 01/06/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.50 375.00 Continue Trial preparation; Telephone conference with ARCH 
Leo 
15324.00 01/07/2015 1 A 2 200.00 4.00 800.00 Review Kosmann deposition and work on Kosmann ARCH 
examination; Pre-trial preparation 
15324.00 01/07/2015 3 A 2 250.00 0.60 150.00 Begin identification of exhibits to use in Kosmann class ARCH 
exam 
15324.00 01/07/2015 3 A 2 250.00 5.00 1,250.00 Trial preparation; Telephone conference with Leo; ARCH 
Listen to recording; work on Kosmann cross 
examination, edit and revise McCarthy cross 
examination 
15324.00 01/08/2015 1 A 2 200.00 1.50 300.00 Trial preparation; Witness outlines ARCH 
15324.00 01/08/2015 3 A 2 250.00 0.50 125.00 Prepare for Pre-trial conference ARCH 
15324.00 01/08/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.30 325.00 Complete preparation of 1st draft of Kosmann cross ARCH 
examination 
15324.00 01/08/2015 3 A 2 250.00 2.00 500.00 Work on cross examination for balance of Plaintiff's ARCH 
witnesses; Receive and review Plaintiff's Motion in 
Limine and argument; Telephone conference with Leo 
15324.00 01/09/2015 3 A 2 250.00 2.50 625.00 Appearance for Pre-trial; Attend Pre-trial; Conference ARCH 
with Plaintiff's Counsel re: Stipulations 
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Kaufman Reid PLLC Attorneys at Law 
Trans H Tcode/ Stmt# Hours 
Client Date Tmkr P Task Code Rate to Bill Amount Ref# 
Client ID 15324.00 GILBRIDE/LEO 
15324.00 01/12/2015 1 A 2 200.00 5.00 1,000.00 Respond to Motion in Limine; Draft Affidavit in ARCH 
Opposition to Motion in Limine; Telephone conference 
with Plaintiffs Counsel re: Trial exhibits; Review 
Plaintiffs trial exhibits 
15324.00 01/12/2015 3 A 30 250.00 1.30 325.00 Continue work on response to Motion in Limine; ARCH 
Continue work on Kosmann cross-examination; 
Continue work on exhibits 
15324.00 01/12/2015 3 A 30 250.00 1.30 325.00 Telephone conference with Plaintiffs counsel regarding ARCH 
witnesses and exhibits (.60); Review Plaintiffs 
15324.00 01/13/2015 1 A 2 200.00 
proposed exhibits (.70) 
0.50 100.00 Prepare Affidavit in Opposition to Motion in Limine; Edit ARCH 
Brief 
15324.00 01/13/2015 3 A 30 250.00 1.00 250.00 Continue Trial preparation ARCH 
15324.00 01/13/2015 3 A 30 250.00 1.40 350.00 Review and edit Memorandum in Opposition to Motion ARCH 
in Limine; Correspondence to Plaintiffs counsel, Leo; 
15324.00 01/19/2015 3 A 2 250.00 
Prepare outline for argument 
1.00 250.00 Meeting with Randy Gipson and Stewart Billings ARCH 
15324.00 01/20/2015 1 A 2 200.00 1.00 200.00 Trial preparation re: Justin McCarthy ARCH 
15324.00 01/20/2015 3 A 2 250.00 2.00 500.00 Continue Trial preparation ARCH 
15324.00 01/21/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.70 425.00 Work on Jury Voir Dire; Prepare for hearing on Motion ARCH 
in Limine 
15324.00 01/21/2015 3 A 2 250.00 3.50 875.00 Travel to Caldwell; Appear and present argument at ARCH 
hearing; Travel to Boise; Telephone conference with 
Leo; Continue Trial preparation 
15324.00 01/21/2015 1 A 2 200.00 0.80 160.00 Work on Voir Dire and assist in preparation for Motion ARCH 
in Limine hearing 
15324.00 01/22/2015 3 A 2 250.00 6.20 1,550.00 Continue Trial preparation; Meet with Leo and Angel; ARCH 
Telephone conference with Leo 
15324.00 01/22/2015 1 A 2 200.00 3.20 640.00 Meet with Leo and Angel regarding trial preparation; ARCH 
work on Justin McCarthy questions; work on opening 
statement 
15324.00 01/23/2015 3 A 2 250.00 3.50 875.00 Continue Trial preparation ARCH 
15324.00 01/23/2015 1 A 2 200.00 2.70 540.00 Trial preparation and work on supplemental Brief ARCH 
15324.00 01/26/2015 3 A 2 250.00 0.70 175.00 Receive and review Court's Order regarding Motion in ARCH 
Limine; Correspondence to Leo 
15324.00 01/26/2015 3 A 2 250.00 5.00 1,250.00 Continue Trial preparation ARCH 
15324.00 01/26/2015 1 A 2 200.00 4.80 960.00 Work on Supplemental Brief; Trial preparation; ARCH 
Supplemental Jury Instructions and Special Verdict 
form; Analysis on Plaintiffs Brief regarding legality 
issues and cases cited 
15324.00 01/27/2015 3 A 2 250.00 10.00 2,500.00 Trial - Day 1 ARCH 
15324.00 01/28/2015 3 A 2 250.00 10.00 2,500.00 Trial - Day 2 ARCH 
15324.00 01/28/2015 1 A 30 200.00 9.00 1,800.00 Attend Trial ARCH 
15324.00 01/29/2015 3 A 2 250.00 4.00 1,000.00 Trial - Day 3 ARCH 
15324.00 01/29/2015 1 A 30 200.00 3.00 600.00 Attend Trial ARCH 
15324.00 02/02/2015 3 A 2 250.00 0.80 200.00 Review offer of Judgment; office conference with ARCH 
Jennifer Mahoney regarding final argument; telephone 
conference with Leo regarding settlement options 
15324.00 02/05/2015 1 A 2 200.00 1.30 260.00 Research issues regarding hearing; work on post trail ARCH 
brief 
15324.00 02/06/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.50 375.00 Research and review; Work on findings of fact and ARCH 
memorandum regarding remaining claims 
15324.00 02/09/2015 1 A 2 200.00 2.70 540.00 Work on post trial memorandum ARCH 
15324.00 02/09/2015 3 A 2 250.00 0.60 150.00 Telephone conference with Mike H. regarding ARCH 
settlement offer; Telephone conference with Leo; 
15324.00 02/10/2015 1 A 2 200.00 3.50 700.00 Work on post trial memorandum. Finding of fact and ARCH 
conclusion of law 
15324.00 02/10/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.00 250.00 REview and revise and edit draft post trial ARCH 
memorandum; correspondence to Leo regarding the 
same 
15324.00 02/10/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.00 250.00 Begin review and analysis of proposed findings of fact ARCH 
and conclusions of law; correspondence to Leo 
15324.00 02/11/2015 1 A 2 200.00 0.80 160.00 Review post trial and findings and make final edits ARCH 
15324.00 02/11/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.00 250.00 Review, revise, and edit proposed findings of fact and ARCH 
conclusions of law; telephone conference with Leo 
regarding the same; office conference with Jennifer 
Mahoney 
15324.00 02/16/2015 3 A 2 250.00 1.20 300.00 Receive and review Plaintiffs proposed findings and ARCH 
brief; Telephone conference with Leo; Correspondence 
regarding missing pages from memorandum 
15324.00 02/17/2015 1 A 2 200.QO 0.50 100.00 Review and analysis of Pl. post trial brief and proposed ARCH 
findings and office conference with Jim Reid regarding 
same 
15324.00 03/17/2015 3 A 2 250.00 0.30 75.00 Check court repository; Telephone conference with Leo ARCH 
regarding case status, meeting issue. 
15324.00 03/30/2015 1 A 2 200.00 3.30 660.00 Review and analysis of court's decision; research ARCH 
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Trans H Tcode/ 
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-- --Client ID 15324.00 GILBRIDE/LEO 
15324.00 03/30/2015 3 A 2 
15324.00 03/30/2015 3 A 2 
15324.00 03/31/2015 1 A 2 
15324.00 03/31/2015 3 A 2 
15324.00 03/31/2015 3 A 2 
15324.00 04/01/2015 3 p 2 
15324.00 04/01/2015 3 p 2 
·-·'~ 15324.00 09/29/2014 3 A 30 
15324.00 10/15/2014 3 A 30 
15324.00 11/06/2014 3 A 30 
15324.00 01/12/2015 3 A 15 
15324.00 01/12/2015 3 A 15 
15324.00 02/05/2015 3 A 15 
Sti~r,~ 
15324.00 12/04/2014 3 A 28 
SIW61~r~\1YIN 
15324.00 08/31/2014 A 
15324.00 10/01/2014 A 
15324.00 11/24/2014 A 
15324.00 12/02/2014 A 
15324.00 01/06/2015 A 
15324.00 02/02/2015 A 
15324.00 03/02/2015 A 
15324.00 04/02/2015 p 
a~~ 
Detail Transaction File List <9 Kaufman Reid PLLC Attorneys at Law 
Stmt# 
Rate 
250.00 
250.00 
200.00 
250.00 
250.00 
250.00 
250.00 
Billable 
Billable 
0.150 
Billable 
6 
Billable 
Payments 
Billable 
Payments 
Hours 
to Bill 
1.80 
1.30 
1.00 
0.60 
0.80 
232.60 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Amount 
attorney for issues; office conference with Leo; 
research issues regarding trespass and malicious 
prosecution 
450.00 Receive and review memorandum decision and 
judgment (.8); telephone call with Leo (.2); conference 
with JRM regarding possession, attorney fees and 
costs (.4); receive and review Motion to Reconsider 
(.4). 
325.00 Telephone call with Leo and JRM regarding costs and 
fees. compliance with judgment, possible motion to 
reconsider; correspondence to Plaintiffs attorney 
regarding vacating property. 
200.00 Review issues regarding eviction; research writ of 
restitution; Conference with Kevin Dinius 
150.00 Correspondence with JRM; telephone conference with 
Leo regarding possession issues and costs and fees; 
correspondence to Leo regarding Motion to 
Reconsider. 
200.00 Telephone call with Kevin Dinius; telephone call with 
Leo; receive and review correspondence from Dinius; 
correspondence to Leo regarding possession; 
telephone call with Leo. 
0.00 
0.00 
53,980.00 
137.01 Pd to M & M Court Reporting for deposition of Eric 
Arthur 
137.01 Pd to M & M Court Reporting for deposition of Eric 
Arthur 
22.60 Pd to Jennifer Mahoney for roundtrip mileage to and 
from Canyon Court for Pre-Trial Conference 
20.00 Pd to Justin McCarthy for witness fee 
16.66 Pd to Justin McCarthy for one-way mileage to Canyon 
County Courthouse 
87 .00 Pd. Tri-County Process Serving for service of 
Subpoena to Justin McCarthy 
420.28 
36.30 Copy Charges 
36.30 
4,350.00 PAYMENT RECEIVED - THANK YOU - Transfer from 
Trust 
2,917.04 PAYMENT RECEIVED -THANK YOU - Transferred 
from Trust 
176.98 PAYMENT RECEIVED -THANK YOU 
4,326.59 PAYMENT RECEIVED - THANK YOU - ROA- TRUST 
ACCOUNT 
7,500.00 PAYMENT RECEIVED -THANK YOU - DEPOSITED 
FROM TRUST 
20,000.00 PAYMENT RECEIVED - THANK YOU - ROA - TRUST 
ACCOUNT 
13,105.97 PAYMENT RECEIVED - THANK YOU - ROA: Trust 
Account Leo Gilbride 
2,060.00 PAYMENT RECEIVED From Trust- THANK YOU 
0.00 
54,436.58 
54,436.58 
54,436.58 
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APR 2 7 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF IBE TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
, DAVID KOSMANN, ) CASE NO. CV13-795C 
) 
Plaintiff, ) MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
) OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
-vs- ) ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
) 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------
COMES NOW, Plaintiff David Kosmann. by and through his attorneys of record. the law firm of 
DINIUS & ASSOCIATES. PLLC, and hereby submit his Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant's Motionfo,. Attorney Fees and Costs. 
A. Standaa-d of Review 
In Idaho, we adhere to the 'American Rule' which requires that the parties bear their own 
fees absent statutory authorization or a contractual right.. Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. 
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Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 979 P.2d 627 (1999) (citing Idaho Dept. of Law 
Enforcement v. Kluss. 125 Idaho 682,684,873 P.2d 1336; 1338 (1994)). 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure entitle the prevailing party in a civil action to receive 
costs and attorney fees when those fees are provided for by statute or contract. Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure 54(d)(l )(A); Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54(e)(l). Detennination of the 
prevailing party for purposes of awarding costs and attorney fees is within the sound discretion 
of the trial court. Decker v. Homeguard Sys., 105 Idaho 158, 161,666 P.2d 1169, 1172 (Ct. App. 
1983); Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54(d)(l)(B). 
However, in making its determination the trial court must consider the result of the action 
in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties, whether there were multiple claims or 
issues, and the extent to which each party prevailed upon each issue or claim. Chadderdon v. 
King, 104 Idaho 406, 411, 659 P.2d 160, 165 (Ct. App. 1983); Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
54(d)(l )(B). 
B. Defendant is not a prevailing par1y 
The tenn "prevailing party" is defined by Rule 54(d)(l )(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil. 
Procedure. This Rule provides the following: 
[i]n determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to 
costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or 
result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties, 
whether there were multiple claims, multiple issues, counterclaims, third party 
claims, cross-claims, or other multiple or cross issues between the parties, and the 
extent to which each party prevailed upon each of such issues _or claims. 
In light of this language, the Idaho Court of Appeals has instructed trial courts to "examine (I) 
the result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2) whether there were multiple claims or 
issues; and (3) the extent to which either party prevailed on each issue or claim." Freeman & 
Co. v. Bolt, 132 Idaho 152,162,968 P.2d 247 (Ct. App. 1998) (quotations omitted). 
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Based on the outcome of this case, Defendant cannot be considered a prevailing party. In 
his Amended Complaint, the Plaintiff asserted.five causes of action: (1) breach of contract; (2) 
specific performance; (3) breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (4) 
unjust enrichment; (5) fraud. Defendant Counterclaimed with claims breach of contract and 
ejectment. By order of this Court. Plaintiff prevailed on his unjust enrichment claim resulting in 
a money judgment against Defendant in the amount of $30,990.00. Plaintiff also prevailed on 
Defendant's breach of contract claim. Consequently, Defendant is not a prevailing party. 
C. Idaho Code§ 12-120 is inapplicable to this case because it cannot be said that 
a. commercial transaction was the tp"alt'amen of the lawsuit 
Idaho Code § 12-120(3) provides, in pertinent part. as follows: 
In any civil action to recover on an open account ... and in any commercial 
transaction unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be 
allowed a reasonable attomey's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and 
collected as costs. 
The tenn, "commercial transaction'" is defined to mean all transactions except 
transactions for personal or household purposes. 
Idaho courts use a two part test to determine whether attorney fees are proper under this 
section: (1) there must be a commercial transaction that is integral to the claim; and (2) the 
commercial transaction must be the basis upon which recovery is sought. Brooks v. Gigray 
Ranches, 128 Idaho 72, 78, 910 P.2d 744, 750 (1996). Indeed, "It has long been held that '[t]he 
critical test is whether the commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit; the 
conunercial transaction must be integral to the claim and constitute a basis on which the party is 
attempting to recover."' Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp. 136 Idaho 
466, 471. 36 P.3d 218, 223 (2001), citing Bingham v. Montane Resource Associates, 133 Idaho 
at 426,987 P.2d at 1041 (1999). 
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In detennining the amount of attorney fees, the court is vested with discretion. De Wills 
Interiors, Inc. v. Dines, 106 Idaho 288, 678 P.2d 80 (1984). When considering the amowit of 
attorney fees to be awarded W1der Idaho Code§ 12-120, the court must consider the factors set 
forth in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). Spidell v. Jenkins, 111 Idaho 857, 727 P.2d 1285 (Ct. APP. 1986). 
In this case, the only statute cited by Defendant for his claim of attorney's fees is Idaho 
Code § 12-120(3). Because the causes of action in the case do not constitute a commercial 
transaction, the claim for attorney's fees must be denied. 
Idaho Code § 12-120(3) provides that in any civil action to recover on any commercial 
transaction unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable 
attorney's fees. J.C. § 12-120(3). A "conunercial transaction"' is any transaction except 
transactions for personal or household purposes. Id. The commercial transaction must be 
"between the prevailing party and the party from whom that party seeks fees." Harris, Inc. v. 
Foxhollow Const. & Trucking, Inc., 151 Idaho 761, 778, 264 P.3d 400. 417 (2011) (quoting 
Soignier v. Fletcher, 151 Idaho 322,327,256 P.3d 730, 735 (2011)). "In order for a transaction 
to be commercial, each party to the transaction mast enter the transaction for a commercial 
purpose." Carrillo v. Boise Tire Co., 152 Idaho 741, 756, 274 P.3d 1256, 1271 (2012) 
(emphasis added). The conveyance of real property may constitute a commercial transaction. See 
Watson v. Watson, 144 Idaho 214, 216, 159 P.3d 851, 853 (2007). 
First, the real estate transaction cannot be considered to have been entered for a 
commercial pUipose. Plaintiff testified repeatedly that the purpose for entering into the 
transaction was to save his home. While there was testimony that Plaintiff restored car trim on 
the property, Plaintifrs primary occupation is that of an airline pilot. The fact that he used the 
income from his restoration activities to get by while not working as a pilot is clearly ancillary to 
the transaction. 
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Further, Defendant cannot demonstrate that he entered the transaction for a commercial 
purpose. On February 14, 2014, Defendant posted a Thirty Day Notice to vacate the premises on 
Plaintiffs Property. That Notice stated that HJ will use property as my primary residence." 
Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 19 (emphasis added). It makes no mention of Defendant's intent to 
operate a business on the Property. In short, Defendant failed to demonstrate that the transaction 
was entered for a commercial purpose. 
Next, Defendant claims that the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement entitles him to 
fees. This argument fails because Defendant is not the prevailing party, as demonstrated above. 
Further, it is clear that given this Court's finding regarding Defendant's credibility, a substantial 
amount of time and effort was consumed in overcoming Defendant's false car parts story. This 
is not a part of the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement. Thus. Defendant's contention that 
'·the entire lawsuit" coruiected with the Agreement is misplaced. As a result, Defendant is not 
entitled to attorney's fees. 
D. The amount of Attorney's Fees claimed is excessive and unreasonable in light of 
Defendant's false testimony regarding car parts 
What constitutes a ''reasonable" fee is a discretionary determination for the trial court, to 
be guided by the criteria ofl.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). Kelly v. Hodges. 119 Idaho 872,876,811 P.2d 48, 
52 (Ct. App. 1991). The criteria include the time and labor required and any other factor which 
the court deems appropriate in the particular case. The court need not "blindly accept the figure 
advanced by [an] attoroey." See Craft Wall of Idaho, Inc. v. Stonebraker, 108 Idaho 704, 706, 
701 P.2d 324, 326 (Ct. App .• 1985). Thus, an attorney cannot spend his or her tjme extravagantly 
and expect to be compensated by the party who has sanctions iinposed. Id. 
Here, the Court recognized that throughout the case, and even at trial, the Defendant 
argued that the $30,990.00 he received from Plaintiff was not for the down payment and closing 
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costs associated with the Property. Instead. Defendant consistently claimed that the money 
received was for an unrelated "car parts" deal. The Court concluded that Defendant's story for 
car parts was not credible stating the following: 
The court does not find Defendant's testimony and arguments regarding the 
car parts to be credible. Just as the evidence failed to support Plaintiff's claim 
that the parties had an enforceable contract for re-conveyance of the property 
from Defendant to Plaintiff. the evidence does not support the existence of an 
agreement for the sale of car parts, much less that the $30,990.00 Plaintiff paid to 
Defendant between September and December 2012 was in furtherance of such an 
agreement. 
Memorandum Decision Following Court Trial, pp. 6-7 (emphasis added). 
Clearly a substantial amount of time and effort was consumed in overcoming Defendant's 
false car parts story. In no way does Defendant take this into account when requesting fees. 
Given the adverse credibility detennination, Defendant should not be rewarded by a grant of 
attorney's fees and costs. 
E. Rule 68 does not entitle Defendant to costs and does not prevent Plaintiff from 
requesting fees and costs 
Finally, Defendant argues that I.R.C.P. 68 entitles him to costs and prevents Plaintiff 
from requesting attorney's fees and costs. That Rule states in pertinent part: 
b) In cases involving claims for monetary damages, any costs under Rule 54( d)(l) 
awarded against the offeree must be based upon a comparison of the offer and the 
"adjusted award." The adjusted award is defined as (1) the verdict in addition 
to (2) the offeree's costs under Rule 54(d)(1) incurred before service of the 
offer of judgment and (3) any attorney fees under Rule 54(e)(l) incurred 
before service of the offer of judgment. Provided, in contingent fee cases where 
attorney fees a.re awardable under Rule 54(e) (1), the court will pro rate the 
offeree's attorney fees to determine the amount incurred before the offer of 
judgment in reaching the adjusted award. 
If the adjusted award obtained by the offeree is less than the offer. then: 
(i) the offeree must pay those costs of the offeror as allowed under Rule S4(d)(l). 
incurred after the making of the offer; 
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(ii) the offeror must pay those costs of the offeree, as allowed under Rule 
54(d)(I), incurred before the making of the offer; and 
(iii) the offeror shall not be liable for costs and attorney fees awardable under 
Rules 54(d)(l) and 54(e)(l) of the offeree incurred after the making of the offer. 
I.R.C.P. 68 (emphasis added). 
The Offer of Judgment in the amount of $32,500.00 was made three days after the 
Complaint was filed and discovery was drafted and ready for service. As demonstrated by 
Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney's fees, Plaintiff had incurred $4,353.75 by the time the offer of 
judgment was served which must be taken into account in adjusting Plaintiffs award as of the 
date of the Offer of Judgment. After adjusting Plaintiffs award, as of January 28, 20_13, 
Plaintiffs award should be $35,352.75 - which exceeds the Offer of Judgment. As a result, 
Defendant is not entitled to costs and Plaintiff is not precluded from obtaining attorney's fees 
and costs. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court deny Defendant's 
Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs in full. 
i'----
DATED this ;:I_ day of April, 2015. 
DINIUS LAW 
' ' 
By:.~-1.~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 
Kevin . Dinius 
Mich el J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~ 
I, the Undersigned, hereby certify that on the X day of April. 2015, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was seived upon the following by: 
James G. Reid 
KAUFMAN REID) PLLC 
12II W Myrtle St, Ste 350 
Boise, ID 83 702 
US Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
~ 
D 
D 
D Facsimile - No. 342-4657 
L, 
cnvt:\Clients\K\Kosmann, Dave 24856\v-. Gilbride .000\Non-Discovcry\Opposition to Moti0n for Fees.doc)( 
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.. ,, . 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/ Appellant 
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CANYON COUNiY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
-vs-
LEO GILBRIDE, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 
-------------''--------
CASE NO. CV13-795C 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Fee Category: L-4 
Fee: $129.00 
+Q .. : "T.· HE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, LEO GILBRIDE, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
AOOVE-ENTITLED COURT NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant, DAVID KOSMANN, appeals against the above-
n~d Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final order entered in the above-entitled 
·:,\'.· 
action on the March 30, 2015, Honorable Juneal C. Kerrick presiding. 
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment 
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described in Paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l), of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant then intends 
to assert in the appeal; provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal: 
3.1 Whether the Court erred in granting Defendant Summary Judgment on 
Counts I and III V of Plaintiff's Complaint; 
3 .2 Whether the Court erred in its Memorandum Decision following Court 
trial granting Defendant judgment on Count V of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint; 
3 .3 Whether the Court erred in denying Plaintiff's Amended Motion to 
Reconsider and to Amend Findings and Conclusions of the Memorandum Decision and 
Judgment; and, 
3 .4 Whether the Court erred in granting Count II of Defendant's counterclaim 
and awarding Defendant possession of the real property located at 1020 W. Homedale Road, 
Caldwell, Idaho. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No. If so, what 
portion? NI A 
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? 
Yes. 
(b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
(1) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(a), 
in compressed format, of the trial before the district court on January 27-29, 2015; 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk's record 
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in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
6.1 Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment - filed on or about 
June 11, 2013; 
6.2 Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment- filed on or about June 11, 2013; 
6.3 Affidavit of Ron R. Shepherd- filed on or about June 11, 2013; 
6.4 Affidavit of Leo Gilbride - filed on or about June 11, 2013; 
6.5 Affidavit of Michele Phillips - filed June 27, 2013; 
6.6 Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment - filed 
June 27, 2013; 
6.7 Affidavit of David Kosmann in Support of Opposition to Defendant's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment-filed June 27, 2013; 
6.8 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Opposition to Defendant's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment- filed June 27, 2013; 
6.9 Reply Brief in Support of Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment- filed July 5, 2013; 
6.10 Order on Motion for Summary Judgment-filed August 9, 2013; 
6.11 Motion for an Order to Deposit Funds - filed September 5, 2013; 
6.12 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Motion for an Order to Deposit 
Funds - filed September 5, 2013; 
6.13 Defendant's Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment - filed 
October 10, 2013; 
6.14 Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Second Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment- filed October 10, 2013; 
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6.15 Affidavit of Leo Gilbride-filed October 10, 2013; 
6.16 Opposition to Defendant's Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
- filed October 24, 2013; 
6.17 Memorandum m Support of Motion to Strike and Disregard Certain 
Testimony of Leo Gilbride-filed October 24, 2013; 
6.18 Defendant's Motion for Partial Reconsideration-filed October 25, 2013; 
6.19 Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Partial 
Reconsideration- filed October 25, 2013; 
6.20 Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Partial Reconsideration - filed 
October 31, 2013; 
6.21 Order Denying Defendant's Second Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and Motion for Partial Reconsideration- filed November 14, 2013; 
6.22 Order to Deposit Funds - filed November 14, 2013; 
6.23 Defendant's Third Motion for Partial Summary Judgment- filed May 21, 
2014; 
6.24 Affidavit of Ron R. Shepherd in Support of Defendant's Third Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment-filed May 21, 2014; 
6.25 Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Third Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment-filed May 21, 2014; 
6.26 Opposition to Defendant's Third Motion ~or Partial Summary Judgment -
filed June 26, 2014; 
6.27 Declaration of David Kosmann in Support of Opposition to Defendant's 
Third Motion for Partial Summary Judgment- filed June 26, 2014; 
6.28 Order on Defendant's Third Motion for Partial Summary Judgment-filed 
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July 24, 2014; 
6.29 Plaintiff's Pre-Trial Brief - filed December 23, 2014; 
6.30 Defendant's Pre-Trial Memorandum - filed December 31, 2014; 
6.31 Declaration of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiff's Motion in Limine 
- filed January 8, 2015; 
6.32 Plaintiffs Motion in Limine- filed January 8, 2015; 
6.33 Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs Motion in Limine -January 13, 2015; 
6.34 Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion in Limine -
January 13, 2015; 
6.35 Order on Plaintiffs Motion in Limine -January 26, 2015; 
6.36 Defendant's Supplemental Pre-Trial Memorandum - filed January 26, 
2015; 
6.3 7 Plaintiffs Supplemental Pre-Trial Brief - filed January 26, 2015; 
6.38 Declaration of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiff's Supplemental Pre-
Trial Brief- filed January 26, 2015; 
6.39 Declaration of Cameron McFadden-filed January 26, 2015; 
6.40 Defendant's Post-Trial Memorandum-filed February 13, 2015; 
6.41 Defendant's Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law - filed 
February 13, 2015; 
6.42 Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief-filed February 13, 2015; 
6.43 Plaintiffs Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law - filed 
February 13, 2015; 
6.44 Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration-filed March 30, 2015; 
6.45 Plaintiff's Amended Motion to Reconsider and to Amend Findings and 
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Conclusions of the Memorandum Decision and Judgment - filed April 10, 2015; 
6.46 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Amended Motion to Reconsider 
and to Amend Findings and Conclusions of the Memorandum Decision and Judgment - filed 
April 10, 2015; 
6.47 Order on Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Findings-filed April 21, 2015. 
7. I certify: 
7 .1 That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter; 
7.2 That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee of 
preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant 
of the amount of the estimated fee; 
7.3 That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid 
within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of estimated fee; 
7.4 That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and, 
7 .5 That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
DATED this 2nd day of June, 2015. 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff/ Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the 2nd day of June, 2015, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
James G. Reid 
KAUFMAN REID, PLLC 
1211 W Myrtle St, Ste 350 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Kathy Klemetson 
Court Reporter for the Honorable Juneal C. Kerrick 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany St. 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
~ 
D 
D 
D 
~ 
D 
D 
D 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID A. KOSMANN, ) 
) CV-2013-795-C 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ORDER ON MOTIONS 
vs. ) TO DISALLOW COSTS 
) AND FEES 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff David Kosmann's First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, filed 
August 14, 2009, included five claims for relief against Defendant Leo Gilbride: Count One: 
Breach of Contract; Count Two: Specific Performance; Count Three: Breach of the Covenant of 
Good Faith and Fair Dealing; Count Four: Unjust Enrichment; and Count Five: Fraud. The 
claims arose out of Kosmann's sale of a parcel of real property, located in Canyon County, to 
Gilbride and an alleged oral contract or promise by Gilbride to reconvey the property to 
Kosmann. 
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By Order, entered August 9, 2013, the court granted Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment dismissing Counts I and III of the Complaint, which sought damages for breach of 
contract and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
Defendant Leo Gilbride filed his Answer to First Amended Complaint and First 
Amended Counterclaim on September 17, 2013. The Counterclaim included three counts: (1) 
Breach of the contract for sale of the property from Kosmann to Gilbride; (2) Ejectment; (3) 
Unlawful Detainer/Eviction. 
On January 27, 2015, the parties commenced a scheduled four-day jury trial before the 
court. 
On January 29, 2015, at the conclusion of Plaintiffs case-in-chief, Defendant moved for 
an order dismissing the remaining claims asserted against him. The court granted Defendant's 
motion to dismiss Count Two: Specific Performance, because the evidence did not establish a 
contract sufficiently definite in its terms to be specifically enforced; reserved decision on the 
motion to dismiss Count Five: Fraud; and denied the motion to dismiss Count Four: Unjust 
Enrichment. 
After the court's determination on Defendant's motion to dismiss, the parties jointly 
stipulated to and requested that the remainder of the trial take place before the court without a 
Jury. The court agreed to this request. 
The court trial concluded on January 29, 2015. 
On February 13, 2015, the parties filed the following with the court: (1) Plaintiffs Post-
Trial Brief; (2) Plaintiffs Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law; (3) Defendant's 
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Post Trial Memorandum; and (4) Defendant's Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law. The court deemed the matter submitted for decision on February 13, 2015. 
On March 30, 2015, the court entered its Memorandum Decision Following Court Trial 
and a Judgment: (1) dismissing Counts I, II, III and V of the Amended Complaint and Count I of 
the Counterclaim, with prejudice; (2) dismissing Count III of the Counterclaim without 
prejudice; (3) awarding Plaintiff $30,990.00 on Count IV of the Amended Complaint; and (4) 
awarding Defendant possession of certain real property on Count II of the Counterclaim. 
On April 21, 2015, the court entered its Order denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend 
Findings. 
Both parties now seek an award of costs and attorney fees, as the prevailing party in this 
action. Each party has filed an objection and motion to disallow the other party's claimed costs 
and fees. A hearing was held on the respective motions on June 11, 2015. Plaintiff was 
represented by Mr. Michael Hanby. Defendant was present and was represented by Mr. James 
Reid. The court considered the arguments of counsel and the applicable law, then reserved 
ruling pending the issuance of a written decision. 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISALLOW 
According to his Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees and 
Costs, Plaintiff seeks an award of: 
1. Costs as of Right: 
2. Discretionary Costs: 
3. Attorney Fees: 
$ 1,447.47 
$ 2,165.90 
$90,652.50 
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Total: $94,265.87 
Plaintiffs Motion cites Idaho Code sections 12-120 and 12-121 as the statutory bases 
authorizing an award of his attorney fees in this action. 
I. PREVAILING PARTY 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l) authorizes the court to award costs to the prevailing party in an action. 
Similarly, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) authorizes an award of reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing 
party or parties in an action, when authorized by any statute or contract. Therefore, in order to 
recover his costs and/or attorney fees in this action, Plaintiff must establish that he is the 
prevailing party. 
A. Standard of Decision 
A trial court's determination regarding whether a party prevailed in an action is a matter 
of discretion. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B); Shore v. Peterson, 204 Idaho 1114, 1125, 204 P.3d 1114, 
1125 (2009). As noted previously, in making a discretionary determination, this court must: (1) 
correctly perceive the issue as one of discretion; (2) act within the outer boundaries of that 
discretion and consistently with the applicable legal standards; and (3) reach its determination by 
an exercise ofreason. Id., 146 Idaho at 915. 
The boundaries of this court's discretion, in determining whether a party prevailed in this 
action, are established by the language of Rule 54(d)(l)(B) which states: "In determining which 
party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound 
discretion consider the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the 
respective parties. The trial court in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action 
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prevailed in part and did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between 
and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and 
claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments obtained." 
"In determining which party prevailed in an action where there are claims and 
counterclaims between opposing parties, the court determines who prevailed 'in the action.' 
That is, the prevailing party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a 
claim-by-claim analysis." Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord Excavating & Paving, Inc., 141 
Idaho 716, 719, 117 P.3d 130, 133 (2005). "Avoiding liability is a significant benefit to a 
defendant." Id. "In litigation, avoiding liability is as good for a defendant as winning a money 
judgment is for a plaintiff." Id. 
B. Analysis 
In the exercise of its discretion, the court determines that Plaintiff is not a prevailing 
party, for purposes ofan award of costs pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l) and attorney fees. 
Defendant prevailed on the primary issue in this litigation: whether Plaintiff was entitled to 
specific performance of, or damages for Defendant's breach of, the alleged oral contract for re-
conveyance of the subject property. While Plaintiff did prevail on his unjust enrichment claim, 
that claim provided limited alternative relief when Plaintiff failed to establish the existence of an 
enforceable agreement for re-conveyance. Plaintiff did prevail on Defendant's breach of 
contract claim, but that claim involved the same issue as Plaintiff's unjust enrichment claim: 
whether Plaintiff, having failed to establish the existence of an enforceable agreement for re-
conveyance of the property, was entitled to the return of certain sums paid to Defendant. 
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While it is not necessary to the court's determination on this issue, the court also notes 
that Defendant's Rule 68 Offer of Judgment in the amount of $32,500.00, more than Plaintiff 
recovered on his unjust enrichment claim, weighs in favor of the court's conclusion. See Zenner 
v. Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444,449 (2009) ("This Court has held that offers of settlement, including 
offers of judgment, should be considered in determining the final judgment or result of the action 
in relation to the relief sought. See Polk v. Larrabee, 135 Idaho 303, 313, 17 P .3d 24 7, 257 
(2000). Although offers of judgment may be considered, we have cautioned that they should not 
be the only, or even most significant, factor in the trial court's prevailing party analysis. Id). 
In light of this determination, the court concludes that Plaintiff has not demonstrated his 
entitlement to an award of costs or attorney fees, pursuant to Idaho Code sections 12-120 or 12-
121. 
II. I.R.C.P. 37(c) 
Although not raised in his Motion, Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs seeks an award of "attorney fees and costs as a result of 
Defendant's failure to admit the falsity of the car parts story and failure to admit that he was 
unjustly enriched" pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37(c). 
Rule 37(c) states, in relevant part: 
( c) Expenses on Failure to Admit. If a party fails to admit ... the truth of any matter as 
requested under Rule 36, and if the party requesting the admissions thereafter proves ... 
the truth of the matter, the requesting party may apply to the court for an order 
requiring the other party to pay the reasonable expenses incurred in making that 
proof, including reasonable attorney's fees. The court shall make the order unless it 
finds that ... (3) the party failing to admit had reasonable ground to believe that the party 
might prevail on the matter, or (4) there was other good reason for the failure to admit. 
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( emphasis added). 
Plaintiff contends that "I.R.C.P. 37(c) entitled Plaintiffto his attorney's fees and costs for 
proving these claims. Plaintiff is entitled to $94,265.87 for disproving the false car parts story 
and for proving unjust enrichment." 
Since Plaintiff has requested the full amount of the costs and attorney fees incurred in this 
action on his claim for expenses, the court concludes that Plaintiff has failed to comply with Rule 
3 7 ( c ), by proving the "reasonable expenses incurred" in proving matters Defendant failed to 
admit. As Plaintiff states in his Memorandum in Support, "a substantial amount of time and 
effort was consumed in overcoming Defendant's false car parts story." By Plaintiff's own 
admission, all of the costs and attorney fees Plaintiff incurred in this action were not attributable 
to Defendant's failure to admit. In addition, having presided over numerous pretrial motions and 
the trial in this case, the court can safely state that the majority of attorney fees incurred in this 
action by both parties were attributable to Plaintiffs efforts to prove that he had a contractual 
right to the property at issue, not to Plaintiffs unjust enrichment claim or Defendant's breach of 
contract claim. 
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND FEES 
According to his Memorandum of Court Costs and Attorney Fees, Defendant seeks an 
award of: 
1. 
2. 
Costs as of Right: 
Attorney Fees: 
Total: 
$ 1,732.25 
$74,223.36 
$75,955.81 
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According to his Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs, Defendant seeks an award of 
attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code section 12-120(3). 
I.PREVAILING PARTY 
Based on the analysis set forth above in connection with Defendant's Motion to Disallow 
Plaintiffs claimed costs and fees, the court concludes, in the exercise of its discretion, that 
Defendant is the prevailing party in this action, for purposes of an award of costs pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l) and attorney fees. 
Defendant prevailed on the primary issue in this litigation: whether Plaintiff was entitled 
to specific performance of, or damages for Defendant's breach of, the alleged oral contract for 
re-conveyance of the subject property. While Plaintiff did prevail on his unjust enrichment 
claim, that claim provided limited alternative relief when Plaintiff failed to establish the 
existence of an enforceable agreement for re-conveyance. Plaintiff did prevail on Defendant's 
breach of contract claim, but that claim involved the same issue as Plaintiffs unjust enrichment 
claim: whether Plaintiff, having failed to establish the existence of an enforceable agreement for 
re-conveyance of the property, was entitled to the return of certain sums paid to Defendant. 
Defendant not only prevailed on Plaintiffs damage claims for breach of the alleged oral contract 
to reconvey, but also on Plaintiffs claim for specific performance of that contract, Defendant's 
own claim for ejectment, and Plaintiff's claim for damages based on fraud. 
Again, while it is not necessary to the court's determination on this issue, the court also 
notes that Defendant's Rule 68 Offer of Judgment in the amount of $32,500.00, more than 
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Plaintiff recovered on his unjust enrichment claim, weighs in favor of the court's conclusion, 
especially since Plaintiff's unjust enrichment claim was his only viable claim for damages. 
Based on this fact and the lack of any objection by Plaintiff to the amount of costs 
claimed by Defendant, the court concludes that Defendant is entitled to an award of costs as of 
right in the amount of$ 1,732.25. 
II. IDAHO CODE SECTION 12-120(3) 
As noted previously, Defendant seeks an award of attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code 
section 12-120(3). 
Idaho Code section 12-120(3) requires the court to allow a reasonable attorney fee to the 
prevailing party in a civil action involving a commercial transaction, unless otherwise provided 
by law. Whether an action involves a commercial transaction, for purposes of section 12-120(3), 
is a question oflaw. Garner v. Povey, 151 Idaho 462,469,259 P.3d 608,615 (2011). 
Section 12-120(3) defines "commercial transaction" as "all transactions except 
transactions for personal or household purposes." An award of attorney fees under section 12-
120(3) is proper when the commercial transaction is integral to the claim and constitutes the 
basis upon which the party is attempting to recover. Beco Construction Co., Inc. v. J-U-B 
Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 726 (2008). The "critical test is whether the commercial 
transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit; the commercial transaction must be integral 
to the claim and constitute the basis upon which the party is attempting to recover." Esser 
Electric, Inc. v. Lost River Ballistics Technologies, Inc., 145 Idaho 912, 921, 188 P.3d 854, 863 
(2008) (quoting Ervin Construction Co. v. Van Orden, 125 Idaho 695, 704, 874 P.2d 506, 515 
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(1993)). Accordingly, a party seeking an award of attorney fees pursuant to section 12-120(3) 
must establish: (1) the existence of a commercial transaction that is integral to the claim; and (2) 
the commercial transaction must be the basis upon which recovery is sought. Garner, 259 P.3d 
at 615. "A court is not required to award reasonable attorney fees every time a commercial 
transaction is connected with a case." Bingham v. Montane Resource Associates, 133 Idaho 420, 
426,987 P.2d 1035, 1041 (1999). 
Here, the court cannot conclude that Defendant is entitled to an award of attorney fees 
pursuant to section 12-120(3) arising out of a commercial transaction. The gravamen of the 
lawsuit was Plaintiffs claim that a valid oral contract existed between the parties pursuant to 
which Defendant had agreed to re-convey the property at issue to Plaintiff in order to assist 
Plaintiff in getting out of his existing mortgage obligation and securing a lower mortgage 
payment. There is no question that the property at issue was Plaintiffs primary residence. Based 
on these facts, the court concludes that Defendant has not established that the gravamen of this 
action involved a commercial transaction. See Frontier Development Group, LLC v. Caravella, 
157 Idaho 589, 599, 338 P.3d 1193, 1203 (2014)("In Goodspeed v. Shippen, 154 Idaho 866,303 
P.3d 225 (2013), we considered an appeal arising from the Goodspeeds' purchase of a home. 
Noting our decision in Carrillo, we stated: "As this transaction lacks the required symmetry of 
commercial purpose, J.C. § 12-120(3) does not apply." Id at 874, 303 P.3d at 233. In this case, 
the Caravellas' purpose for entering into the agreement with Hom and FDG was to construct a 
house for their personal use; therefore the transaction was not commercial. For this reason, we do 
not award attorney fees under Idaho Code section 12-120(3)."). 
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Here, Defendant contends that he had a commercial purpose in purchasing the property 
and that Plaintiff ran a business on the property, in addition to residing on the property. 
However, Defendant's purchase of the property was not at issue in this case. Instead, the 
gravamen of this case was Plaintiff's claim that there was a contract between the parties for 
Defendant to re-convey the property to Plaintiff after Defendant purchased it. Based on the 
record, there is no question that Plaintiff's purpose was to retain his residential property free of 
his existing mortgage obligation. Plaintiff's purpose was not related to his business on the 
property. So, even if Defendant had a business purpose, the lack of such a purpose on Plaintiff's 
part precludes a finding of "the required symmetry of purpose" for application of section 12-
120(3). 
Defendant's second argument in support of his entitlement to attorney fees under Idaho 
Code Section 12-120(3) is that the Purchase and Sale Agreement (PSA), pursuant to which he 
purchased the property, provided for an award of attorney fees. However, the court concludes 
that Defendant's second argument is unavailing, because the alleged oral agreement for re-
conveyance of the property was entirely separate and distinct from the PSA. As the court stated 
in its August 9, 2013 Order on Motion for Summary Judgment: 
II. Plaintiff's Contract Claims 
A. Parol Evidence Rule 
Defendant first asserts that Plaintiff is precluded, by the parol evidence rule, 
from introducing any evidence of the alleged oral agreement for reconveyance of the 
property by the parol evidence rule. 
"When a written instrument is complete on its face and is unambiguous, extrinsic 
evidence of prior or contemporaneous representations or negotiations are inadmissible to 
contradict, vary, alter, add to, or detract from the instrument's terms." Kepler-Fleenor v. 
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Fremont Cnty., 152 Idaho 207,211,268 P.3d 1159, 1163 (2012). Only when a document 
is ambiguous is parol evidence admissible to discover the drafter's intent. Id. 
It is not clear to the court that the parol evidence rule bars Plaintiff from 
presenting proof of the alleged oral agreement to reconvey the property, because it is 
alleged to have been a separate agreement between the parties. Rather than vary, alter or 
detract from the written agreement for the sale of the property from Kosmann to Gilbride, 
the alleged oral agreement actually depends on the validity of the purchase and sale 
agreement. Kosmann does not appear to contest that, pursuant to the written 
purchase and sale agreement he conveyed the property to Gilbride. However, 
Kosmann claims that the parties entered into a separate oral agreement whereby 
Gilbride would transfer the property back to Kosmann at a later date. 
( emphasis added). 
Defendant essentially adopted the above analysis in his Supplemental Pre-Trial 
Memorandum Re: Illegality of Contract, in which Defendant stated: 
II. The Property Sale Agreement Is Not Void Due to Alleged Illegality 
At the hearing on the motion in limine, Plaintiff suggested that ... illegality might 
cut both ways and could impact the underlying contract for the sale of the property. 
However, the Property Sale Agreement cannot be voided due to illegality for a number of 
reasons. First, this action is not one to rescind the purchase and sale agreement and 
Plaintiff's complaint does not contain such a cause of action. Plaintiff is not seeking 
by his complaint to reverse the sale, to do so would put him back in position as owner of 
the property owing GMAC $262,000. That is not what he seeks. Rather, Plaintiff seeks 
an order upholding the sale, but requiring Defendant to sell him back the property 
under an alleged oral agreement (the purpose of which is unlawful as addressed 
above). 
Defendant's Supplemental Pre-Trial Memorandum Re: Illegality of Contract, pp. 5-6 (emphasis 
added). 
In fact, as Defendant also notes in that Memorandum, the only claim in this case 
involving the PSA was Defendant's counterclaim for breach of contract: 
The validity of the Purchase and Sale Agreement comes into play in connection 
with Defendant's counterclaim for breach of contract, wherein Defendant alleges that 
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Plaintiffs failure to turn over the property is a breach of the Purchase and Sale 
Agreement. 
Defendant's Supplemental Pre-Trial Memorandum Re: Illegality of Contract, p. 6. 
However, as the court explained in its Memorandum Decision Following Court Trial, 
Defendant did not produce sufficient evidence to prevail on his counterclaim for breach of the 
PSA because: (1) Defendant failed to establish that Plaintiff breached the PSA by failing to 
deliver possession of the property to Defendant at closing, based on the express language of the 
PSA and the merger doctrine; and (2) Defendant failed to prove his damages stemming from the 
alleged breach. 
In short, Defendant did not prevail on the only claim in this case that was based upon the 
PSA. Accordingly, the PSA cannot afford a basis for this court to award Defendant attorney fees 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 12-120(3). 
ORDER 
Based on the foregoing, 
Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs is DENIED, and Defendant's Motion to 
Disallow Plaintiffs Claimed Costs and Fees is GRANTED; and, further, 
Defendant's Motion for Costs is GRANTED, and Defendant is awarded $1,732.25 in 
costs as of right; and, further, 
Defendant's Motion for Attorney Fees is DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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Dated this 
e 
/ £' -/A_ day of June, 2015. 
7 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served upon the 
following, either by U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid; by hand delivery; by courthouse 
basket; or by facsimile copy: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Facsimile: 208-475-0101 
James G. Reid 
Kaufman Reid, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Dated this ___ \o_-_\_\ ___ day of June, 2015. 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: __ ~_\ ______ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
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JAMES G. REID, ISB #1372 
JENNIFER REID MAHONEY, ISB #5207 
KAUFMAN REID, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4591 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657 
jreid@krlawboise.com 
imahoncvf@krlawboise.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant. 
• 
• 
• 
) Case No. CV13-795C 
) 
) AMENDED JUDGMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
• 
• 
• 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
Defendant, as prevailing party in this action, shall recover the sum of$ 1,732.25 against 
Plaintiff for costs of suit. This amount shall offset amounts awarded to Plaintiff in the Judgment 
dated March 30, 2015. 
It is further ordered that both parties' rnotioas foe attorney fees ai:• Ql:;NIED. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the d day 0~2015, a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
James G. Reid 
Kaufman Reid, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle St., Suite 350 
Boise, ID 83702 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
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• 
JAMES G. REID, ISB #1372 
JENNIFER REID MAHONEY, ISB #5207 
KAUFMAN REID, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4591 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657 
jreid@krlawboise.com 
jmahoney@krlawboise.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
JUL 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNiY CLERK 
T. CHAvVFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
* 
* 
* 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) Case No. CV13-795C 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF 
vs. ) CROSS APPEAL 
) 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, David Kosmann, and your 
attorney of record; and the Clerk of the above-titled Court: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant, Leo Gilbride, cross appeals against the 
above-named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Amended Judgment 
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(including any relevant adverse pre-trial rulings, procedural rulings and evidentiary 
rulings), entered in the above-titled action on the 2nd day of July, 2015, Honorable 
Juneal Kerrick, District Judge, presiding. 
2. The cross appeal is on both issues of law and fact. 
3. The Cross Appellant is represented by James G. Reid and Jennifer Reid 
Mahoney of Kaufman Reid, PLLC, 1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350, Boise, ID 83702, 
telephone (208) 342-4591, email jreid@krlawboise.com and 
jmahoney@krlawboise.com. 
4. The Cross Respondent is represented by Kevin Dinius and Michael Hanby 
of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, 5680 E. Franklin Rd., Nampa, ID 83687, telephone (208) 
475-0100, email kdinius@diniuslaw.com. 
5. The party has a right to cross appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to Rule ll(a)(l), I.A.R. 
6. Appellants provide the following as a preliminary statement of the issues 
on cross appeal: 
(a) Did the District Court err in denying Defendant's motion for 
attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-120(3), by determining that 
this action did not involve a commercial transaction? 
(b) Did the District Court err in denying Defendant's motion for 
attorney fees based upon the Real Estate Purchase and Sale 
Agreement between the parties? 
7. A transcript of the court trial was prepared by the Court Reporter. A copy 
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of the trial transcript is not requested. 
8. The Cross Appellant requests the following documents to be included in 
the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included in the Clerk's record 
pursuant to Rule 28 I.A.R. and in addition to those requested by Cross Respondent in 
his notice of appeal: 
(a) Defendant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs; 
(b) Affidavit of Ron Sheperd; 
(c) Defendant's Memorandum of Court Costs and Attorney Fees; 
(d) Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Attorney 
Fees and Costs; 
(e) Memorandum in Response to Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant's 
Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees; 
(f) Order on Motions to Disallow Costs and Fees. 
9. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of cross appeal has been served upon 
the reporter; 
(b) That the estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's record will be 
paid within the time required by rule after notice to Cross Appellant of the 
amount of estimated fee; 
(c) That the Appellate filing fee has been paid; 
(d) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20. 
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DATED this __j_ day of July, 2015. 
By 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 4 day of July, 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the forego7was served upon all parties listed below by: 
(~. S. mail, postage prepaid ( ) express mail 
( ) hand delivery ( ) facsimile 
Kevin Dinius 
Dinius & Associates 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of ld~lio I L 
. . . --A.M."""-l:o~--
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff-Appellant-Cross Respondent, 
V. 
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant-Respondent-Cross Appellant. 
) 
) PARTIAL REMITITTUR CANYON COUNTY 
) K WALDEMER, DE 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 43296-2015 
) Canyon County No. CV-2013-795 
) 
) 
) 
TO: THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF CANYON. 
The Court having entered an Order granting Appellant, David Kosmann's Motion to 
Dismiss Appeal on July 28, 2015, and having dismissed Appellant David Kosmann's appeal July 
28, 2015, therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Appellant, David Kosmann's appeal is dismissed 
and this appeal shall proceed as to Respondent Leo Gilbride's cross-appeal, and; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the title of this appeal is hereby amended as 
follows: 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 
LEO .GILBRIDE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
DATED this-2:.1 day of July, 2015. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
Court Reporter - K. Klemetson 
District Judge 
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JAMES G. REID, ISB #1372 
JENNIFER REID MAHONEY, ISB #5207 
KAUFMAN REID, PLLC 
1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4591 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657 
jreid@krlawboise.com 
jmahoney@krlawboise.com 
Attorneys for Defendant 
9:11:28 08-11-2015 
F I A.~ as QO,.M, 
AUG 11 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
C LAKE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
* 
* 
* 
DAVID KOSMANN, ) Case No. CV13-795C 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) DEFENDANT'S AMENDED 
vs. ) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
) 
LEO GILBRIDE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, David Kosmann, and your 
attorney of record; and the Clerk of the above-titled Court: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant, Leo Gilbride, appeals against the above-
named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Amended Judgment 
NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL - 1 
1 /5 
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(Including any relevant adverse pre-trial rulings, procedural rulings and evidentlary 
rulings), entered in the above-titled action on the 2nd day of July, 2015, Honorable 
Juneal Kerrick, District Judge, presiding. 
The purpose of the Amended Appeal is to request a trial transcript, which had 
previously been requested by Kosmann in his initial appeal. When Kosmann voluntarily 
dismissed his Appeal, Appellant Gilbride's Cross Appeal became the only appeal in the 
case, and it became necessary for Appellant GIibride to request a copy of the trlal 
transcript. 
2. The appeal Is on both Issues of law and fact. 
3. The Appellant Is represented by James G. Reid and Jennifer Reid Mahoney 
of Kaufman Reid, PLLC, 1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350, Boise, ID 83702, telephone (208) 
342-4591, email jreid@krlawboise.com and jmahoney@krlawboise.com. 
4. The Respondent Is represented by Loren K. Messerly, of Greener Burke, 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950, Boise, Idaho, 83702, telephone (208) 319-2600, email 
lmesserly@greenerlaw.com. 
5. The party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1), I.A.R. 
6. Appellants provide the following as a preliminary statement of the Issues 
on cross appeal: 
(a) Did the District Court err In denying Defendant's motion for 
attorney fees under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3), by determining that 
NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL - 2 
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this action did not involve a commercial transaction? 
(b) Did the District Court err in denying Defendant's motion for 
attorney fees based upon the Real Estate Purchase and Sale 
Agreement between the parties? 
7. A transcript of the court trial was prepared by the Court Reporter. A copy 
of the trial transcript is requested. Originally, Kosmann had requested a trial transcript 
be prepared at part of his appeal. When the appeal was voluntarily dismissed, it 
became necessary for GIibride to request a copy of the trial transcript. 
8. The Appellant requests the following documents to be Included In the 
clerk's record, in addition to those automatically Included in the Clerk's record pursuant 
to Rule 28 I.A.R. and in addition to those requested by Cross Respondent in his notice 
of appeal: 
(a) Defendant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs; 
(b) Affidavit of Ron Sheperd; 
(c) Defendant's Memorandum of Court Costs and Attorney Fees; 
(d) Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Attorney 
Fees and Costs; 
(e) Memorandum in Response to Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant's 
Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees; 
(f) Order on Motions to Disallow Costs and Fees. 
9. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this amended notice of appeal has been served 
upon the reporter; 
(b) That the estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's record has 
NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL - 3 
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been paid and that the estimated fee for the preparation of the trial transcript will 
be paid within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of 
estimated fee; 
(c) That the Appellate filing fee has been paid; 
(d) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED this Ji_ day of August, 2015. 
By 
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,,,,,,,o, 08-11-2015 
CERDFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ...Ji_ day of August, 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was served upon all parties listed below by: ( Z. mall, postage prepaid ( ) express mail 
( ) hand delivery ( ) facslmlle 
Loren K. Messerly 
Greener Burke 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950 
Boise, ID 83702 
Kathy Klemetson 
Court Reporter for the Honorable Juneal C. Kerrick 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany St. 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL - 5 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idalio~k.,,.t; 
SEP 1 6 2015 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff- Respondent, 
v. 
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
c:~~~~E~~NTY CL 
&.:;ri, DEPU 
ORDER RE: PAYMENT OF FEE FOR 
TRANSCRIPTS 
Supreme Court Docket No. 43296-2015 
Canyon County No. CV -2013-795 
On September 15, 2015, District Court Reporter Kathy J. Klemetson notified this Court that, 
after written notification being mailed to Appellant counsel regarding the amount due for the 
transcripts requested, the fee ($1,430.00) for preparation of the Reporter's Transcripts has not yet 
been paid. Therefore. 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that unless the required fee ($1,430.00} for preparation of the 
Reporter's Transcripts is paid to the District Court Reporter ON OR BEFORE SEVEN (7) DAYS 
FROM THE DATE OF THIS ORDER, this appeal will proceed on the Clerk's Record only. 
DATED this /t,1"" day of September, 2015. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
.Court Reporter Kathy J. Klemetson 
District Judge Juneal C, Kerrick 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff /Respondent, 
-vs-
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-13-00795*C 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the following 
are being sent as exhibits as requested in the Notice of Appeal: 
NONE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 2nd day of November, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: k:.. u-1~ Deputy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
-vs-
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-13-00795*C 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing Record in the above entitled case was compiled under my direction as, and is a 
true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 2nd day of November, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: k u._..1~ Deputy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF CANYON 
DAVID KOSMANN, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
-vs-
LEO GILBRIDE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court No. 43296-2015 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the 
Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of record to each 
party as follows: 
James G. Reid, 1211 W. Myrtle, Suite 350, Boise, Idaho 83702 
Kevin Dinius, Dinius & Assoc., 5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 2nd day of November, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: * '-'<../~ Deputy 
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TO: Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
DOCKET NO. 43296-2015 
( 
(DAVID KOSMANN 
( 
(vs. 
( 
(LEO GILBRIDE 
( ____________ _ 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on October 30, 2015, I lodged O & 3 transcripts of 450 
pages in length, consisting of Jury Trial, January 27-29, 2015, for the above-referenced 
appeal with the District Court Clerk of the County of Canyon in the Third Judicial District. 
Katherine J. Klemetson, RPR, CSR #436 
(Date) 
